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RESUMÉ PÅ DANSK 
 

Denne afhandling er den første monografi om oversættelse af de antikke græske tragediers 

korsange. Spørgsmålet, afhandlingen stiller, er, hvordan oversættere af græske tragedier til 

dansk kan signalere til læserne, at de tavse ord på papiret oprindeligt blev sunget til tonerne 

af musik. Svaret, afhandlingen giver, er at oversætte de urimede og rytmisk højst varierede 

græske korsange til rimede vers med regelmæssige rytmer kendt fra dansk poesi. 

 Afhandlingen består af fire dele: (i) oversættelsesteori; (ii) oversættelseshistorie; (iii) 

metrik; (iv) oversættelse. Afhandlingens første kapitel fokuserer på oversættelsesteori med 

afsæt i Katharina Reiß’ teksttypeanalyse og teoretiske arbejder af Friedrich Schleiermacher, 

Antoine Berman og Lawrence Venuti. Her taler jeg for at oversætte de græske korsange i den 

form, som danske sangtekster normalt har. Jeg argumenterer for, at denne umiddelbart 

domesticerende praksis i virkeligheden fremhæver fremmedartede kvaliteter ved de græske 

korsange. 

Andet kapitel af afhandlingen beskæftiger sig med oversættelseshistorie. Her giver 

jeg den første sammenhængende analyse af den danske tradition for at oversætte græske 

tragedier. Jeg iagttager tre overordnede tilgange til at oversætte tragediernes korsange: (i) 

en bevarende tilgang, der oversætter korsangene på deres oprindelige versemål; (ii) en 

tilpassende tilgang, der oversætter korsangene på versemål kendt fra dansk poesi; (iii) en 

prosaisk tilgang, der oversætter korsangene til frie rytmer eller prosa. Ingen af de tilpassende 

oversættere har forklaret deres principper for udvælgelsen af versemål i nærmere detaljer. 

En sådan forklaring bidrager jeg med i tredje kapitel af afhandlingen. Dette kapitel 

beskæftiger sig med metrik. Med udgangspunkt i Aischylos’ tragedie Perserne analyserer jeg, 

hvordan Aischylos bruger de forskellige versemål i tragedien. Ved at fortolke forholdet 

mellem form og indhold undersøger jeg, hvilke funktioner versemålene har i Perserne. 

Dernæst undersøger jeg den danske poetiske tradition for at finde versemål med tilsvarende 

funktioner til brug i oversættelsen. Kapitlet giver den hidtil omfangsrigeste undersøgelse af 

versemålenes funktion i Perserne. 

I afhandlingens fjerde kapitel forener jeg teori og praksis ved at oversætte Perserne 

efter den oversættelsesstrategi, som jeg har udviklet i de tre foregående kapitler. Denne 

oversættelse er den første oversættelse af Perserne til dansk i mere end hundrede år, og det 

er den første oversættelse med en tilpassende tilgang, der fremfører og baserer sig på 

systematiske principper for oversættelsen af korsangene. I femte og sidste kapitel skanderer 

jeg alle de lyriske partier fra den græske tekst og oversættelsen for at gøre brugen af versemål 

så tydelig som mulig.  
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SUMMARY IN ENGLISH 
 

This dissertation is the first monograph on the translation of ancient Greek tragic choral 

odes. The question posed by the dissertation is how translators of Greek tragedies into 

Danish can signal to the readers that the silent words on the page were originally sung to 

the accompaniment of music. The answer given by the dissertation is to translate the 

unrhymed and rhythmically highly varied tragic choral odes into rhyming and regular verse 

known from Danish poetry. 

 The dissertation consists of four parts: (i) translation theory; (ii) translation history; 

(iii) metrics; (iv) translation. The first chapter of the dissertation concerns translation 

theory, including Katharina Reiß’ text type analysis and theoretical works by Friedrich 

Schleiermacher, Antoine Berman, and Lawrence Venuti. I make a case for translating the 

tragic choral odes into the form that Danish song lyrics usually take. I argue that this 

ostensibly domesticating practice in fact points to foreign qualities of the Greek choral odes. 

 The second chapter concerns translation history. Here, I analyse the Danish tradition 

for translating Greek tragedy. This analysis is the first of its kind in Danish scholarship. I 

observe three general approaches to the translation of the tragic choral odes: (i) a preserving 

approach that translates the odes in their original metres; (ii) a modulating approach that 

translates the odes into metres known from Danish poetry; (iii) a prosaic approach that 

translates the odes into free rhythms or prose. None of the modulating translators have 

explained their principles for selecting the metres in greater detail. 

  In the third chapter, I contribute with such an explanation. This chapter concerns 

metrics. Taking Aeschylus’ Persians as a case study, I analyse how Aeschylus uses the 

different metres in the play. By interpreting the relation between content and form, I 

examine which functions the metres have in the Persians. Then, I examine Danish poetry in 

order to find metres with similar functions to use in the translation. This chapter offers the 

most extensive examination in classical scholarship of the functions of the metres in the 

Persians. 

 In the fourth chapter, I combine theory and practice by translating the Persians into 

Danish according to the translation strategy that I have developed in the preceding chapters. 

This translation is the first Danish translation of the Persians in more than a hundred years. 

Furthermore, it is the first modulating translation to present and build on systematic 

principles for the translation of the choral odes. In the fifth and final chapter, I scan all the 

lyric sections of the Greek text and the translation in order to make the use of metre as clear 

as possible. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

“Come along, come along and sing of Zeus’ daughter, the heavenly Artemis”, 

Hippolytus shouts to the chorus of servants in the play by Euripides that bears his 

name.1 It can be difficult for us to sense whether the chorus in fact obey Hippolytus. 

Do they sing their subsequent address to Artemis, or do they merely recite it? 

Whether we read the play in a Greek edition or in a translation, we only have the 

silent words on the page to answer our question with.  

The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a translation strategy that signals 

to the readers that the chorus in fact follow Hippolytus’ orders and sing. Greek 

tragedies were elaborate musical compositions that included singing and dancing. 

Today, the tragedies are mostly experienced through the silent act of reading. The 

dissertation explores how the translator ‒ without the use of music ‒ can signal to the 

readers that the texts they are reading were originally sung. 

According to Aristotle, who died approximately a hundred years after the first 

performance of the Hippolytus, songwriting, μελοποιία, is one of the six components 

of tragedy (Poet. 1450a7-10).2 In fact, of these components it is the songwriting and its 

music that gives the most pleasure (Poet. 1450b12-15; 1462a15-17). In Greek plays, the 

music and the songwriting took the form of choral odes, which were sung by dancing 

choruses of 12 to 15 singers, while the music was playing.3 The plays were performed 

at the City Dionysia in a musical contest where choral performances were closely 

linked to the religious ritual.4 Thus, the spectators at the City Dionysia in 428 BC were 

not in doubt that the chorus obeyed Hippolytus and sang. 

 

                                                           
1 Eur. Hipp. 58-60 (ed. Diggle): ἕπεσθ᾿ ἄιδοντες ἕπεσθε / τὰν Διὸς οὐρανίαν / Ἄρτεμιν. All translations in 

this dissertation are my own. 
2 For my translation of μελοποιία as “songwriting”, see Else (1986: 125): “μελοποιία in tragedy 

represents the arts which use all three media, speech, rhythm, and melody.” 
3 Ercoles (2020: 131), Weiss (2018: 1-3), Calame (2017: 16), Gagné & Hopman (2013: 26). The tragic 

chorus is held to have consisted of 12, later of 15 singers, while the comic chorus consisted of 24 

singers. Cf. Pollux 4.108 from the second century AC. See Lech (2009: 344-345) on Pollux as a source. 
4 Calame (2017: 21): “les concours musicaux formant l’essentiel du grand festival dédié à Dionysos 

Éleuthéreus relèvent de la pratique religieuse, en l’occurrence, d’une pratique cultuelle attachée à 

la performance chorale”. (“By forming the essential part of the great festival dedicated to Dionysus 

Eleuthéreus, the musical contests fall under the religious practice, in this case, a cultic practice 

attached to choral performance”). See also Power (2020: 195).  
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1. SONG CULTURE 

In the last decades, classical studies have increasingly begun to focus on the 

performative aspects of ancient Greek culture and on the part played by music and 

song in the Greek societies.5 John Herington’s description of archaic and early 

classical Greece as a song culture has laid the foundation of this development.6 Greek 

poetry in the archaic and early classical ages was an integral part of this song culture, 

as the majority of Greek poems were sung to the accompaniment of music. The choral 

odes were sung to a wind instrument, the aulós,7 while the epic poems were 

performed to the sounds of a kithāra or a phórminx.8 Martin West concludes that 

“Homeric ‘singing’ was truly singing”,9 while Bruno Gentili leaves the door open for 

musical intonation.10 

 Elegiac poems are also likely to have been sung to the aulós,11 and lyric poetry 

was sung to different types of lyres or to the aulós.12 Even iambic lyric poetry, 

traditionally considered a recitative genre,13 seems to have been sung, at least 

occasionally.14 Plato mentions iambic songs (Leg. 935e), while the Hellenistic poet 

Theocritus in his epigram to Archilochus, “the iambic poet of old”, writes:  

                                                           
5 Rocconi & Lynch (2020: 1). But cf. Budelmann & Phillips (2018b: 2-4) who warn against having too 

narrow a focus on the “extratextual realities” of Greek lyric, as it may risk removing the poetry from 

the poems. 
6 Herington (1985: 3-4). For the influence of Herington’s concept of Greece as a song culture, see 

Rocconi & Lynch (2020: 1), Perrot (2020: 90), Budelmann & Phillips (2018b: 3, n. 4), Carey (2009: 15, 

n. 25), Kurke (2000: 60). Gentili (1984) is also very central within this field of research. Cf. Bettini 

(1997: vii-viii). 
7 Ercoles (2020: 132, 135). 
8 D’Angour (2018: 51-52).  
9 West (1981: 115). See also Snell (19623: 5). 
10 Gentili (1984: 8): “Anche l’esecuzione del rapsodo poteva essere o non essere affidata al canto. Egli 

poteva intonare il canto sia come Demodoco o Femio con l’accompagnamento della cetra, sia 

declamando e tenendo la rhábdos come Esiodo”. (“Even the rhapsode’s execution could or could 

not have been affiliated with singing. Either he could have intoned the song like Demodocus or 

Phemius to the accompaniment of the cithara, or he could have declaimed it while holding a 

rhábdos like Hesiod”). 
11 Landels (1999: 12-13). Cf. Bowie (2016: 15), Alony (2009: 170), and Carey (2009: 23): “Elegy and 

lyric/melos were sung”. See also Paus. 10.7.5 and Plut. [De mus] 8. 
12 Battezzato (2009: 144), Budelmann (2009b: 12). 
13 For example Budelmann (2009b: 12). 
14 Save, of course, the iambic trimetres of Greek drama. Cf. Lavigne (2016: 78). Also Rotstein (2010: 

229): “there is evidence to suggest that some iamboi were occasionally sung and even performed 
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The Muses and the Delian Apollo truly loved him 

for he was musically gifted and good at 

making verses and singing to the lyre15 

 

Music and song played a significant part in the education of Greek citizens in the 

archaic and classical ages.16 Musical events such as choral performances were closely 

tied to the religious and public life in the Greek city states, as the cult poems by 

Alcman and the victory odes by Pindar and Bacchylides in honour of champions at 

the periodic games testify. These songs were in all likelihood sung by amateur 

choruses trained for the occasion.17 The same applies to the tragic and comic choruses 

of voluntary citizens who, under the supervision of a professional chorus leader, 

practised and performed the choral odes of the plays. 

 In performance as well as in composition, songwriting is closely tied to music. 

In archaic and classical Greece, it was also occasionally tied to dance. Indeed, music, 

poetry, and dance belonged to the same artistic category, μουσική.18 Contrary to the 

custom of today, music and dance seem to have been subordinate to poetic metre, 

indicating that the listeners would have been able to distinguish between different 

metres in a song. A. M. Dale expresses the general perception in scholarship that 

“music, generally speaking, was an underlining of the quantitative rhythm discernible 

in the written phrase”.19 The opposite view is offered by Mario Pintacuda: 

 

The perfect balance between the three rhythmic arts was never disturbed by giving 

prevalence to one over the other. This is explained by considering that in classical 

                                                           

with musical accompaniment.” But see also Carey (2009: 23): “the various iambic (…) forms appear 

generally to have been spoken or recited”. 
15 Theocr. Epigr. 21 (ed. Gow): Ἀρχίλοχον (…) τὸν πάλαι ποιητάν / τὸν τῶν ἰάμβων (…) ἦ ῥά νιν αἱ Μοῖσαι 

καὶ ὁ Δάλιος ἠγάπευν Ἀπόλλων / ὣς ἐμμελής τ᾿ ἐγένετο κἠπιδέξιος / ἔπεά τε ποιεῖν πρὸς λύραν τ᾿ ἀείδεν. 
16 Raffa (2020: 311-312), Landels (1999: 6-7). 
17 Ercoles (2020: 132), Raffa (2020: 311-312). 
18 Succinctly expressed be Gentili (1988: 5): “il termine mousiké, ‘l’arte delle Muse’, riguardò non solo 

l’arte dei suoni, ma anche la poesia lirica, sia essa monodica o corale, e la danza”. (“The term mousiké, 

‘the art of the Muse’, concerned not only sounds, but also lyric poetry, whether monodic or choral, 

and dance”). See also Pretagostini (2011: 263). 
19 Dale (19682: 3-4). Cf. Parker (1997: 13-14): “Words (…) were much more important in ancient Greek 

song than, generally, in that of modern Europe.” 
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antiquity the author of a drama was not only the author of a poetic text meant for 

recitation, but also the composer of the music and the choreographer of the dance20 

 

However, the fact that the dramatic author was poet, composer, and choreographer 

at the same time does not mean that he did not give prevalence to one of these 

rhythmic art forms over the others. Instead, I agree with Dale that the complicated 

rhythmic patterns of the tragic choral odes point towards the prevalence of metre.21 

This leans more towards what is called ‘logocentrism’ than towards the opposite 

concept of ‘musicocentrism’,22 though I by no means wish to ignore the part played 

by music in Greek poetry. On the contrary, it is precisely this role I wish to evoke by 

my translation strategy. The relation between ‘logocentrism’ and ‘musicocentrism’ is 

aptly expressed by Pat Pattison in an essay on the art of modern songwriting: “if the 

lyric is dense the music is simple, and conversely”.23  

 As we shall see in the first chapter of this dissertation, modern song lyrics differ 

from Greek tragic choral odes by having more regular rhythmic patterns, which 

makes the impression of the choral odes more rhythmically complex. Pattison’s 

notion of density is applicable both to metres, music, and content: “if everything is 

dense, nothing much is clear and there’s limited communication”.24 Therefore, I 

consider a perfect balance between the three rhythmic arts to have been an exception 

rather than a rule. 

 Music playing such an integral part in the educational and public life suggests 

that at least some of the spectators at the plays, the solo songs, and the religious choral 

performances were trained in music and poetry from an early age. In many cases, they 

had previously participated in choral performances as part of the public religious 

                                                           
20 Pintacuda (1978: 5): “Il perfetto equilibrio delle tre arti ritmiche non era mai turbato dal prevalere 

dell’una sulle altre. Ciò si spiega considerando che nell’antichità classica l’autore di un dramma non 

era solo l’autore del testo poetico destinato alla recitazione, ma anche il compositore della musica 

ed il coreografo delle danze”. 
21 Dale (19682: 3-4). See also Walton (2006: 106-107). 
22 Cf. Gorlée (2005b: 8): “While logocentrism, a view defending the general dominance of the word 

in vocal music, may be called by the aphorism prima le parole e poi la musica, musicocentrism is 

expressed in its opposite, prima la musica e poi le parole.” 
23 Pattison (2014: 306). This relation can be observed in modern songwriting by comparing the 

intricate lyrical patterns in the first records by Bob Dylan, in which music is subsidiary, with the less 

intricate lyrical patterns in the last records by The Beatles, in which music is prevalent. 
24 Pattison (2014: 306). 
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festivals and theatre contests in their city states. As for the private sphere, Plutarch 

relates in his life of Nicias (§29) how in 413 BC, after the Battle of Assinarus, Athenian 

captives in Sicily were set free and given water and food for singing some of Euripides’ 

songs.  

Plutarch’s point is that the Sicilians loved Euripides’ songs immensely: “they 

were learning even small samples and tastings that visitors brought to them from time 

to time, and they were delightfully passing them on to each other”.25 Tragic choral 

odes thus seem to have been sung in the public as well as in the private sphere. 

Accordingly, it may be reasonable to assume that some of the theatre-goers in fifth-

century Athens were able to appreciate the music, the poet’s choice of metres and 

melodies, and the interaction between melodies, metres, and words in the choral 

odes.26  

Today, we are left with the words of the Greek songs. Musical notations were 

probably not written down until the second half of the fifth century BC.27 Apart from 

approximately sixty more or less damaged fragments, the most complete of which, 

the Seikilos stele, dates to the second century AD, nothing is preserved of the Greco-

Roman music.28 So the question is how readers of Greek tragedy in translation today 

can get the sense that the choral odes were originally sung. 

 This question is at the heart of the present dissertation. The aim of the 

dissertation is to develop a strategy for translating the choral odes of ancient Greek 

tragedy without the use of music and still succeed in signaling to the readers that the 

texts were originally perceived as songs. Danish being my native language, I will focus 

on the translation of Greek tragedy into Danish. Though Verena Conley argues that 

in our increasingly globalised world it becomes more and more common that authors 

write in another language than their mother tongue,29 Antoine Berman and Lawrence 

                                                           
25 Plut. Nic. 29.3 (ed. Flacelière & Chambry): καὶ μικρὰ τῶν ἀφικνουμένων ἑκάστοτε δείγματα καὶ 

γεύματα κομιζόντων ἐκμανθάνοντες ἀγαπητῶς μετεδίδοσαν ἀλλήλοις. For this and the related anecdote 

by Saturus from circa 200 BC, see Csapo & Slater (1994: 3-4, 8). 
26 Also Parker (1997: 4): “It is worth the risk of stating the obvious to point out that Aristophanes’ 

contemporaries were able to recognize not only verbal allusion but rhythmic allusion”, and Brown 

(1977: 45). 
27 Gentili (1984: 27, and particularly 32, note 4): “L’arte figurativa sembra provare che la prassi di 

scrivere musica ebbe inizio nella seconda metà del V secolo a. C.” (“Figurative art seems to prove 

that the practice of writing music began in the second half of the fifth century BC”). 
28 Martinelli (2020: 103-104). Most of the findings are collected in Pöhlerman & West (2001).  
29 Conley (2010: 18-19).  
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Venuti convincingly demonstrate how important it is for the translator, and by 

extension for the translation scholar, to be fully aware of the linguistic and cultural 

codes and norms in the receiving culture.30 The dissertation, however, is written in 

English, as I consider the reasoning behind the translation strategy to be universally 

applicable and important for translators working in other languages as well.31 

 

2. SONG TRANSLATION 

The challenge of translating song lyrics without the music is not restricted to ancient 

Greek poetry. Translators of baroque operas also occasionally encounter this 

problem, when scores to parts of the operas are missing in the manuscripts. Opera 

translators Ronnie Apter and Mark Herman have reflected on this issue and offered 

six possible solutions:32 

 

1. Omitting the lyrics 

2. Translating the lyrics into spoken verse or prose 

3. Using music from elsewhere in the score 

4. Finding suitable existing music 

5. Reconstructing the music 

6. Commissioning new music 

 

The first of these solutions obviously does not fit translations of Greek tragedy, as 

without the lyrics there will be little left on the page. Apart from the very short 

fragments of musical notation to Euripides’ Orestes and Iphigenia in Aulis, the third 

solution is not of much help either.33 As to the fifth solution, much scholarly work still 

needs to be done in order for us to reconstruct the original music. 

 The second, fourth, and sixth solutions are of greater use for translators of 

Greek plays. Indeed, the majority of modern Danish translators translate the tragic 

choral odes into varying degrees of prose.34 This solution preserves the words of the 

                                                           
30 Venuti (20183), Berman (1985, 1984). 
31 Cf. Venuti (20214a: 3): “to exert an international influence today, writing about translation needs 

to be written in or translated into an internationalized language such as English.” This also means 

that I translate all quotations from other languages into English, except where otherwise noted. 
32 Apter & Herman (2016: 173). 
33 On these fragments, see Martinelli (2020: 104, 112) and Ercoles (2020: 137-139). 
34 Most recently Lech (2020, 2019, 2017a, 2016a, 2016b) and Green-Pedersen (2019, 2014, 2010). 
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songs but does not preserve the impression of song.35 Some translators find suitable 

existing music,36 and some theatre companies do commission new music to 

accompany the performance of the plays.37 But mostly, translations of Greek plays are 

not commissioned by theatres. Rather, they are produced in order to be read. When 

a translation is being read, it is of little use to the readers that the translator has found 

suitable existing music or commissioned new music, since it is not necessarily 

possible for them to hear the music while reading the texts. The question therefore 

still remains: How can the translator signal to the readers that what they are reading 

is actually a song and not just silent words on a page? 

 In 2011, Charlotte Bosseaux noted that, “song translation has received scant 

attention in translation studies to date”.38 Six years later, Peter Low presented a 

procedure that might be of use for translators of Greek poetry: 

 

One should instead look at what sort of sound-patterning is actually valued in the 

oral texts of that target culture – alliterations, extended diphthongs perhaps – and 

then create a T[arget] T[ext] using the means of that language to achieve something 

like what the S[ource] T[ext] did in the S[ource] L[anguage].39 

 

In the case of Greek poetry, this means translating the original Greek metres into 

metres known in the target language. In present-day Denmark, tragic choral odes are 

typically translated into prose-poetry or free verse without the use of discernible 

rhythms.40 This practice reflects the more general way of writing poetry in Denmark 

today, as the vast majority of Danish poems are no longer conceived or performed to 

the accompaniment of music.41 When poems are meant to be sung, they are regularly 

published as “psalms” or “songs” instead of “poems”. A case in point is Danish novelist 

Stine Pilgaard, whose bestselling and award-winning novel Meter per second (Meter i 

sekundet) from 2020 contains several metrical and rhyming poems, labelled “party 

songs” instead of “poems”. 

                                                           
35 I substantiate this in chapter one. 
36 Frische (2018, 2009, 2001) music by Gluck, Frische (2004) by Grétry, and Frische (2013) by Rameau. 
37 In 2019, the Danish theatre Betty Nansen produced an adaption of Aeschylus’ Suppliants, which 

included some newly composed music. The translation was not conducted from the Greek text.  
38 Bosseaux (2011: 183). 
39 Low (2017: 103). I have spelled out the abbreviations in the quotation. 
40 I substantiate this in chapter two. 
41 I substantiate this in chapter one. 
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3. STRUCTURE 

The most prominent contemporary Danish translator of Greek tragedy, Marcel 

Lysgaard Lech, has recently identified a need for rethinking the question of 

translation into verse.42 The purpose of this dissertation is to conduct such a 

rethinking. The first chapter of the dissertation focuses on translation studies. As the 

songlike quality of Greek poetry is foreign in a contemporary Danish context, I put 

special emphasis on the area of translation studies concerned with the so-called 

foreignising translation and translation ethics. Particular attention will in this regard 

be paid to works by Friedrich Schleiermacher, Antoine Berman, and Lawrence 

Venuti, as each of these scholars are recognised for their considerable contributions 

to this area of research in the German, French, and Anglophone traditions, 

respectively.43 

 In the second chapter of the dissertation, I examine the Danish translation 

tradition in order to situate my translation strategy within a historical context.44 I 

compare the translation strategies of the different epochs with the norms, cultural 

values, and hierarchies of their contemporary poetry. The chapter shows that 

historically there have been three different approaches to translating Greek tragic 

choral odes into Danish, and that original poetry and translation have interacted 

closely. Of particular interest here is the pioneering work by the Danish poet Adam 

Oehlenschläger who is frequently cited by the earliest translators as an important 

influence. 

 

 

                                                           
42 Lech (2017b: 15). Lech’s prominent position may be discerned from the fact that he was awarded 

the ‘Søren Gyldendal Education Prize’ in 2022 for his translations of Greek drama into Danish. 

Gyldendal is the largest publishing house in Denmark. 
43 On Schleiermacher, see Berman (1984: 231): “il s’agit sans doute de la seule étude de cette époque 

en Allemagne qui constitue une approche systématique et méthodique de la traduction.” (“It is no 

doubt the only study from this periode in Germany that constitutes a systematic and methodical 

approach to translation”). The italics are Berman’s. On Berman, see Massardier-Kenney (2010: 259-

260), Ost (2009: 15), Ricœur (2004: 7-8). On Venuti, see Munday (2009: 811): “The Translator’s 

Invisibility (…) has proved to be one of the landmark publications in translation studies”, and 

Tymoczko (2010: vii). 
44 See Berman (1984: 12) for the importance of combining translation theory and history. 
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 The third chapter concerns metre, particularly the question of metre and 

meaning in Greek and Danish poetry. This is what Bernhard Zimmermann has 

recently called ‘interpretative Metrik’.45 The chapter shows that some Greek and 

Danish metres display particular associations and functions that correspond to each 

other. The translator of Greek tragedy may draw on these similarities in order to find 

metres known from Danish poetry in which to translate the tragic choral odes. 

Thereby, the translator can create what Lawrence Venuti calls a ‘receiving intertext’ 

to reflect the ‘foreign intertext’ of the source text.46  

 Chapter four combines theory and practice. Acknowledging that translation is 

a practical as well as a theoretical discipline, I apply my results by translating the 

Persians by Aeschylus into Danish. As Jeremy Munday notes, “the practice of 

translation is an invaluable, not to say essential, experience for the translation 

theorist and trainer”.47 The necessity of combining theory and practice is also 

reflected, from a different angle, by two of the scholars I pay special attention to in 

the next chapter, Antoine Berman and Lawrence Venuti. The translation of the 

Persians is the first Danish translation of the play since that of Niels Møller in 1918.48 

In the fifth and final chapter, I scan all the lyric sections of the Greek text and the 

translation in order to make the use of metrical forms as clear as possible.  

 Translation strategies are closely tied to the cultural contexts in which they are 

produced.49 The results of my translation strategy will be particularly applicable in 

cultures with poetic scenes similar to the scene in Denmark in which prose poetry 

dominates, and where end rhymes and regular metres are essential elements in song 

lyrics. Translators working in cultures with different poetic values and norms will 

hopefully also be able to apply the reasoning behind the translation strategy, if not 

the more specific results of it. Although translations vary from one culture to another, 

I hope that those sympathetic to my approach will enable their readers to follow 

Hippolytus’ encouragement of the chorus to come along and sing. 

 

 

 

                                                           
45 Zimmermann (2014: 81). 
46 Venuti (2009: 162-170). 
47 Munday (20164: 26). See also Kadiu (2019: viii). 
48 Møller (1918). 
49 Venuti (20183: 267-268), Gentili (1984: 315-316). 
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I 

TRANSLATION 
 

In a seminal paper for the development of translation studies as an independent 

research discipline, Roman Jakobson defined three types of translation:50 

 

 1. Intralingual 

 2. Interlingual 

 3. Intersemiotic 

 

An intralingual translation operates within a language and could for instance be a 

translation of Søren Kierkegaard’s works into modern Danish. An interlingual 

translation operates between two languages and could be a translation of 

Kierkegaard’s works into English. Finally, an intersemiotic translation operates 

between a verbal sign system and a non-verbal sign system, such as a dramatisation 

of Kierkegaard’s works for performance in a theatre. 

 Ostensibly, translations of ancient Greek plays have an interlingual character, 

as a Greek text is being translated into a text in another language. But since parts of 

the Greek text were originally sung, I suggest that translations of Greek tragedies and 

comedies also have an intersemiotic character. They are works transferred during the 

translation process from a partly non-verbal sign system, the song, into a verbal sign 

system in a book. How the translator will address this transference depends on the 

aims of the translation. 

 

1. TEXT TYPES 

My aim is to signal to the readers of Greek tragedies translated into Danish that the 

choral odes were originally sung. A first step towards the realisation of this aim is to 

determine which type of text the Greek choral odes constitute and into which type of 

text I would like to translate them. Katharina Reiß has identified three general text 

types:51 

 

                                                           
50 Jakobson (1959), reprinted in Venuti (20214a: 157). See Munday (20164: 9, 59) on the influence of 

the paper. 
51 Reiß (1977: 98). Elaborated further upon in Reiß & Vermeer (1984: 204-216). 
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1. Informative 

2. Expressive 

3. Operative 

 

The informative text is defined by Reiß as a simple communication of content. As an 

example she mentions a private letter about how one is doing. The expressive text is 

defined as an artistic communication of content using the creative elements of the 

language. An epistolary novel is her example. The operative text is defined as a 

communication of content meant to produce a certain reaction in the addressee, for 

instance a begging letter.52 

 These definitions have later been expanded and illustrated in Andrew 

Chesterman’s Readings in Translation Theory:53 

 

 
 

Reiß defines the translation of an informative text as successful when it gives 

immediate and unabridged access to the content of the source text; the translation of 

an expressive text has succeeded when it communicates an immediate impression of 

the linguistically artistic constitution of the source text; and the translation of an 

operative text is successful when it communicates an immediately persuasive textual 

                                                           
52 Reiß (1977: 98): “z. B. Brief: privater Brief mit Bericht über persönliches Ergehen → informativer 

Typ; Briefroman → expressiver Typ; Bettelbrief → operativer Typ”. (“E. g. letter: private letter about 

personal matters → informative type; epistolary novel → expressive type; begging letter → operative 

type”). Further examples given in Reiß & Vermeer (1984: 207). 
53 Figure from Chesterman (1989: 105). 
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content.54 Reiß remarks that within this typological division of texts there are hybrid 

forms combining the various functions.55 

 Earlier in the decade, Reiß had identified another hybrid form, the audio-

medial text, in which language is but one of several elements.56 This is not a hybrid of 

the expressive, informative, and operative texts, but a hybrid of communicative 

instruments. While the typology of expressive, informative, and operative texts is 

concerned with intent, the audio-medial type is restricted to means. To the audio-

medial type belong texts prepared for television and radio, but also texts that unite 

language and music.57 Unlike the other text types, the audio-medial type demands 

another medium than the text itself. For the translator working within the theatre, 

this text type is highly relevant,58 but considerably less so for translators such as 

myself who produce texts primarily meant for reading. 

 Greek tragedies might be said to belong to all of these text types. As poems, 

they belong to the expressive category. As poems telling either mythological or 

historical stories, they bear at least some resemblance to the informative category. If 

Aristotle is right in stating that tragedy “through pity and fear achieves the cleansing 

of such feelings”,59 they also have operative traits. Indeed, the very fact that the plays 

were meant to persuade a number of judges to award the first prize to a production 

in a musical contest points to the operative aim of the plays.60 As the choral odes were 

sung to music, Greek tragedies also belong to the audio-medial type. 

 The way tragedies are to be translated depends on which of these text types 

the translator wishes to pay particular attention to. If the translator wishes to 

emphasise the informative qualities of the plays, he or she might want to translate 

them into prose in order to keep as much of the information as possible. If the 

translator wishes to emphasise the operative qualities of the plays, he or she might 

                                                           
54 Reiß (1977: 98). 
55 Reiß (1977: 98): “Daß es auch Mischtypen gibt (…) darf dabei nicht übersehen werden”. (“That 

there are also hybrid forms (…) must not be overlooked”). 
56 Reiß (1971: 49). 
57 Reiß (1971: 49): “die eine Einheit aus Sprache und Musik bilden, vom einfachsten Schlager über 

Lieder und Hymnen bis zum Chorwerk und Oratorium”; (“that build a unity between language and 

music, from the simplest songs and hymns to choral works and oratorios”). 
58 For this type of translator, see Snell-Hornby (2007: 115-116) and Aaltonen (1997: 157-165). 
59 Ar. Poet. 1449b27-28 (ed. Kassel): δι᾿ ἐλέου καὶ φόβου περαίνουσα τὴν τῶν τοιούτων παθημάτων 

κάθαρσιν. 
60 On the judging of the plays and a selection of sources, see Csapo & Slater (1994: 157-165). 
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want to imagine a current competition of plays. In the case of collaboration between 

a translator, a theatre producer, and a stage designer, the audio-medial aspect of the 

translation might effectively be put forth. If emphasis is rather to be put on the 

expressive qualities of the poems, particular attention should be paid to their poetic 

form. 

 Each of these procedures comes at a cost. The operative and audio-medial 

procedures risk producing adaptations rather than translations.61 The informative 

translation risks losing the poetry of the source text.62 And the expressive translation 

risks moving itself too far from the actual content of the poems. No matter which 

category the translator wishes to emphasise, he or she must take current poetic and 

cultural conventions into consideration,63 albeit in different ways. The informative 

translator must carefully examine contemporary prose fiction in order to produce a 

language that is as clear and comprehensible as possible. The operative and audio-

medial translators must look at how prize-winning plays are produced today, and the 

expressive translator at how contemporary poems and song lyrics are written. 

 The songlike quality of the choral odes that I wish to evoke belongs to the 

expressive and the audio-medial categories. As I wish to signal to the readers – 

without the use of music – that they are reading a song, my translation strategy 

centers on the expressive text type, not the audio-medial type. When the expressive 

text type is at the centre, it is of vital importance for the readers’ experience of the 

Greek tragedies that the translation communicates the linguistically artistic form of 

the plays, such as their metres.64 The choral odes of the plays are poems written and 

performed as song lyrics. If the translator wants to signal to the readers that they are 

reading song lyrics, the singable qualities of the choral odes must be expressed in the 

translation. The next step towards the realisation of my translation aim is therefore 

to determine what constitutes ancient Greek song lyrics and what constitutes modern 

Danish song lyrics in order to establish the right form for the translations. 

                                                           
61 See Windle (2011: 159-162) for various definitions of and views on the somewhat controversial 

distinction between adaptation and translation of drama. 
62 In the words of Goethe (1819: 280): “die Prosa alle Eigenthümlichkeiten einer jeden Dichtkunst 

völlig aufhebt und selbst den poetischen Enthusiasmus auf eine allgemeine Wasser-Ebne 

niederzieht”. (“Prose totally erases all the peculiarities of every type of poetry and even drags the 

poetic enthusiasm down to a common water level”). 
63 Venuti (20183: 267), Snell-Hornby (2007: 108-109), Aaltonen (1997: 93-94). 
64 Cf. Attridge (1995: 1). 
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2. SONG LYRICS 

2.1. ANCIENT GREEK SONG LYRICS 

Halfway through Plato’s dialogue Gorgias, Socrates asks his interlocutor Callicles 

what would happen if the melody, rhythm, and metre were removed from poetry. 

Socrates suggests that words are all that would be left; Callicles agrees.65 Socrates and 

Callicles thus identify three components of poetry: melody, rhythm, and metre. 

Melody, μέλος, represents music, one of the three elements of μουσική. The other two 

elements, dance and poetry, are represented by rhythm, ῥυθμός, and metre, μέτρον. 

  Émile Benveniste argues that ῥυθμός originally meant “form”.66 Several Greek 

words bear the meaning of “form”, such as σχῆμα, μορφή, and εἶδος, but ῥυθμός, 

stemming from ῥέω, “to flow”, does not signify a fixed form. It signifies a form just 

created.67 Benveniste shows that this definition fits the attested occurrences of ῥυθμός 

from the Ionian philosophers down to Plato, who displays a new meaning of the word. 

In the Philebos (17d), the Symposium (187b), and the Laws (665a), Plato uses ῥυθμός to 

signify bodily movement.68 Accordingly, ῥυθμός is a forme du mouvement associated 

with, but not identical to, μέτρον. The etymological dictionaries of Greek published 

after Benveniste’s article agree with his definitions of the word and its origin.69 

Rhythm and metre both signify movement, but they differ from each other in the 

corporal element of rhythm. This is in accordance with the passage from the Gorgias 

quoted above, as it then associates all three art forms of μουσική with poetry.70 

 Jerry Green argues that when Plato uses μέτρον in a poetic context he does so 

to “differentiate poetry from prose”.71 Both poetry and prose might be said to have 

rhythm and form. But of the two, only poetry has metre. As Plato uses ῥυθμός to signify 

bodily movements, rhythm is not restricted to poetry or indeed to literature. Metre, 

however, is the underlying pattern in poetry and is confined to λόγος, “speech”. I 

would add to the argument of Green that Aristotle makes a similar distinction 

                                                           
65 Plat. Gorg. 502c (ed. Burnet): ΣΩ. Φέρε δή, εἴ τις περιέλοι τῆς ποιήσεως πάσης τό τε μέλος καὶ τὸν 

ῥυθμὸν καὶ τὸ μέτρον, ἄλλο τι ἢ λόγοι γίγνονται τὸ λειπόμενον; ΚΑΛ. Ἀνάγκη. For the translation of μέλος 

as “melody” in this context, see Vatri (2016: 374) and Dodds (1959: 324). 
66 Benveniste (1966: 328-333). 
67 Benveniste (1966: 333). 
68 Benveniste (1966: 334). 
69 Beekes (2010: 1293), Chantraine (1977: 979), Frisk (1970: 664-665). 
70 On μουσική, see Pretagostini (2011: 263) and Gentili (1988: 5). 
71 Green (2015: 153). 
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between ῥυθμός and μέτρον in the third book of his Rhetoric when he discusses the 

rhythmics of speeches: 

 

The style should be neither metrical nor arrhythmic (…) Everything is limited by 

numbers; the number of the style is rhythm, of which metres are parts. Therefore, the 

speech should have rhythm, but not metre; for that will be a poem.72 

 

The difference between a speech and a poem is not rhythm, but metre.73 In the 

Gorgias, Socrates and Callicles agree that metre is a basic component of Greek poems 

and by extension of Greek song lyrics. E. R. Dodds notes in his commentary that 

Gorgias himself, the eponymous philosopher of Plato’s dialogue, had already defined 

poetry as consisting of metre: “all poetry, I would say, is speech with metre”.74 

 Aristotle, writing a generation after Plato, complains in a famous passage that 

people have a bad habit of calling everything written in verse poetry, even medical 

texts and natural philosophy. But Homer and Empedocles have nothing in common 

except writing in verse. Homer is a poet, while Empedocles is a natural philosopher 

(Poet. 1447b13-20). Aristotle further writes that the historian and the poet do not differ 

from each other in the use of metre, since Herodotus could easily be put into verse 

without becoming a lesser historian for that reason: 

 

For the historian and the poet do not differ from each other by speaking with or 

without metre (for Herodotus’ works could be put in metre and they would not be 

any less history with or without metre)75 

 

                                                           
72 Arist. Rh. 1408b.21-22; 28-31 (ed. Ross): τὸ δὲ σχῆμα τῆς λέξεως δεῖ μήτε ἔμμετρον εἶναι μήτε ἄρρυθμον 

(…) περαίνεται δὲ ἀριθμῷ πάντα∙ ὁ δὲ τοῦ σχήματος τῆς λέξεως ἀριθμὸς ῥυθμός ἐστιν, οὗ καὶ τὰ μέτρα 

τμήματα∙ διὸ ῥυθμὸν δεῖ ἔχειν τὸν λόγον, μέτρον δὲ μή∙ ποίημα γὰρ ἔσται. Cf. Aristid. Quint. De musica 

I.29 (ed. Winnington-Ingram): τὸ δ’ ἐκ τῶν μέτρων εὐπρεπὲς σύστημα καλεῖται ποίημα. (“The proper 

system of metres is called a poem”). 
73 Vatri (2016: 377) specifies that “metron implies (and is not a synonym of) rhythmos and logos”. The 

italics are Vatri’s. 
74 Gorg. Hel. 9, cited in Dodds (1959: 325): τὴν ποίησιν ἅπασαν καὶ νομίζω καὶ ὀνομάζω λόγον ἔχοντα 

μέτρον. 
75 Ar. Poet. 1451a38-1451b4 (ed. Kassel): ὁ γὰρ ἱστορικὸς καὶ ὁ ποιητὴς οὐ τῷ ἢ ἔμμετρα λέγειν ἢ ἄμετρα 

διαφέρουσιν (εἴη γὰρ ἂν τὰ Ἡροδότου εἰς μέτρα τεθῆναι καὶ οὐδὲν ἧττον ἂν εἴη ἱστορία τις μετὰ μέτρου ἢ 

ἄνευ μέτρων). 
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The standard perception of this passage is that Aristotle defines metre as dispensable 

in poetry. Dodds, for instance, states that Aristotle “recognises that the verse form is 

neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for a work to qualify as poetry”,76 while 

David Gallop believes that Aristotle “rejects metre as the defining property of poetic 

works”.77 Further, Anthony Kenny asks rhetorically: “If a verse Herodotus would still 

be history, might not a prose Homer still be what Aristotle calls poetry?”78  

 While recognising that the passage could be interpreted in this fashion, I 

consider these statements to be based on a misconception. Aristotle does not write 

that poems can be poetry without being written in metre. Rather, he seems to imply 

that metre is so characteristic of Greek poems that other types of literature 

erroneously have been called poetry due to the mere fact that they are written in 

verse. Metre is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for poetry. This is elucidated 

a couple of lines later, where Aristotle states that dithyrambs, nomes, tragedies, and 

comedies employ both rhythm, song, and metre (Poet. 1447b24-29), while the art form 

that solely employs words (and neither rhythm nor metre) is yet to be named (Poet. 

1447b8-13). 

 According to Plato’s Socrates and Callicles, as well as to Gorgias and Aristotle, 

metre is a necessary condition for Greek poems and thereby for Greek song lyrics. 

Some types of song lyrics, such as the monodic poems by Sappho, are written in 

regular metres, while other types of song lyrics, such as the choral odes of the 

tragedies, are written in complex metres. In distinguishing between metres in this 

way, I draw on the definitions of regularity and complexity made by Derek Attridge:  

 

When a poetic line runs smoothly because it fulfills the demands of the meter in the 

most straightforward way, it displays regularity or simplicity (…) When it diverges 

from the simplest pattern of alternation enshrined in the meter, there is an increase 

of irregularity or complexity.79 

 

Throughout, I define regular metres as displaying no or little rhythmic variation and 

complex metres as displaying considerable rhythmic variation. Roberto Pretagostini 

finds that it is precisely these “complex metrical structures” that set translators of 

                                                           
76 Dodds (1959: 325). 
77 Gallop (2018: 421). 
78 Kenny (2013: xi). 
79 Attridge (1995: 10). The italics are Attridge’s. 
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Greek choral odes apart from translators of other Greek poems, whose metres are 

based on simple repetitions.80 Likewise, J. Michael Walton writes that the “lyrical 

metres used in the choral odes (…) are varied and almost impenetrably intricate (…) 

with a complexity that would be impossible to replicate in a translation, even were it 

desirable”.81 Thus, when reading a Greek play, the occurrence of complex metres is a 

defining genre marker for song lyrics. 

 

2.2. MODERN SONG LYRICS 

In modern songwriting, the situation is quite the opposite, at least in English and 

Danish. Analysing the similarities and differences between poems and song lyrics, Pat 

Pattison writes that American song lyrics differ from poems by being far more 

dependent on regular rhythms and rhymes: 

 

Because a song lyric is directed to the ear, rhyme is important since it provides a 

roadmap for the ear by showing relationships between lines, creating forward 

motion, creating either stability or instability in sections, and telling the ear where 

sections end.82  

 

Lyrics are far more dependent on regular rhythms than poems, since a lyric’s rhythm 

is joined to musical rhythm. A regular lyric rhythm prepares the words to snuggle 

into the alternating strong/weak/strong/weak patterns of 4/4 time. Or the 

strong/weak/weak pattern of all the triple times, 3/4, 6/8, and 12/8.83 

 

In English poetry, Derek Attridge likewise finds that poems do not “depend on 

metrical patterning”.84 But in English song lyrics, regular metres and rhymes are just 

as important as in American song lyrics. “To English ears”, Attridge writes, “rhyme 

seems naturally suited to verse which imitates song rather than speech”.85 Like the 4/4 

time and triple times of Pattison, Attridge finds that “four-beat falling and triple 

                                                           
80 Pretagostini (2011: 211): “complesse strutture metriche”. 
81 Walton (2006: 106-107). See also Woodruf (2005: 491). 
82 Pattison (2012: 135). For similiar views, see Caplan (2017: 10) and Mulroy (2011: x). 
83 Pattison (2012: 137). In metrical terms, the poetic metres Pattison mentions would be the trochaic 

metre for the 4/4 time and the dactylic metre for the triple times. 
84 Attridge (1995: 167). The italics are Attridge’s. 
85 Attridge (2013: 56). 
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metres are furthest from spoken English (and nearest to song)”.86 Elaborating further 

on the four-beat rhythm, Attridge summarises the defining elements of English song 

lyrics:  

 

When used in conjunction with end-stopping and rhyme, the four-beat metrical 

norm produces a verbal movement that evokes the regularity of song rather than the 

variety of speech.87  

 

2.2.1. DANISH SONG LYRICS 

Danish song lyrics, too, differ from Danish poems by being far more dependent on 

regular metres and end rhymes. Indeed, the prize-winning poet Mette Moestrup 

states in her recent rewriting of Sappho’s fragments that “nearly all poets write in free 

lines and free rhythms in my day”.88 In her review of Moestrup’s book, Associate 

Professor in Comparative Literature Lilian Munk Rösing praises Moestrup and her 

colleague Mette Christiansen for their rejection of “the old-fashioned straitjacket of 

the regular metre”.89  

Similarly, in a review for the weekly paper Weekendavisen, the influential 

literary critic and poet Lars Bukdahl recommends an alternative to the metrical 

translations of Dante’s The Divine Comedy by Christian Molbech and Ole Meyer.90 

Bukdahl advises translators “to not give a damn about metre and deliver free-running 

prose-poetry as for instance in Otto Gelsted’s rewritings of Homer”.91  

 Niklas Ilsted Smith argues that the absence of end rhymes in contemporary 

Danish poetry is caused by two factors. The first factor is the modernist movement’s 

devaluation of traditional poetic forms, beginning in the 1960s and influencing later 

generations of poets.92 The Danish poet Peter Laugesen has expressed a similar view, 

saying in an interview that when he “started writing in the beginning of the sixties, 

                                                           
86 Attridge (2013: 124). 
87 Attridge (2013: 162). Frith (1996: 180, 320) cites similar views on the importance of regularity. 
88 Moestrup (2021: 233): “Næsten alle digtere skriver i frie linjer og frie rytmer i min tid.” 
89 Rösing (2021: 12): “det konsekvente metrums gammeldags spændetrøje.” 
90 For a survey of Bukdahl’s position on the Danish literary scene, see Skriver (2021: 9-10, 43, 91-92). 
91 Bukdahl (2021: 3): “at give fanden i metrik og levere rent fritløbende prosadigtning som i for 

eksempel Otto Gelsteds Homer-fordanskninger.”  
92 Smith (2016: 182-183).  
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rhyming was forbidden on principle, you were simply not allowed to do that at all”.93 

The second factor is the poetic style of the new generation of Danish poets, who are 

unaffected by the modernistic movement, but purposely strip their poetry of poetic 

markers: 

 

In several cases, the works of the young poets consciously do not make use of 

demonstratively poetic language and therefore (…) the rhyme, and particularly the 

end rhyme, is of course a problematic effect to use.94 

 

The marginal position of the end rhyme in Danish poetry has also recently been 

articulated by the editor of books at the Danish newspaper Information. Commenting 

on the poem The Hills We Climb by the American poet Amanda Gorman, delivered at 

the inauguration ceremony for Joe Biden in January 2021, Peter Nielsen informs:  

 

A lot of people are upset that the poem rhymes, because is it at all possible to do that 

in 2021? Admittedly, there are some rather forced rhymes in the poem such as:  

 

We've braved the belly of the beast  

We've learned that quiet isn't always peace  

 

And:  

 

And the norms and notions  

of what just is  

Isn't always just-ice  

 

It is a bit sophomoric and something they learn in first year creative writing classes 

at the university. When I read it, it grated a bit on me, but less when I heard her recite 

it.95 

                                                           
93 The interview is from 1998 and cited in Stein Larsen (2009: 381): “Da jeg startede med at skrive i 

begyndelsen af tresserne, da var rim principielt forbudt, det måtte man simpelthen overhovedet 

ikke.” 
94 Smith (2016: 183): “De unge digteres værker peger i flere tilfælde bevidst ikke på sig selv som 

poetisk sprog, og derfor (…) er rimet, især stavelsesrimet, selvfølgelig problematisk at bruge.” 
95 Nielsen (2021: 11): “En del mennesker er fortørnede over, at digtet rimer, for kan man overhovedet 

det i 2021? Indrømmet, der er i digtet nogle lidt søgte rim som: (…) Og: (…) Det er lidt studentikost 
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Nielsen’s remark that Gorman’s rhymes “grated a bit” on him when he read the poem, 

but less so when he heard it, is a perfect example of the differences between Danish 

poems and song lyrics. When a text is meant to be heard, like a song lyric, rhymes are 

acceptable, but not when a text is meant to be read, like a poem. The translation 

strategy that I am developing is meant for reading. In texts meant for reading, regular 

metres and end rhymes are thus unusual, and even in some cases upsetting features 

on the contemporary Danish literary scene. 

 The case is completely the opposite for Danish song lyrics. The conductor of 

The Danish National Girls’ Choir, Phillip Faber, has recently defined the typical 

Danish song as having “a simple form with comprehensible verse lengths and end 

rhymes in recognisable patterns”.96 In addition to the comprehensible verse lengths 

and end rhymes, Faber mentions regular metres as a significant marker of a song lyric:  

 

The feet and the gait in a poem or a song lyric relate to the content in the same way 

as the rhythm and the time relate to the melody. They are a fundamental pattern by 

which everything else is regulated.97 

 

Free verse cannot constitute a fundamental pattern, as in that case they would not be 

free.98 According to Faber, regular metres, comprehensible verse lengths, and end 

rhymes in recognisable patterns are genre markers when we read a Danish song lyric. 

 The type of Danish song lyrics that Faber is writing about can be found in the 

collection of songs for the Danish Folk High Schools called the Folk High School Song 

Book (Højskolesangbogen).99 The texts in the Folk High School Song Book are poems 

which composers have set to music and which are being sung at private and public 

gatherings by individuals and amateur choirs as well as by professional choirs such as 

                                                           

og sådan noget, de lærer på universitetets kreative skriveskoler det første år. Det skurrede lidt i 

ørene, da jeg læste det, men mindre da jeg hørte hende fremsige det.” The italics are Nielsen’s. 
96 Faber (2020: 43): “et enkelt tilsnit med overskuelige verselængder og enderim i genkendelige 

mønstre.” 
97 Faber (2020: 109): “Versefødderne og gangarten i et digt eller en sangtekst forholder sig på samme 

måde til indholdet, som rytmen og taktarten forholder sig til melodien. De er et grundmønster, som 

alting retter sig efter.” 
98 Cf. Fafner (1989: 34). 
99 The Danish Folk High School is an educational option for people over 18 years of age and is not to 

be confused with the American High School. For an English introduction to the thoughts behind 

the establishment of Danish Folk High Schools in the nineteenth century, see Korsgaard (2015). 
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that of Faber. Accordingly, they constitute the type of Danish song lyrics that comes 

closest to the Greek choral odes in their function. Of the 601 poems included in the 

most recent edition of the Folk High School Song Book from 2020, 14 songs are written 

without end rhymes.100 Further 12 songs are written with sporadic end rhymes.101 The 

remaining 575 songs (95.7%) are written in rhyming verses with regular metres and 

end rhymes in recognisable patterns, supporting the definitions of modern song lyrics 

put forth by Pattison, Attridge, and Faber. 

 Faber is a performing artist rather than a scholar. But throughout his book, he 

displays a thorough theoretical knowledge and understanding of the interrelation 

between music and words.102 Indeed, the most authoritative Danish scholarship 

shares his definition of Danish song lyrics. The two most prominent and prolific 

Danish scholars of metre and song in the twentieth century, Arthur Arnholtz and 

Jørgen Fafner, likewise find regular metres and end rhymes to be the two distinct 

markers of song in Danish poetry.103 By way of illustration, Arnholtz comments on a 

famous Danish epic poem from the nineteenth century by Christian Winther: 

 

The varied Chr. Winther-verse narrates ‘The Flight of the Deer’. But when singing 

occurs within the long versified narrative (…) the metre turns strict, regular, and 

completely rhyming, so that it can fittingly be repeated to a strophic melody.104 

 

Assessing the criteria for the singable stanza, or “sangstrofe”, from the 1770s onwards, 

Jørgen Fafner defines it as “a fully or normally congruent strophe within the usual 

extent, enabling a musical-strophic composition”,105 in which “the metrical signals 

(catalexis and rhyme) must follow each other in recognisable, congruent intervals”.106 

Fully congruent means that the stanzas display full responsion, while normally 

                                                           
100 Carlsen et al. (2020): nos. 119, 133, 140, 154, 155, 160, 161, 163, 180, 184, 210, 423, 485, 551. 
101 Carlsen et. al. (2020): nos. 14, 153, 155, 217, 219, 220, 252, 401, 416, 501, 482, 495. 
102 See for instance the review by Erichsen (2020: 1). 
103 On the prominence of Arnholtz and Fafner, see Stein Larsen (2009: 536) and Auken (2002: 207-

208). 
104 Arnholtz (1949: 99): “Det varierede Chr. Winther-vers fortæller ‘Hjortens Flugt’. Men når der inde 

i den lange versfortælling skal synges (…) bliver versemålet strengt, regelmæssigt og gennemrimet, 

så at det passende kan gentages til en strofisk melodi.” The italics are Arnholtz’s. 
105 Fafner (2000: 249): “en fuld- eller normal-kongruent strofe indenfor det gængse normalomfang, 

der muliggør musikalsk-strofisk komposition”. 
106 Fafner (2000: 252): “de metriske signaler (katalex og rim) [må] falde efter tur i genkendelige, 

kongruente afstande.” The insertion in square brackets is mine. 
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congruent means that the stanzas might display variations in catalexes and line 

numbers, “but not more freely than the variants can be traced back to (“normalised” 

into) a repeated fundamental pattern”.107 As an example of the opposite type of poem, 

instructive for the discussion in chapter two of translating the choral odes in their 

original metres, Fafner states that poems written in ancient metres or free verse are 

unsingable.108  

 Like Faber and Arnholtz, Fafner considers regular metres and end rhymes to 

be song markers in Danish poetry. In fact, he detects a close historical connection 

between end rhymes and song in Europe.109 While rhyming only sporadically 

occurred in Greek and Roman antiquity, end rhymes were introduced into European 

poetry by way of the Christian hymns in Latin, whose prosody in late antiquity had 

changed from quantitative to accentual.110 In Danish poetry, Fafner identifies three 

rhyme-schemes:111 

 

 1. Couple rhyme: a a b b  

 2. Cross rhyme: a b a b 

 3. Cling rhyme: a b b a 

 

The couple rhyme is characteristic of “medieval and so-called popular poetry. It may 

have a naïve and direct quality to it”.112 The cross rhyme is the most frequently used 

rhyme type in German and Nordic poetry, while the cling rhyme has a foreign air.113 

Later in the dissertation, I shall demonstrate how these rhyme-schemes offer the 

translator of Greek tragedy opportunities to communicate the variety that 

characterises tragic choral odes within the framework of regularity that characterises 

modern song lyrics. 

 Throughout his career, Fafner analysed the songlike qualities of Danish poems 

in greater detail and depth than any other Danish scholar. In his massive three-

                                                           
107 Fafner (2000: 250): “dog ikke friere, end at varianterne lader sig føre tilbage til (lader sig 

“normalisere” til) et gentagent grundmønster.” 
108 Fafner (2000: 258). Also Albertsen (1978: 14). 
109 Fafner (1994: 55). 
110 Fafner (1994: 55). For a similar view, see Bojesen (2015: 61-63). 
111 Fafner (1989: 64). 
112 Fafner (1989: 64): “middelalderlig og såkaldt folkelig poesi. Det kan have et naivt og direkte udtryk 

over sig.” 
113 Fafner (1989: 64). 
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volume work on Danish verse, he substantiates his view on singable Danish poems to 

the extent that he defines specific stanzas as particularly singable. In general, stanzas 

may be divided according to how rhythmically regular they are. As we have seen in 

the case of Greek poetry, the Sapphic stanza is regular, while the tragic choral odes 

are highly complex. In Danish poetry, Fafner identifies three types of metres, or 

“versgange”, as he calls them:114 

 

1. Pure metres 

2. Freely mixed metres 

3. Regularly mixed metres 

 

The pure metre is found in poems that have the same metre in every line without 

substitutions (additions of syllables) or reductions (removals of syllables). This type 

of metre is the dominant type in Danish metrical poetry.115 The freely mixed metre is 

found in poems containing substitutions or reductions in random order, while the 

regularly mixed metres allow substitutions and reductions in regular patterns only, 

observing full responsion between the stanzas. 

 The freely mixed metres entered Danish poetry when Adam Oehlenschläger 

began using them in the early nineteenth century. Unlike the song lyrics written by 

his contemporary N. F. S. Grundtvig, Oehlenschläger’s song lyrics have not had a 

lasting effect.116 The reason, Fafner argues, is that Oehlenschläger used freely mixed 

metres, while Grundtvig used pure metres and regularly mixed metres. Freely mixed 

metres “belong to the poem meant for reading, in the song they only bring 

confusion”.117  

Pure metres and regularly mixed metres are characteristic of Danish song 

lyrics, while freely mixed metres are characteristic of poetry meant for reading. As an 

example of the regularly mixed metre, Fafner cites a song lyric by another of 

Oehlenschläger’s comtemporaries, namely B. S. Ingemann’s psalm The great and 

silent night moves forward (Den store, stille nat går frem), in which the poet inverts the 

rhythm at regular places in the stanzas: 

 

                                                           
114 Fafner (1989: 57): “tre versgangstyper: ren gangart, frit blandet gangart, fast blandet gangart.” 
115 Fafner (1989: 57). 
116 Fafner (2000: 261). 
117 Fafner (2000: 266): “Sligt hører til i læsedigtet, i sangen bringer det kun forvirring.” 
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Den store stille Nat gaaer frem118 

Med Lys fra Himmelens Sale; 

Hvert Lys er Sol for Sjæles Hjem 

I høiere Verdners Dale. 

 

I Himmeloceanets Skjød 

Neddukker Natten sin Vinge 

Med alle Stjernesoles Glød, 

Mens Sphærernes Harper klinge. 

 

O! Nat, rul dine Verdner frem 

I Oceaner af Himle, 

Med Priis til Gud fra Engles Hjem 

Og Jorderigs Sjælevrimle! 

 

As another example, I would add Holger Drachmann’s poem You Danish Man (Du 

Danske Mand) from 1906, set to music by Carl Nielsen that same year. In this poem, 

an anapaest replaces an iamb in three regular places in each stanza: 

 

Du danske Mand! af al din Magt119 

syng ud om vor gamle Mor! 

En Krans af Hav og Fjord blev lagt 

om Huset, hvor hun bor: 

Mod grønne, side Strande 

gaar stærke, stride Vande, 

og over Kornets Guldglans 

staar Vikingestenen Vagt. 

 

Syng ud, ‒ og Sorg fra Fortids Nat 

bli’r Smil paa hver Glædesdag, 

vor Himmel skifter Farve brat, 

men aldrig Folkets Flag. 

Som Danmarks blide Kvinder 

                                                           
118 I do not translate these stanzas, as the point of citing them is rhythmic. I have underlined the 

places in the stanzas where Ingemann inverts the rhythm. 
119 The underlinings are mine. I only cite the first two stanzas. 
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har røde-hvide Kinder, 

saa lyser Livets Friskhed 

fra Frihedens dyre Skat. 

 

The types of metres that Arnholtz, Fafner, and Faber find characteristic of Danish 

song lyrics are the regular metres. In Fafner’s terminology, the pure metres and the 

regularly mixed metres. The Danish composer C. E. F. Weyse, who wrote the melody 

to the poem by Ingemann cited above, set to music several of Ingemann’s other 

poems, most of which were written in regularly mixed metres. In 1838, Weyse wrote 

in a letter to Ingemann:  

 

Quoad metrum, please do use which ever you want; only do not use too many dactyls, 

as they give a monotonous rhythm in the music (…) and NB the same metre in all the 

stanzas, so that it becomes a single song.120 

 

When these things are observed, “such beautiful poems compose themselves”.121 

Weyse stresses the importance of regularity in order for the poem to be songlike and 

possible to put into music. There must be full responsion between the rhythmic 

pattern put forth in the first stanza and the rhythmic pattern used in the following 

stanza. In translations of Greek drama, this would mean full rhythmic responsion 

between the strophes and their antistrophes.  

This correlates with the view of Arnholtz, Fafner, and Faber that regular 

metres, pure or regularly mixed, are essential in Danish song lyrics. As far as 

responsion between strophe and antistrophe is concerned, it also correlates with the 

practice of the Greek dramatic poets. But in the case of recognisable rhythmic 

patterns and end rhymes, Danish song lyrics differ fundamentally from the tragic 

choral odes. They bring, as it were, something foreign to the translation.122 

                                                           
120 The letter is dated 3.11.1838 and printed in Lunn & Reitzel-Nielsen (1964: 115-116): “Quoad metrum, 

saa være saa god at bruge hvilket som helst De lyster; kun ikke for mange Dactyler, for de give i 

Musikken let Anledning til eensformig Rhytmus. (…) og NB i samme Metrum alle Stropher, saa det 

kun bliver eet Nummer.” 
121 Lunn & Reitzel-Nielsen (1964: 115-116): “slige smukke Digte componere sig selv.” 
122 Cf. Woodruff (2005: 490-491): “Suppose a translator wishes to make sure that the readers 

appreciate the lyricism of a passage, and therefore adds rhyme to the end of lines. Ancient Greek 

lyric never uses end rhyme as lyrics in English do. So the translator had added one thing (rhyme) in 
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Therefore, I now present a brief historical outline of the foreignising approach 

to translation and evaluate how my translation strategy relates to the thinking of 

three of the most influential thinkers on foreignising translation. This brief history of 

translation studies with a particular focus on foreignisation provides the theoretical 

background on which the analysis of the Danish translation tradition in chapter two 

will build. 

 

3. FOREIGNISATION 

Ancient Greek choral odes differ from modern American, English, and Danish song 

lyrics in two ways: 

 

1. Metre 

2. Rhyme  

 

Greek choral odes are non-rhyming and written in complex metres, while modern 

American and Danish song lyrics are rhyming and written in regular metres. By 

translating poems originally written in complex metres without end rhymes into 

poems written in regular metres with end rhymes, the translator enters the conflict 

expressed in the famous Italian proverb “traduttore traditore”, “translator traitor”, or, 

in the words of Paul Ricœur, “the eternal question: should one translate the meaning 

or translate the words?”123 

 This question of fidelity towards the words or towards the meaning of the 

source text has dominated reflections on translation from antiquity until today.124 The 

first expression of this conflict in Greco-Roman literature is found in Cicero’s 

translation of Greek orators, in which he writes: “I have not found it necessary to 

render word for word, but I have preserved the meaning and the vitality of the 

words”.125 Cicero is not content to translate word for word “ut interpres”, “like an 

interpreter”,126 but prefers to translate meaning for meaning.  

                                                           

order to bring another thing (lyricism) across to the living language. This is a good choice in some 

cases, but an intrusive one.” 
123 Ricœur (2004: 49): “la sempiternelle question: faut-il traduire le sens ou traduire les mots?” 
124 Munday (20164: 30-37), Gentili (1984: 313).  
125 Cicero, De optimo genere oratorum 5.14 (ed. Wilkins): “non verbum pro verbo necesse habui 

reddere, sed genus omne verborum vimque servavi”. 
126 Cicero, De optimo genere oratorum 5.14. 
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The discussion of word-for-word or meaning-for-meaning gained further 

circulation and attention when St. Jerome, known for his translation of the Bible into 

Latin, wrote in a letter to the Roman senator Pammachius: “I confess (…) to not 

expressing word for word, but meaning for meaning”.127 Marianne Pade engagingly 

demonstrates that this discussion was also highly current in fifteenth century 

humanist translation theory and practice, a fact which is often overlooked by modern 

translation scholars.128 Of particular importance here is Manuel Chrysoloras, “the 

father of humanist translation”, whose views on translation, preserved by his student 

Cencio de’ Rustici, address issues similar to the foreignising translation theories of 

Friedrich Schleiermacher, Antoine Berman, and Lawrence Venuti which I will 

present and discuss in the following sections.129 

 

3.1. FRIEDRICH SCHLEIERMACHER 

The arguably most influential reflections on what would later be called foreignising 

translation were conducted in the nineteenth century by the leading German 

intellectual and translator of Plato, Friedrich Schleiermacher.130 In his 1813 lecture On 

Different Translation Methods (Über die verschiedenen Methoden des Übersetzens), 

Schleiermacher lays the foundations of what would later be called the foreignising 

translation theory.  

Schleiermacher identifies two types of translators: (i) the interpreter; (ii) the 

real translator. The interpreter translates business matters orally, the real translator 

scientific and artistic matters by means of writing.131 The less an author appears in the 

original text, the more the person translating that text will be an interpreter. The 

appearance of an authorial voice in a text is a sign of artistic creation that demands a 

translator.132 Authorial visibility thus distinguishes the translator from the interpreter. 

This will be important to keep in mind during the discussion of Antoine Berman and 

Lawrence Venuti later in this chapter. 

                                                           
127 Hieronymus, Epist. 57.5 (ed. Labourt): “profiteor me (…) non uerbum e uerbo sed sensum 

exprimere de sensu.” 
128 Pade (2018: 3-4, 18). 
129 Pade (2018: 5-8). 
130 For Schleiermacher’s influence on translation studies, see Munday (20164: 48) and Pontani (1981: 

59). 
131 Schleiermacher (1813: 143). 
132 Schleiermacher (1813: 145). 
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 Schleiermacher proceeds to clarify that he will speak only of the real translator 

of artistic or scientific texts. As far as real translation is concerned, Schleiermacher 

defines two methods: 133 

 

1. Moving the reader towards the author 

2. Moving the author towards the reader 

 

The first method entails translating the source text as the author would have 

translated it, had the author learned the target language as rigorously as the translator 

has learned the source language. The other method entails translating the source text 

as the author would have written it, had the target language been the native language 

of the author.134  

Just one of these methods is feasible according to Schleiermacher. For even if 

it might be possible to make Tacitus sound like a German, it would not be possible to 

make him speak of the same things as a German writer at the time of Schleiermacher 

would speak of. Tacitus’ subject matter stems from a Roman context, and it is “not 

only unreachable, but also in itself trivial and void” to make him write like a modern 

German.135 The only real translation method Schleiermacher accepts is translating the 

source text as the author would have translated it, had he or she been able to. 

 According to Schleiermacher, this entails that poems should be translated in 

their original metres and not in metres of the target language. If poetry is translated 

in metres of the target language, the original work is distorted, and the knowledge of 

the original author’s peculiarities becomes limited: 

 

In addition to this comes that every language has its own peculiarity both in the 

prose and the poetic rhythms, and that, once the fiction has been made that the 

author could also have written in the language of the translator, one must then also 

let him appear in the rhythms of this language, whereby his work becomes all the 

more disfigured, and the knowledge of its peculiarity, which the translation offers, 

becomes much more limited136 

                                                           
133 Schleiermacher (1813: 152-153). 
134 Schleiermacher (1813: 152). The latter notion is akin to the humanist topos of recalling the original 

author and having him learn Latin. See Pade (2018: 4-5, 9-10) and Pade (2016: 4-5). 
135 Schleiermacher (1813: 164): “nicht nur unerreichbar, sondern es ist auch in sich nichtig und leer”. 
136 Schleiermacher (1813: 170). “Hiezu kommt noch, daß jede Sprache ihr eigenthümliches hat auch 

in den Rhythmen für die Prosa sowohl als die Poesie, und daß, wenn einmal die Fiction gemacht 
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Schleiermacher deems it “fiction” to imagine the original author writing in the target 

language. By extension, it is a fiction to imagine the author using metres particular to 

the target language. I think it is equally a fiction to imagine the original author 

translating the work into the target language. If we were to imagine this, I actually 

think it is more likely that the author would have translated his or her poem in metres 

of the target language than in metres of the source language.  

 If we agree with Katharina Reiß that poems are expressive texts defined by 

their artistic communication of content, the artistic form of a poem is of vital 

importance. When the artistic form is of importance, it most likely matters to the poet 

which metres are used in the poem. Since poetic rhythms vary from culture to culture 

and from language to language, as Schleiermacher remarks, so does the impression of 

these rhythms. If the poet has chosen one metre over another for a particular reason 

or effect, surely that rhythmic effect disappears, or “noch mehr entstellt”, when the 

poem is translated into a language unfamiliar with that rhythm.  

To recapture something of the effect that the original metre had in the source 

language, the poet would be inclined to select a metre of similar effect in the 

translating language.137 Therefore, I certainly think that the author is more likely to 

translate the work in metres of the target language than in the original metres. 

Perhaps paradoxically, that is the only way for the poet to communicate the content 

in an artistic form similar to the form of the source text.138 

 At the end of the nineteenth century, Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 

strongly criticised Schleiermacher’s view on translation. In the preface to his 

translation of the Hippolytus, Wilamowitz presents a translation strategy in direct 

opposition to that of Schleiermacher. Indeed, Wilamowitz asks if anyone really reads 

Schleiermacher’s celebrated translation of Plato.139 When translating poems, 

                                                           

werden soll, der Verfasser könnte auch in der Sprache des Uebersetzers geschrieben haben, man 

ihn dann auch in den Rhythmen dieser Sprache müßte auftreten lassen, wodurch sein Werk noch 

mehr entstellt, und die Kenntniß seiner Eigenthümlichkeit, welche die Uebersetzung gewährt, noch 

weit mehr beschränkt wird.” 
137 I will continue and elaborate on this line of thought in chapter three. 
138 For a similar view of rhythmic fidelity (unrelated to Schleiermacher), see Gentili (1984: 314, 319-

320). 
139 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1891: 7): “Schleiermachern verdanken wir es, dass wir den wirklichen 

Platon wieder verstehn: aber ist etwa seine übersetzung lesbar? liest sie jemand?” (“We thank 

Schleiermacher that we understand the real Plato again: but is his translation at all readable? Does 

anyone read it?”). Wilamowitz does not capitalise nouns or use ß in this book. 
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Wilamowitz argues that the metres of the translation should have the same effect as 

the original metres had on the original audience. This might seem an unreachable 

goal, Wilamowitz admits. But in order to achieve the possible, one must set 

impossible goals.140 

 Wilamowitz believes that language and verse are tied so closely together that 

“it is ridiculous to write Greek verses in the German language”.141 The further away a 

culture is from the receiving culture, the more the form of the original text should be 

changed. Wilamowitz even advices against using French alexandrines, though they 

are well-established in German poetry, since German alexandrines “are completely 

different from French alexandrines, although they pretend to be the same”.142 But as 

regards the Greek choral odes, Wilamowitz does not think that they should be 

assimilated into modern metres. Since the choral odes neither in dialect nor in metre 

are purely Attic, they have something foreign to them that ought to be reflected in the 

translation. In this regard, Wilamowitz praises Goethe’s plays Helena and Pandora: 

 

For the fact that there lies a sort of unfamiliar shimmer over their lyric sections is 

exactly the same in the case of the Attic odes, which neither in metre nor in language 

are purely Attic. Something completely else must be built in the choral odes, to 

which Goethe had only given sketches, because he most often yielded to the forms 

that he was accustomed to143 

 

Wilamowitz argues that the choral odes should be translated in free rhythms with 

responsion between strophes and antistrophes.144 At the same time, however, he 

writes that it is not possible in advance to say how dactylo-epitrites, dochmiacs, and 

anapaests for instance should be translated, as “every song presents a new 

                                                           
140 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1891: 6): “auf erden wird überhaupt das mögliche nur geleistet, wenn 

das unmögliche gefordert wird.” 
141 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1891: 9): “es ist ein unding zu griechischen versen deutsche sprache zu 

verwenden.” 
142 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1891: 10): “etwas ganz anderes sind als die französischen, und doch 

dasselbe scheinen wollen.” 
143 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1891: 17): “denn dass über deren lyrischen stücken ein etwas 

fremdartiger schimmer liegt, ist genau so mit den attischen liedern der fall, die weder im versmass 

noch in der sprache rein attisch sind. in den chören musste allerdings noch etwas weiter ausgebaut 

werden, wozu Goethe nur ansätze geliefert hat, da er meist in die ihm gewohnten formen einlenkte”. 
144 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1891: 17). 
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challenge”.145 He emphasises that the translator should not follow Goethe’s example 

in using rhyming choral odes in the tragedies, although they are suitable in 

translations of Aristophanes.146 

 Wilamowitz is right in stating that the tragic choral odes differ from the spoken 

parts of the plays by being written and performed in another dialect than the Attic 

dialect spoken in contemporary Athens. But I do not agree that they laid a particularly 

unfamiliar shimmer. On the contrary, Michalis Setatos writes that it was 

commonplace among Greek poets to write in another dialect than the one they spoke:  

  

Ancient Greek displays the extremely rare linguistic phenomenon, in the form and 

the extent to which it appears, of literary languages. Every literary genre is written in 

a special “language”, usually in the dialect in which it first appeared, though in a more 

general form (i.e., less local), sometimes with inclusions from other dialects. The 

Greek authors traditionally wrote in the language of the genre they were cultivating, 

even if they spoke a different dialect147  

 

Since the tragic choruses derived from the dithyramb, which was associated with the 

Dorian dialect,148 the choral odes were written in a Dorian dialect “with an Attic 

influence”, while the spoken parts of the plays were written primarily in Attic.149  

As mentioned in the introduction to this dissertation, most of the theatre-goers 

in fifth-century BC Athens had probably participated in choral performances, held in 

Dorian, as part of the public and religious life in their city states. Rather than signaling 

something foreign, the transition from an Attic based dialect in the plays to a Dorian 

based dialect signalled that the type of poetry had gone from spoken poetry to song. 

Today, this transition from speech to song will not be communicated if the translator 

reproduces the choral odes in free verses, since free verses, as Fafner wrote, do not 

signal song, but reading.  

                                                           
145 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1891: 17): “jedes lied, jede strophe [stellt] die aufgabe von neuem”. The 

insertion in square brackets is mine. 
146 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1891: 17). 
147 Setatos (2007: 971-972). Dialectal adjustment according to musical genre is also found in modern 

cultures. See for instance Frith (1996: 166-167) on “language modification” in modern popular music. 
148 Karali (2007: 985). 
149 Setatos (2007: 972). Cf. Karali (2007: 986-988) and West (1982: 77-78). 
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 Nor will it be communicated by a change of dialect in the target language. This 

would seem all the more striking and peculiar to the modern readers than the 

perfectly normal and expected dialectal changes in the Greek tragedies would have 

seemed to the Greek spectators.150 The only way to signal the transition from speech 

to song is to use markers of song known to the readers.151 In an American and Danish 

context, that means translating the choral odes in regular and rhyming metres known 

from the target language, just as Wilamowitz suggests for the translation of poetry in 

general, but advices against in the case of tragic choral odes. 

 

3.2. ANTOINE BERMAN 

Schleiermacher’s foreignising notion of leading the reader to the author has been 

exceptionally influential. Indeed, Harald Kittel and Andreas Polterman find that 

“practically every modern translation theory ‒ at least in the German-language area 

‒ responds, in one way or another, to Schleiermacher’s hypotheses”.152  

In the French-language area, Schleiermacher’s hypotheses have been most 

notably responded to by Antoine Berman in his book The experience of the foreign 

(L’épreuve de l’étranger) from 1984 and the essay Translation as an experience of the 

foreign (La traduction comme épreuve de l’étranger) from 1985.153 In these works, 

Berman rebels against the increasingly hidden status of translation and announces a 

new translation ethics; a project that would gain worldwide attention a decade later 

in Lawrence Venuti’s book The Translator’s Invisibility.  

 Berman detects two main reasons for the invisibility of translation:  

 

On the one hand, translation has stayed a subterranean, hidden activity, because it 

has not drawn attention to itself. On the other hand, it has remained largely 

“unthought” as such, because those who dealt with it tended to assimilate it to 

another thing: to (sub-) literature, to (sub-) criticism, to “applied linguistics”154 

                                                           
150 See also Gentili (1984: 318): “nessuna traduzione potrà mai trasferire nella propria lingua il colorito 

dialettale dei testi lirici.” (“No translation will ever be able to transfer into its own language the 

dialectal colouring of the lyric texts”). 
151 Cf. Maas (19273: 8). 
152 Kittel & Polterman (2009: 417). 
153 Berman (1985; 1984). On Berman’s influential position, see Massardier-Kenney (2010: 259-260), 

Ost (2009: 15), and Ricœur (2004: 7-8). 
154 Berman (1984: 11): “D’une part, la traduction est demeurée une activité souterraine, cachée, parce 

qu’elle ne s’énonçait pas elle-même. D’autre part, elle est restée largement “impensée” comme telle, 
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Translation remains a hidden activity because translators do not draw attention to 

themselves in the translations, and because they generally do not reflect on the act of 

translation. It has further turned into a subordinate discipline due to “the servile 

metaphor” that translation serves two masters: the original author on the one hand 

and the receiving public on the other hand.155 If the translator chooses to serve the 

original text and lead the reader to the author, he or she risks becoming a stranger in 

the eyes of the receiving public and producing a barely comprehensible text. If the 

translator instead chooses to serve the public and lead the author to the reader, he or 

she betrays the foreign text and thereby the very essence of translation.156  

 The reason for these translation problems is that ethnocentric and narcissistic 

structures make cultures sacralise their languages in order to remain pure and 

unmixed.157 By contrast, the very aim of translation is to open a relationship with the 

foreign and to mix the foreign with the domestic.158 Berman’s terminology is obviously 

polemical, and his idea of cultures sacrilising their languages unsubstantiated. But 

while claiming that cultures are ethnocentric and narcissistic, he is aware of the 

paradox that translation itself, by introducing a foreign text into another culture and 

in the language of that other culture, inevitably appropriates and reduces the foreign 

text.159  

 For Berman, the way to improve the situation for translation is to develop two 

types of translation ethics: First, a positive translation ethics whose task it is to define 

fidelity. Second, a negative translation ethics whose task it is to identify the 

ideological and literary forces that turn translation away from its original ambition of 

establishing a relationship with the foreign and thereby produce poor translations by 

                                                           

parce que ceux qui en traitaient avaient tendance à l’assimiler à autre chose: à de la (sous-) 

littérature, à de la (sous-) critique, à de la “linguistique appliquée””. 
155 Berman (1984: 15): “la métaphore ancillaire”. 
156 Berman (1984: 15). 
157 Berman (1984: 15): “Peut-être cette sacralisation est-elle la source (…) de tous les ‘problemes’ de la 

traduction.” 
158 Berman (1984: 16): “La visée même de la traduction ‒ ouvrir au niveau de l’écrit un certain rapport 

à l’Autre, féconder le Propre par la médiation de l’Étranger ‒ heurte de front la structure 

ethnocentrique de toute culture, ou cette espèce de narcissisme qui fait que toute société voudrait 

être un Tout pur et non mélangé.” (“The very aim of translation ‒ at the level of writing to open a 

certain relation to the Other, to fertilise the Own through the mediation of the Foreign ‒ clashes 

head-on with the ethnocentric structure of every culture, or this kind of narcissism that makes every 

society want to be a pure Whole and not mixed”). 
159 Berman (1984: 16). 
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systematically negating the foreign in the foreign text.160 These translation ethics must 

be complemented by a translation analytics by which the translator localises the 

systems of deformation that threaten the translation.161  

In his succeeding essay, Berman describes these systems of deformation in 

greater detail. He bases his analysis on Michel Foucault’s distinction between two 

types of translation: (i) translations that transfer something identical to another 

language; (ii) translations that make two languages collide.162 Berman defines the first 

type as “non-literary” and the second type as “literary”.163 Drawing on the text type 

analysis of Katharina Reiß, one could also describe the first type as informative and 

the second type as expressive or operative. Berman shares the observation of Foucault 

that it does not take many glances at the history of translation to see that the non-

literary translation type is steadily expelling the second type.164 

 Berman clarifies that the ethical aim for a translation is to receive “the Foreign 

as Foreign”.165 He proceeds to identify twelve “deforming tendencies” in translations 

of novels, such as rationalisation, clarification, ennoblement, and the destruction of 

rhythms.166 These tendencies are universal and inherent in every translation, of prose 

as well as of poetry. Usually, translations share the trait that they remove the foreign 

from the source text in order to produce a translation that is easy to read: 

 

All the tendencies spotted in the analysis lead to the same resultat: producing a text 

that is more “clear”, more “elegant”, more “fluent”, more “pure” than the originals.167 

 

Translating Greek tragic choral odes into rhyming verse in regular metres complies 

with two of the wishes Berman puts forth. First, it makes the translation visible, as it 

introduces a foreign element ‒ the rhyme ‒ into the text. Second, it emphasises the 

                                                           
160 Berman (1984: 17). 
161 Berman (1984: 19). 
162 Foucault (1969: 30), cited in Berman (1985: 68). 
163 Berman (1985: 68): “non-littéraires (...) littéraires”. 
164 Berman (1985: 68). I believe that Berman’s “le premier” is a typing error for “le dernier”, a view 

shared by Venuti (20214b: 248) and Reitan (2013: 52). 
165 Berman (1985: 68): “l’Étranger comme Étranger”. 
166 Berman (1985: 71-75): “tendances déformantes”. 
167 Berman (1985: 80): “Toutes les tendances repérées dans l’analytique aboutissent au même 

résultat: produire un texte plus “clair”, plus “élégant”, plus “coulant”, plus “pur” que celui des 

originaux.” 
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fidelity of the translation towards the songlike quality of the choral odes, contributing 

to the development of a positive translation ethics. This fidelity is directed towards 

the choral odes as expressive texts in general and song lyrics in particular.  

As mentioned above, it might seem a betrayal to the foreign text and a leading 

of the author towards the reader to translate unrhymed and metrically complex 

poems into rhyming poems in regular metres. But as Greek and Danish song lyrics 

differ fundamentally from each other in metres and rhymes, translating the tragic 

choral odes as Greek song lyrics would in fact betray the communication of their 

songlike qualities to the reader. Therefore, I suggest that translating the tragic choral 

odes by means of song markers known to the reader is the best way to “fertilise the 

Own through the mediation of the Foreign”.168 

 

3.3. LAWRENCE VENUTI 

Berman’s denouncement of fluency as an essential quality in translations, his notion 

of the ethnocentrism and narcissism of the receiving culture, and his call for 

translations to receive the other and embrace the foreign in the foreign texts have 

greatly influenced the thinking of Lawrence Venuti. Of particular importance in this 

regard is Venuti’s book The Translator’s Invisibility: A History of Translation from 1995, 

published in a revised second edition in 2008 and reprinted with a new intoduction 

in 2018.  

The aim of the book is to fight the invisibility of translators in the Anglo-

American world, and to develop a translation strategy to resist Anglo-American 

cultural imperalism. In order to do that, Venuti introduces two key concepts: 

 

1. Domestication 

2. Foreignization 

 

The terms build on Schleiermacher’s distinction between moving the author to the 

reader and moving the reader to the author. But while Schleiermacher recommended 

moving the reader to the author in order to develop the German language and, 

according to Venuti, to fight the French domination in the German society, Venuti 

rebels against the complacency, cultural narcissism, and monolingualism of 

                                                           
168 Berman (1984: 16): “féconder le Propre par la médiation de l’Étranger.” 
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American and English cultures.169 Both translation projects are overtly political. But 

whereas the agenda of Schleiermacher in the words of Venuti is “nationalist” and 

“anti-French”,170 Venuti’s own agenda is global and anti-imperialistic: 

 

Foreignizing translation in English can be a form of resistance against ethnocentrism 

and racism, cultural narcissism and imperalism, in the interest of democratic 

geopolitical relations.171 

 

The translator’s invisibility in contemporary British and American literatures is 

caused by the fact that readers, editors, and reviewers prefer translations that read 

fluently.172 When a translation reads fluently, it creates an illusory effect in the reader 

of experiencing the original work, leading to an illusion of transparency: “The illusion 

of transparency is an effect of a fluent translation strategy, of the translator’s effort to 

ensure easy readability.”173  

 Venuti calls this type of translation domesticating because it erases the foreign 

from the translated text and assimilates the foreign text into the receiving culture. In 

domesticating translations, the choice of text for translation conforms to the 

dominant genres in the target literature.174 The domesticating translation reads 

fluently and idiomatically in the target language and is immediately intelligible to the 

reader. The demands from readers, editors, and reviewers that translations should be 

devoid of “awkward phrasings, unidiomatic constructions or confused meanings” 

typically motivate Anglophone translators to translate realistic novels and prose 

poems.175 

 Foreignising translations challenge dominant cultural hierarchies and 

linguistic codes in the receiving culture. The foreignising approach manifests itself in 

the choice of texts and genres which in the receiving culture are marginal or less 

                                                           
169 Venuti (20183: 13, 90-91).  
170 Venuti (20183: 90). 
171 Venuti (20183: 16). Cuéllar (2016: 399) criticises Venuti’s definition of imperialism for being “una 

generalización excesiva” (“an excessive generalisation”) having “ningún tipo de sustentación 

empírica” (“no form of empirical support”). 
172 Venuti (20183: 1-4). 
173 Venuti (20183: 1). 
174 Venuti (20183: 5-6). 
175 Venuti (20183: 5, 248). 
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known.176 It also manifests itself in the use of literary forms that divert from the 

dominant literary forms in the receiving culture, and in a language use that differs 

from the normal use of language in the target culture. Foreignising translations do not 

read fluently, and they are not necessarily idiomatic.  

 Crucially, Venuti emphasises that “the terms ‘domestication’ and 

‘foreignization’ do not establish a neat binary opposition that can simply be 

superimposed on ‘fluent’ or ‘resistant’ discursive strategies”.177 Domestication is 

inevitable in translation, as every translation rewrites the source text according to 

what is intelligible in the source language. Even domesticating practices can be 

foreignising, if they oppose existing cultural values and hierarchies: 

 

The ethnocentric violence of translation is inevitable (…) Yet the domesticating work 

on the foreign text can be a foreignizing intervention, pitched to question existing 

cultural hierarchies.178  

 

What makes a translation foreignising is that it resists and challenges the existing 

cultural values and hierarchies in the receiving culture by the choice of text and 

translation method. No translation can avoid using cultural codes from the receiving 

language. But if these codes are in opposition to the dominant trends and values, the 

result will be a foreignising translation, even though the codes might be inherent in 

the receiving culture and foreign in the culture of the source text: 

 

domestication need not mean assimilation, that is, a conservative reduction of the 

foreign text to dominant values. It can also mean resistance, through a recovery of 

the residual or an affiliation with the emergent or the dominated179 

 

Having gained widespread attention and acclaim, the concept of foreignising 

translation has also attracted considerable criticism.180 Within recent years, Sergio 

Bolaños Cuéllar, for example, has deemed it problematic that Berman and Venuti 

within the framework of a translation ethics define fluent translations as poor per 

                                                           
176 Venuti (20183: 79, 176). 
177 Venuti (20183: 19). 
178 Venuti (20183: 267). 
179 Venuti (20183: 177). 
180 See recently Kadiu (2019: 42) and Boll (2013: 84). 
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definition.181 Fluency is an ill-conceived parameter for evaluating the quality of 

translations, as Cuéllar considers it to be normal practice that translations contain “a 

level of fluency comparable or similar to that of the original”.182 In his denouncement 

of fluency, Venuti ignores the potential fluency of the source text and thereby 

effectively undermines the importance of the original.183 An ethical translation 

strategy should rather be observant to what the original text says and to the form in 

which it says it.184 

 Even more recently, Silvia Kadiu has questioned whether it is at all possible for 

foreignising effects to make the status of the text as a translation visible. Drawing on 

examples from her own translation of the introduction to The Translator’s Invisibility 

as well as from Venuti’s translation of a lecture by Jacques Derrida, Kadiu 

demonstrates that the foreignising effects mentioned by Venuti do not necessarily 

raise the reader’s awareness of reading a translation. Indeed, Venuti’s foreignising 

translation strategy fails to produce the foreignising effect that it seeks, except for 

readers who are already aware of translation ethics: 

 

Ironically, since they may depend on a certain level of scholarly analysis to be 

recognised at all, the effects of foreignization are targeted at readers who are most 

likely to already to be sensitive to, or willing to engage with, the ethical issues at stake 

in translation.185 

 

Venuti obviously relies significantly on the works of Friedrich Schleiermacher and 

Antoine Berman. As we have seen, Berman too wrote of the self-imposed invisibility 

of translators, the misconception of fluency, ethnocentrism, cultural narcissism, and 

the need to open a relation to the foreign.186  

The most important contribution of Venuti to this dissertation is his notion 

that domesticating features in a translation can emphasise the foreignness of the 

source text. Translating Greek tragic choral odes in the form that Danish song lyrics 

                                                           
181 Cuéllar (2016: 390, 398-399). 
182 Cuéllar (2016: 399): “un nivel de fluidez comparable o semejante al que presenta el original”. 
183 Cuéllar (2016: 398). For the same kind of criticism, see Kadiu (2019: 24), Boll (2013: 86), and 

Gentzler (2002: 203, 206). 
184 Cuéllar (2016: 399). 
185 Kadiu (2019: 41). 
186 Berman (1985: 68-71), Berman (1984: 11-16). 
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usually take is precisely to use a domesticating effect in order to communicate a 

foreign quality of the source text. Three factors make me believe that translating 

Greek tragic choral odes into regular and rhyming verse is a domesticating practice 

that becomes foreignizing in its effect because it questions existing poetic hierarchies: 

 

1) The tragic choral odes were written in irregular and unrhymed verse and sung 

 

2) Danish song lyrics are predominantly written in regular and rhyming verse 

 

3) Danish poems are predominantly written in free unrhymed verse and are not sung 

 

By translating the tragic choral odes in the form that Danish song lyrics usually take, 

I claim that the translator will communicate a key element in the source text to the 

readers and at the same time compel them to examine their own expectations of 

reading poetry.  

Since the way to achieve that is to use features known from Danish song lyrics 

but unknown in the source text, I believe that this practice is an example of 

domesticating work serving as “a foreignizing intervention, pitched to question 

existing cultural hierarchies”.187 As rhyming poems have been marginal in Danish 

poetry since the 1950s,188 it further exemplifies that domestication “can also mean 

resistance, through a recovery of the residual or an affiliation with the emergent or 

the dominated”.189 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
187 Venuti (20183: 267). 
188 Fafner (2000: 394). 
189 Venuti (20183: 177). 
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4. SUMMARY 

This chapter has shown that there are clear differences between poems and song 

lyrics in contemporary American, English, and Danish contexts. Poems are meant for 

reading, while song lyrics are meant for hearing. Therefore, song lyrics are far more 

dependent on regular metres and end rhymes than poems. As the purpose of my 

translation strategy is to signal to the readers ‒ without the use of music ‒ that they 

are reading song lyrics, translating the Greek tragic choral odes in the form that 

Danish song lyrics usually have brings a foreign aspect to the reading experience. 

 This foreign aspect is closely tied to the concept of foreignising translation. But, 

as we have seen, translating the tragic choral odes into rhyming metres of the target 

language differs from Friedrich Schleiermacher’s view of moving the reader towards 

the author by translating the foreign poems in their original unrhymed metres. It also 

differs from the view of Schleiermacher’s critic, Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, 

that the choral odes should be translated in free, unrhymed verse.  

Applying domesticating elements to demonstrate a foreign quality in the 

source text is founded theoretically on the work of Lawrence Venuti. Building on the 

thinking of Schleiermacher and Antoine Berman, Venuti argues that domesticating 

features ‒ such as regular rhythms and end rhymes in a Danish context ‒ can have a 

foreignising effect if they challenge existing cultural hierarchies and norms. Examples 

drawn from key actors on the Danish literary scene have shown that metrical and 

rhyming poems are currently marginalised in Danish poetry. The next chapter will 

examine if they are also marginalised in contemporary Danish translations of Greek 

tragedy. 
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II 

TRADITION 
 

The material presented in chapter one shows that regular metres and end rhymes are 

out of fashion in Danish poetry. This chapter will show that they are also rather out 

of fashion in translations of Greek tragic choral odes. Of the four contemporary 

Danish translators of Greek tragedy, Torben Frische comes closest to translating the 

choral odes in regular and rhyming verse.190 In his five translations of tragedies by 

Euripides, Frische adapts the choral odes to arias from operas by C. W. Gluck, André 

Grétry, and Jean-Philippe Rameau.191 In order to do so, he translates the choral odes 

without responsion between strophes and antistrophes,192 and he reduces the number 

of lines so that they fit the structure of the arias.193  

 Frische does not use end rhymes in his first three translations. But in his 

translation of the Hippolytus, every line of the parodos and every other line of the first 

stasimon rhyme, while the succeeding choral odes are unrhymed.194 In his translation 

of the Iphigenia in Aulis, every other line of the second stasimon rhyme, while the rest 

of the choral odes are unrhymed.195 Frische does not explain the inconsistency in his 

use of end rhymes and strophic responsion. His sole completely rhyming choral 

ode,196 the parodos of the Hippolytus, shows that he is perfectly able to write a rhyming 

translation with full strophic responsion, even though he reduces the number of lines, 

thus missing, for instance, the laundry scene (Eur. Hipp. 125-129), in order for the ode 

to match Rameau’s aria “Dieu d’amour, pour nos asiles”: 197 

 

 

                                                           
190 By ‘contemporary’, I mean translators of Greek tragedy into Danish who have been active in the 

21st century. These are Marcel Lysgaard Lech, Niels Jørgen Green-Pedersen, Otto Steen Due, and 

Torben Frische. 
191 Gluck: Frische (2001, 2009, 2018); Grétry: Frische (2004); Rameau: Frische (2013). 
192 Exceptions: Frische (2013: 10; 2018: 51). 
193 Exceptions: Frische (2009: 20-21, 48-49, 54-55). 
194 Frische (2013: 10, 27-28). 
195 Frische (2018: 51). 
196 By “completely rhyming”, I mean that all of the lines rhyme. 
197 Frische (2013: 10). For the aria, see Frische (2013: 70). I do not translate the quotation, as the point 

is to demonstrate the rhythms and rhymes of the Danish translation. 
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Verdensstrømmens kilder bryder     1. strophe 

frem af klippegrundens skød 

– siges det – og vandet flyder 

rigeligt, mens rygtet lyder, 

rygtet om vor dronnings svære nød. 

 

Stum hun ligger. Det forlyder,     1. antistrophe 

at hun higer mod sin død, 

afslår hvad Demeter byder, 

bleg, forpint. Men hvad betyder 

rygtet om vor dronnings svære nød? 

 

Vanvid planter       2. strophe 

Korybanter, 

Kretas Pan og Diktynna. 

 

Har en anden        2. antistrophe 

dåret manden? 

Slog et budskab hjemmefra? 

 

Kvindens lod er pine,       final strophe 

moderskabets pris. 

Selv i nød jeg bad, og mine 

angstråb hørte Artemis. 

 

This completely rhyming choral ode is a remarkable exception to the general 

tendency in contemporary Danish translations of Greek tragedy. Of the other 

contemporary translators of Greek tragedy into Danish, Niels Jørgen Green-Pedersen 

translates the choral odes in “a freer form”,198 while Marcel Lysgaard Lech translates 

the choral odes into poetic prose, or “knækprosa” in Danish.199 Both keep the same 

number of lines as in the Greek texts with no strophic responsion.200 Otto Steen Due 

                                                           
198 Green Pedersen (2019: 17): “en friere form”. Also Green-Pedersen (2014: 83; 2010: 50). 
199 Lech (2016a: 107-109). Lech follows this principle in his other translations of Greek tragedy. Cf. 

Lech (2020: 118-119; 2019: 139; 2017a: 135; 2016b: 105). For want of a better term, I translate ‘knækprosa’ 

as ‘poetic prose’ throughout. 
200 Most recently Green-Pedersen (2019: 28-29, 38-42, 50-52, 55-57), Lech (2020: 119; 2019: 140). 
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does not explain his translation strategy, but his translations show that he translates 

the odes in the same manner as Green-Pedersen and Lech.201 

In the preface to his translation of Sophocles’ Philoctetes, Lech explains why he 

translates the tragic choral odes into poetic prose. Lech writes that contrary to the 

iambic trimetres of the spoken parts, which merely told the spectators that they were 

watching a drama, 

 

the place where metre really was meaningful and effective to the Greeks was in the 

choral odes. But here, the Greek – and to us completely incomprehensible – form 

has traditionally never been pressed unto the Danish language.202 

 

The purpose of the present chapter is to investigate how Greek tragic choral odes have 

been translated into Danish, from the first translation was published in 1814 until 

today. It will be shown that the Greek form has in fact traditionally been pressed unto 

the Danish language. Indeed, this approach was chosen by the very first translator of 

Greek tragedy, Peder Grib Fibiger.  

The main focus of the chapter will be the translation strategies of Fibiger, 

Christian Wilster, Thor Lange, Niels Møller, Jørgen Mejer and Søren Ulrik Thomsen, 

as each strategy in its own way has initiated a new approach to translating Greek 

tragic choral odes into Danish. My objective is to give a critical overview of the Danish 

translation tradition at the expense of an exhaustive treatment. I prioritise drawing 

long lines in order to situate my translation strategy within a historical context. It will 

be seen that original poetry and translations are closely interrelated, and that tragic 

choral odes have been translated in their original metres, into metres known from 

Danish poetry, into rhyming verse, and into prose. 

The study begins with Adam Oehlenschläger, as he was the first Danish poet 

to press the Greek form of the tragic choral odes unto the Danish language. He also 

introduced the iambic trimetre and the trochaic tetrametre into original Danish 

poetry, using the iambic trimetre as the prevailing metre in six of his plays.203 

                                                           
201 Due (2009, 2004). 
202 Lech (2016a: 9): “der, hvor metrum for grækerne vitterligt var menings- og virkningsfuld, var i 

korsangene. Men her har man traditionelt aldrig presset den græske – og for os komplet uforståelige 

– form ned over det danske sprog.” Same reasoning in Lech (2017b: 15). 
203 Baldur hin Gode (1807), Yrsa (1814), Langbarderne (1829), Landet fundet og forsvundet (1846), 

Amleth (1846), and Kiartan og Gudrun (1848). 
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Oehlenschläger is a key figure in the history of Danish poetry as well as in the history 

of Danish translations of poetry. He was a contemporary of the first Danish translators 

of Greek tragedy, several of whom mention him as a poetic role model, and he 

preceded them by writing the first Danish tragedy with a Greek form. Therefore, I 

begin this chapter on the Danish translation tradition by exploring the influence of 

Oehlenschläger. Afterwards, I present and analyse the Danish tradition for translating 

Greek tragedy.  

Together with David Bloch, I have collected all the prefaces and postscripts to 

Danish translations of Greek drama.204 For lack of literature on the subject, these 

prefaces and postscripts provide the main empirical material on which the following 

study of the Danish translation tradition builds. I also draw on contemporary reviews 

of the translations in question when possible.205 Since most of these reviews are 

accessible in archives and specialist databases only, I quote from them extensively. 

The theoretical material is provided by the study in chapter one. My method is to 

analyse, compare, and discuss the translation strategies as they are expressed by the 

translators in prefaces and postscripts, as well as in occasional articles. 

My concern is translation strategies and the reasons behind them. Metrically, 

I divide the strategies into three approaches: 

 

1. Preserving 

2. Modulating 

3. Prosaic 

 

The preserving approach shares the ambition of Schleiermacher to translate the tragic 

choral odes in their original metres. The modulating approach shares the ambition of 

Wilamowitz to avoid translating the odes in their original metres. Unlike Wilamowitz, 

however, the modulating translators choose metres known from Danish poetry for 

their translations. Wilamowitz’s ambition is probably most fully realised in the 

prosaic approach where the tragic choral odes are translated into poetic prose or free 

verse.  

The preserving and modulating approaches produce expressive texts in their 

ambition to communicate the linguistically artistic form of the plays. The prosaic 

                                                           
204 Cf. Bloch (2017: 1, n. 2). 
205 I have not been able to find reviews of Christian Wilster’s translation of Euripides. 
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approach mainly produces informative texts in its ambition to make the plays as 

comprehensible as possible to the readers and spectators. Translators with each of 

these approaches have motivated their translation strategies with reference to 

Oehlenschläger, though for widely different reasons. 

 

1. ADAM OEHLENSCHLÄGER 

More than any other poet, Adam Oehlenschläger (1779-1850) has until recently 

influenced translations of ancient Greek tragedy into Danish. A friend of 

Schleiermacher and a disciple of Goethe, Oehlenschläger connects the German 

translation tradition and the emerging Danish tradition. He is pivotal to the 

introduction of foreign metres into Danish poetry and to the discussion of metrical 

translation. Looking back on his life in the year of his death, Oehlenschläger writes 

that he introduced a number of metres into Danish poetry: 

 

I introduced the ottava rima into Danish poetry, just as later the terza rima, the Greek 

dramatic metres, the Nordic alliterative verses, and the verses of Heldenbuch and 

Nibelungenlied206 

 

This statement finds general scholarly support,207 although Aage Kabell objects that 

the ottava rima was previously tried by Schack Staffeldt (1769-1826).208 The earliest 

dramatic examples of Oehlenschläger’s introduction of foreign metres occur in the 

closet dramas Midsummer Eve’s Play (Sanct Hansaften-Spil) from 1802 and Aladdin 

from 1805, written at the very beginning of his poetic career.209 These plays contain 

both spoken parts and songs. The spoken parts are written in blank verse, while the 

songs are written in a variety of metres with different rhyme schemes.210 

 Oehlenschläger’s introduction of “the Greek dramatic metres” is particularly 

relevant for the Danish translation tradition. The earliest example occurs in the 

                                                           
206 Oehlenschläger (1850a: 194): “Jeg indførte i den danske Poesie Ottaverimet, ligesom siden 

Terzinen, de græskdramatiske Versarter, de nordiske Riimbogstaver og Versene af Heldenbuch og 

Nibelungenlied”. 
207 De Mylius (2019: 289-290), Fafner (1989: 159-161; 1965: 7-9), Arnholtz (1972: 221). 
208 Kabell (1959: 68). 
209 On closet dramas, see Burroughs (2018: 3) and Bennett (2012: 270): “Drama supposedly intended 

to be read in the study (closet) or recited to a private audience rather than performed on a public 

stage.” The Danish term is ‘læsedrama’. 
210 See Brøndsted (1971: 292) for a thorough examination of the metres in Aladdin. 
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tragedy Baldur the Good (Baldur hin Gode), written, according to Oehlenschläger, 

after Schleiermacher had recited and translated Sophocles’ Oedipus Coloneus for him 

during his stay in Germany in 1805.211 In the preface to Nordic Poems (Nordiske Digte) 

from 1807, the collection of poems in which Baldur was published, Oehlenschläger 

writes that Baldur is “a pure Greek tragedy”, and that it is the first of its kind in Danish 

and German literature.212 Distinguishing between Greek tragedy, written in the 

iambic trimetre, and the so-called romantic tragedy, written in blank verse, 

Oehlenschläger shares the metrical considerations behind the composition of the 

play: 

 

In which verses should I compose? In the five-feet dramatic iambus? Why not, then, 

in the six-feet, which is the genuine one, and from which the five-feet has recently 

been derived. I could not give my topic a romantic form, for it was not romantic; it 

was plastic and had in its nature more in common with the ancient than with the 

romantic tragedy. The five-feet and more recent iambus, more lithe, untied, and 

indifferent, complies with every character and is therefore so excellent in the 

romantic tragedy. The serious, grave, from iron forged trimetre maintains its own 

prominent tone which subdues the simple, but thereby brings a solemnity to the 

whole, an ancient venerableness that served me well here.213 

 

Oehlenschläger ascribes to the iambic trimetre another kind of solemneity and 

antiquity than the blank verse. Accordingly, the trimetre is better suited for a tragedy 

written after a Greek model.214  

                                                           
211 Oehlenschläger (1831: 15). 
212 Oehlenschläger (1807: X): “en reen græsk Tragoedie”. Also Oehlenschläger (1808: 63). 
213 Oehlenschläger (1807: XVI): “I hvilke Vers skulde jeg digte? I den femføddede dramatiske Iambus? 

Hvorfor da ikke engang i den sexføddede, der er den ægte, og hvoraf den femføddede først er afledet 

i nyere Tid. En romantisk Form kunde jeg ikke give mit Sujet, thi det var ikke romantisk; det var 

plastisk, og havde mere tilfælles, efter sin Natur, med den antike, end med den romantiske 

Tragoedie. Den femføddede nyere Iambus, mere smidig, ubunden og indifferent, retter sig efter 

enhver Karakteer, og er af den Aarsag netop saa fortrinlig i den romantiske Tragoedie. Det alvorlige, 

strænge, af Jern smeddede Trimeter vedligeholder en fremtrængende egen Tone, hvilken vel tvinger 

det Enkelte under sig, men giver just derved det Hele en Høitidelighed, en Old-Ærværdighed, som 

her kom mig meget vel tilpas.” 
214 Arnholtz (1972: 222-223) shares Oehlenschläger’s view: “De mytiske emner motiverer brugen af 

trimetret og lader det fremtræde vægtigt og favnende”. (“The mythical themes motivate the use of 

the trimetre and allow it to appear weighty and embracing”). See Dvergsdahl (1997: 109-119) for 

further reflections on metre and meaning in Baldur. 
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 Oehlenschläger applies the iambic trimetre as the prevailing metre in six of his 

plays: Baldur the Good (1807), Yrsa (1814), The Lombards (Langbarderne, 1829), The 

Country Found and Lost (Landet fundet og forsvundet, 1846), Amleth (1846), and 

Kjartan and Gudrun (1848). Oehlenschläger’s use of the iambic trimetre thus spans 

the whole of his career. Additionally, he applies the trimetre to a lesser degree in six 

other tragedies.215 In the majority of his plays, Oehlenschläger uses blank verse, for the 

introduction of which into Danish poetry he is also usually credited,216 though 

Arnholtz shows that the first Danish blank verse composition was anonymously 

published in a fragmentary journal translation of Milton’s Paradise Lost in 1768.217 

Oehlenschläger is the first Danish poet to write original poetry in the iambic trimetre, 

but his influence here did not have a lasting effect. Before Oehlenschläger, the 

alexandrine was the most commonly used dramatic metre in Denmark, but after 

Oehlenschläger, blank verse became the most commonly used metre in Danish 

dramatic poetry.218 

 Ernst von der Recke argues that the iambic trimetre “has never been used 

outside of drama” because it “has never been treated in rhymes or strophes”.219 This is 

not correct. Thor Lange and Valdemar Rørdam had treated the iambic trimetre in 

rhymes and strophes a couple of decades before Recke published the second edition 

of his book from which this assessment stems.220 But Recke is right in stating that most 

often the iambic trimetre has been used in drama. In fact, the iambic trimetre is by 

far the most commonly used metre in translations of Greek plays, with poetic prose 

and blank verse occupying the second and third place:  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
215 Arnholtz (1972: 222). 
216 Fafner (2000: 161), Rubow (1929: 37). The iambic eleven syllables verse that Ewald uses in Balders 

Død (The Death of Balder) is an Italian metre and not blank verse. Cf. Fafner (2000: 154-155). 
217 Arnholtz (1972: 152-153). 
218 Fafner (1989: 149, 155), Arnholtz (1972: 164, 277-281). 
219 Recke (1922: 45): “aldrig har kunnet finde Anvendelse uden for Dramaet (…) aldrig har været 

behandlet rimet eller strofisk”. 
220 The poems are cited in Arnholtz (1972: 230).                  
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1. Iambic trimetres: 70 publications221 

2. Prose/free verse: 21 publications222 

3. Blank verse: 11 publications223     

 

Peder Grib Fibiger is the first translator known to have published a translation of a 

Greek tragedy into Danish. In 1814, Fibiger published his translation of Sophocles’ 

Philoctetes, which, according to an anonymous contemporary review, marked a new 

departure in Danish literature.224 In this translation, as in his following translations of 

Sophocles, Fibiger translates the spoken parts in the original iambic trimetres. David 

Bloch has recently demonstrated how Fibiger by every translation becomes better at 

avoiding the fatal diairesis after the third foot that turns iambic trimetres into 

alexandrines.225  

In the preface to his collected and revised translations of Sophocles in two 

volumes from 1821 and 1822, Fibiger mentions Oehlenschläger as an authority when it 

comes to the iambic trimetre:  

 

would they, whose ear is unable to forget the unshakable caesura of the alexandrine, 

deny the trimetre becoming naturalised, then he [the translator] just evokes the 

authority of an Oehlenschläger.226 

 

                                                           
221 Fibiger (1814, 1815, 1816, 1820, 1821-1822), Erslev (1819, 1820), Wilster (18572), Brøndsted (1844), 

Dorph (1851-1852, 1854, 1860), Vibe (1856, 1869), Christensen Schmidt (1875), Møller (1891, 1894, 1918, 

1931), Lange (1893, 1897, 1903, 1911a, 1911b), Petersen (1894), Gjertsen (1897), Koch (1896, 1904, 1918, 

1919), Müller & Thomsen (1911), Larsen (1912), Gertz (1913a, 1913b, 1914, 1918), Garff & Hjortsø (1954, 

1958, 1963, 1975), Friis Johansen & Madsen (1955), Due (1961, 2007), Foss & Madsen (1969), Garff & 

Hastrup (1975) Madsen & Madsen (1979, 1980, 1982a, 1982b, 1985, 1989, 1991, 1997), Thomsen (1982), 

Hesse (1983), Bonnevie (1985), Haarløv (1988, 1993, 1998), Sprogøe (1988, 1991, 1997), Frische (2001, 

2004, 2009, 2013, 2018), Green-Pedersen (2010, 2014, 2019). 
222 Gelsted (1958b), Møller Nielsen (1981, 1982, 1987, 2000, 2005, 2006), Sprogøe (1983), Haarløv (1985) 

Mejer & Thomsen (1990, 1998), Hansen & Møller (1996), Due (2004), Dahl & Lech (2012), Lech 

(2016a, 2016b, 2017a, 2018, 2019, 2020), Klarskov Jensen (2019). 
223 Meisling (1820), Rahbek (1820), Krag (1820, 1825), Siersted (1884), Geldsted (1957, 1958a, 1959), Foss 

(1977a, 1977b, 1986). 
224 Anonymous (1814: 568-570), reprinted in Bloch (2017: 24-25). 
225 Bloch (2017: 4-9). 
226 Fibiger (1821-1822: XII): “ville de, hvis Øre ei er i Stand til at glemme Alexandrinerens urokkelige 

Cæsur, nægte Trimetret Indfødsret, saa beraaber han [Oversætteren] sig blot paa en 

Oehlenschlägers Autoritet.” The insertion in square brackets is mine.  
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At this point, Oehlenschläger had used the iambic trimetre in two of his plays, the 

closet dramas Baldur the Good (1807) and Yrsa (1814).227 Like Fibiger, Christian Wilster 

mentions Oehlenschläger’s use of the iambic trimetre in Baldur as motivating his 

choice to translate the spoken parts in Euripides’ plays in iambic trimetres.228 

Arnholtz sees the steady publication of trimetre translations after Oehlenschläger 

began writing in this metre as a possible reason why the iambic trimetre was hardly 

used in original Danish drama after Oehlenschläger: “This broad stream of trimetres 

have perhaps been sufficient for the poets (…) perhaps because the metre eventually 

felt too stout and singularly tied to archaising expressions”.229 

  Oehlenschläger did not only write iambic trimetres in his dramas inspired by 

Greek tragedy. He also wrote choral odes in the form of Greek tragic choral odes. His 

strategy seems to have been to compose the choral odes in Greek metres whenever 

he felt it was possible. In his extensive response to an unfavourable review of Nordic 

Poems, he writes of the metres in Baldur: 

 

I am convinced that the all too stricht copying of the classical metres squeezes the 

more recent languages into an unnatural corset and prevents them from uttering 

themselves freely and brilliantly.230 

 

The right thing to do is no doubt with taste and diligence to introduce those Greek 

beauties into our language that are possible without mutilating it and depriving it of 

its peculiar beauties. Therefore, a thorough study of one’s own language, of one’s own 

literature and history is no doubt of utmost importance to a poet.231 

 

Oehlenschläger partly diverges from the view of Schleiermacher that the classical 

metres should be copied in the target language. Instead he argues that the classical 

                                                           
227 See Oehlenschläger (1808: 56) on Baldur hin Gode as a closet drama. 
228 Wilster (18572: VII). 
229 Arnholtz (1972: 226): “Denne brede trimeterstrøm har måske været digterne nok (…) måske fordi 

metret efterhånden føltes for bastant og ensidigt bundet til arkaiserende udtryk.” 
230 Oehlenschläger (1808: 67-68): “jeg er overtydet om, at den alt for strenge Copieform af de antike 

Versarter, indklemmer de nyere Sprog i et unaturligt Snørliv, og forhindre dem i at yttre sig frit og 

genialisk.” 
231 Oehlenschläger (1808: 69): “Det Rigtigste er udentvivl med Smag og Flid at indføre de grædske 

Skiønheder i vort Sprog, der lade sig indføres uden at lemlæste det, og berøve det sine 

eiendommelige Skiønheder. Derfor er et grundigt Studium af sit eget Sprog, af sin egen Litteratur og 

Historie udentvivl det vigtigste for en Digter.” 
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metres should only be introduced into the Danish language when possible. 

Oehlenschläger does not specify exactly when it is possible and what should be done 

in cases where the Greeks metres “mutilate” the Danish language. An answer to these 

questions might be found in the preface to Nordic Poems, written a year before: 

 

I also found in the anapaestic short classical choral verses some resemblance to the 

otherwise so useless Icelandic verses, whose art lies in the alliterations.232  

 

The short anapaestic metres may in Oehlenschläger’s view be introduced into Danish 

poetry, just as the short dactylic metres he also uses in the choral odes.233 Later in the 

preface, he writes of the “lyrical outbursts” in the tragic choral odes that Danish poetry 

has “others, not these metrical advantages”.234 I interpret this as meaning that most of 

the Greek tragic metres are incompatible with Danish poetry and Danish language. If 

this is correct, Oehlenschläger here decisively parts from the view of Schleiermacher. 

Of Oehlenschläger’s plays, Baldur the Good and Yrsa are those most similar to 

Greek tragedy by virtue of their iambic trimetres, trochaic tetrametres, and choral 

odes. These choral odes are unrhymed, and metrically they appear to have been 

inspired by German, and, in the case of Yrsa from 1814, Danish translations of Greek 

tragedy. Carl Michael Rosenberg notes that Oehlenschläger in Baldur the Good used 

metrical patterns from Friedrich Leopold Stolberg’s German translation of Aeschylus’ 

Persians.235 Morten Borup writes in the preface to his edition of Yrsa that some metres 

in the choral odes “are built after the metrical scheme in the German Solger’s 

translation of Sophocles’ King Oedipus vv. 462-511”.236 Rosenberg elaborates: 

 

In the preparation of “Yrsa”, Oehlenschläger received an unexpected help, as school 

master Fibiger in an examination program, Roskilde, September 1813,237 published a 

Danish translation of Sophocles’ Philoctetes. Of this translation all of the final scene 

                                                           
232 Oehlenschläger (1807: XVII): “Jeg fandt ogsaa i de anapestiske kortlinede antike Chorvers nogen 

Lighed med de ellers saa ubrugelige islandske Vers, hvis Kunst ligger i Riimbogstaverne.” 
233 Cf. Dvergsdahl (1997: 114-117). 
234 Oehlenschläger (1807: XXVII): “lyriske udbrud (…) har andre, ikke disse metriske Fortrin”. 
235 Rosenberg (1909: 186). 
236 Borup (1963: 161): “er opbygget efter det metriske skema i tyskeren Solgers oversættelse af 

Sophokles’ ‘Kong Oidipous’ v. 462-511.” Also Rosenberg (1909: 187). 
237 The examination program is actually from September 1814. See the title page of Fibiger (1814). 
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of “Yrsa” with its deus ex machina and leave-taking is dependent; the final lines are 

thus 17 + 13 verses in both tragedies and cover each other metrically.238 

 

This interrelation of Oehlenschläger’s original poems and contemporary translations 

of Greek tragedy is remarkable. In 1805, Oehlenschläger draws on metres found in a 

German translation for his choral odes in Baldur. In 1814, he draws on metres in 

another German translation and in Fibiger’s first translation of Sophocles for his 

choral odes in Yrsa. Seven years later, Fibiger invokes the authority of Oehlenschläger 

for the appropriateness of using iambic trimetres in his complete translations of 

Sophocles. Original poetry and translation thus contribute collectively to the 

introduction and reintroduction of foreign metres in Danish poetry. Therefore, the 

choice (or rejection) of metres in translations of Greek tragedy is far from 

unimportant.  

In his memoirs, Oehlenschläger reflects on this very aspect of translations: 

 

Two things in particular I have missed in my life: to know Greek and to play well by 

notes on the fortepiano (…) But one helps oneself as one can; with the help of good 

translations one acquires the spirit and the mind of the poet; composition, 

development of characters, thoughts, pictures, all of this the translation can give; the 

only thing missing is the diction.239 

 

In 2001, Jørgen Mejer recognised that Oehlenschläger had played a significant part in 

the Danish translation tradition. But he thought that Oehlenschläger was too old-

fashioned to be used as a model:  

 

Given the conservative nature of many philologists and their academic background, 

Danish translations of Greek tragedies until a generation ago imitated the style of 

Oehlenschläger, quite effectively provided that the audience knows the Danish 

                                                           
238 Rosenberg (1909: 187): “Under Udarbejdelsen at [sic] “Yrsa” fik Oehl. en uventet Hjælp, idet 

Adjunct Fibiger i et Examensprogram, Roskilde, Sept. 1813, udgav en dansk Oversættelse af 

Sophokles’ Philoktet. Af denne er hele “Yrsa”s Slutningsscene, med deus ex machina og Afskedtagen, 

afhængig; selve Slutningsreplikkerne er saaledes paa 17 + 13 Vers i begge Tragedier og dækker 

hinanden metrisk.” 
239 Oehlenschläger (1850b: 58): “To Ting har jeg især savnet i mit Liv: at kunne Græsk og at spille godt 

efter Noder på Fortepiano (…) Men man hjælper sig, som man kan; ved Hjælp af gode Oversættelser 

tilegner man sig Digterens Aand og Væsen; Komposition, Charakteertegning, Tanker, Billeder, alt 

dette kan Oversættelsen give; det Eneste, der mangler, er Diktionen”. 
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dramatist. Since this is no longer the case, modern translations of Greek tragedy must 

find other ways of transferring the ancient dramas to a Danish audience.240 

  

In their translations of Sophocles’ King Oedipus and Euripides’ Phoenician Women, 

Jørgen Mejer and the poet Søren Ulrik Thomsen “used modern poetic language” and 

“avoided use of old-fashioned vocabulary, because we felt that we would betray the 

original texts if the text of the plays did not speak directly to an audience that knew 

no Greek”.241 In this preference for modern poetic language, Mejer and Thomsen 

overlook that the language in Greek tragedy was not a modern poetic language. It was 

an artificial language, consisting of words from different poetic genres, neologisms, 

and, in fact, old-fashioned vocabulary. According to Maria Karali: 

 

The tragic poets, in order to avoid being prosaic and to remain clear, without 

becoming trite, vary the forms of familiar words, use nouns with new derivational 

suffixes, neologisms (new lexical forms), mainly compounds and not derivatives, 

archaic features and poetic forms of words (...) In tragedy, therefore, one may observe 

deliberate changes in the vocabulary in order to distance the literary language of 

tragedy from the language of everyday life.242 

 

While the language of Greek tragedy generally displays a fondness for archaic 

features, Karali discerns a decrease in archaising language down through the fifth 

century BC. Aeschylus is “the most archaizing tragedian of all”; Sophocles gradually 

allows more everyday expressions in his tragedies; and Euripides “is believed to have 

introduced many elements from everyday language into tragedy”.243  

However, Mark Griffith notes that even though Aeschylus’ diction is 

considerably more weighty than Euripides’ quick argument, “nowhere in tragedy does 

dialogue approach the conversational realism of Old Comedy or Plato”.244 This 

difference in diction between Aeschylus and Euripides was famously expressed at the 

end of the fifth century BC by the sole preserved exponent of Old Comedy, 

                                                           
240 Mejer (2001: 17). See Lech (2016a: 108) for the most recent reference to Oehlenschläger in relation 

to translation of Greek tragedy. Lech solely associates Oehlenschläger with blank verse. 
241 Mejer (2001: 17). 
242 Karali (2007: 986-987). See also Ole Thomsen’s forceful criticism of Mejer and Thomsen’s 

translation of King Oedipus in Thomsen (1991: 120). 
243 Karali (2007: 988-989). Also Rutherford (2012: 266, n. 121), Valakas (2007: 1012), Walton (2006: 107). 
244 Griffith (1983: 25). 
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Aristophanes (Frogs 836-859, 927-967, 1004-1005), and almost as famously in the first 

century AD by Quintilian (Institutio Oratoria 10.1.66-68).  

If translators wish to adhere to the linguistic style of the author and translate 

the plays as expressive texts, they should not avoid the use of old-fashioned 

vocabulary. Nevertheless, translations of Aeschylus should appear more archaic than 

translations of Euripides, while translations of Sophocles should sound somewhat in 

between. Mejer-Thomson have a point in using “modern poetic language” in their 

translation of Euripides’ Phoenician Women, but not in their general rejection of “old-

fashioned vocabulary” in translations of Greek tragedy.  

Mejer and Thomsen were the first to publish Danish prose translations of 

Greek tragedy. I discuss their translation strategy in greater detail at the end of the 

chapter. Before that, I focus on the preserving and the modulating approaches to 

translating Greek tragic choral odes. The most extensive reflections on the latter 

approach are found in Christian Wilster’s preface to his translation of Euripides from 

1840, while the former approach is most comprehensibly set out by Peder Grib Fibiger 

in the preface to his translation of Sophocles from 1821 and 1822.  

 

2. PRESERVING APPROACH 

Translations with a preserving approach to the lyric metres of Greek drama were 

published from 1814 to 1844, with four translations from 1894, 1896, 1897, and 1983 as 

heirs.245 In this period, Romanticism reached its peak in Danish poetry. The Romantic 

Movement is usually considered to have been introduced by the publication of 

Oehlenschläger’s Poems (Digte) in late 1802,246 although the Romanticism of this book 

has been engagingly questioned.247 Scholars agree that Oehlenschläger’s next 

collection of poems, Poetic Writings (Poetiske Skrifter) from 1805, is wholly Romantic, 

and that Romanticism by then had been effectively introduced into Danish poetry.248 

By the end of the eighteenth century, theatre companies were blossoming in 

Danish cities and provinses, leading to what contemporary commentators spoke of 

as “the great theatre frenzy”.249 “It was as if a maddening rage had seized the people”, 

                                                           
245 Tragedy: Fibiger (1814, 1815, 1816, 1821-1822), Brøndsted (1844), Møller (1894), Gjertsen (1897). 

Comedy: Krag (1820, 1825), Koch (1896), Hesse (1983). 
246 Auken (2008a: 85), Svane (2008: 107). 
247 De Mylius (2019: 280-288), Dvergsdahl (1997: 25-26). 
248 Michelsen (2008: 13). 
249 Risum (1992: 180): “den store Teatergalskab”. 
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a schoolmaster recalled looking back on his youth.250 The Royal Theatre in 

Copenhagen was the most important cultural institution at the time, playing a vital 

part in the social and cultural life of the city.251 Writing a play was essential to a poet 

who wished to gain literary fame and recognition.252 It would seem that the time was 

perfectly ripe for translations of Greek tragedy, even if they were not to be performed 

on stage. The plays in popular demand, however, did not resemble Greek tragedy at 

all. They rather resembled the complete opposite. 

 French plays had dominated the theatre scene in the eighteenth century. It 

was not until the 1770s that Danish plays began to be written again.253 By then the 

influence of French classicist tragedy had started to wane, receiving a devastating 

blow with Johan Herman Wessel’s parody Love Without Socks (Kierlighed uden 

Strømper) in 1772.254 From then on, the dominant genres on the Danish scene were 

comedies, Singspiele, and bourgeois tragedies “without the difficult tragic pathos and 

metrical art”.255 The prevailing dramatic metres were alexandrines in tragedies and 

prose in comedies. Thus, Oehlenschläger’s publication of Baldur the Good in 1807 was 

decidedly innovative and soon to be followed by equally innovative translations. 

  

2.1. PEDER GRIB FIBIGER 

Published in 1814, Peder Grib Fibiger’s translation of Sophocles’ Philoctetes is the first 

attested translation of a Greek tragedy into Danish. After Philoctetes, Fibiger 

published translations of Sophocles’ King Oedipus (1815) and Antigone (1816), before 

publishing a complete and revised translation of Sophocles’ plays in 1821 and 1822.  

David Bloch calls Fibiger “the most important translator in the origin of the 

Danish translation tradition in the beginning of the nineteenth century”.256 Fibiger is 

obviously important for being the first to translate a Greek play. But he is particularly 

important for his reflections on translation strategies in his prefaces to King Oedipus 

                                                           
250 Cited in Risum (1992: 180): “Det var som et Besærker-Raserie, der havde grebet Folkene”. 
251 Auken (2008b: 261-262). 
252 Auken (2008b: 262). 
253 Andersen (1992: 152), Fjord Jensen et al. (1984: 350). 
254 Michelsen (2007: 607-610), Andersen (1992: 168), Fjord Jensen et al (1984: 367, 372). 
255 Andersen (1992: 171): “uden den vanskelige tragiske patos og verskunst.” The Danish terms are 

“syngespil” and “borgerlige sørgespil”. See also Risum (1992: 197-198). 
256 Bloch (2017: 1): “den vigtigste oversætter i oprindelsen af den danske oversættelsestradition i 

begyndelsen af 1800-tallet.” 
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and to his complete translations of Sophocles. In fact, Fibiger is the only translator 

with a preserving approach to explain his translation strategy, and one of the few at 

all to do so. Apart from Bloch’s paper, the focus of which is mainly on the spoken parts 

of the translations, Fibiger’s translation strategy has not received scholarly attention 

before.  

The preface from 1821-1822 is especially rich in metrical reflections, addressing 

many of the same questions as those raised in translation studies today. Fibiger 

discusses metrical translation of poetry in general and of Greek tragic choral odes in 

particular. At first, he identifies a prevailing approach to translating poetry: 

 

Some regard metre a totally superfluous ding-dong and demand a prosaic transfer 

where, in their opinion, the poet may be fully represented. One thing, however, is 

missing in this whole, that which gives poetry its sensuous life in the first place, 

namely measure, rhythm, melody. To despise this, especially in poetic works that 

spring from such a lyrical source as the Greek plays, is the same as to consider 

colouring to be dispensable in paintings.257 

 

To paraphrase Katharina Reiß, Fibiger describes the translation of an expressive text 

as an informative text. Fibiger criticises this approach, since in his opinion the very 

thing that brings life to poetry is poetic form, namely “measure, rhythm, melody”, just 

as the form of colouring is what brings life to paintings. This view on colouring and 

painting was shared by Oehlenschläger. In an essay on the art of painting published 

twelve years later, Oehlenschläger writes that “the means of painting” are “colour and 

light”.258 By his comparison, Fibiger suggests that a painting without colouring is just 

as impossible as a poem without rhythm, as each of these elements are necessary 

conditions for their respective art forms.  

In opposition to this “prosaic transfer”, Fibiger identifies another prevailing 

tendency: 

 

                                                           
257 Fibiger (1821-1822: VII): “Nogle ansee Metrum for et aldeles overflødigt Klingklang, og fordre en 

prosaisk Overførelse, hvor, efter deres mening, Digteren kan heel og holden gjengives. Eet mangler 

dog i denne Heelhed, det, som først giver Poesien dens sandselige Liv, nemlig Takt, Rythmus, 

Melodi. At foragte dette, især i Digterværker, som udspringe fra en saa lyrisk kilde, som Grækernes 

Sørgespil, er det samme, som at holde Koloriten for undværlig i Maleriet.” 
258 Oehlenschläger (1833: 17): “Malerkunstens Middel, Farven og Lyset”. Cf. Albricht (2014: 46-48), 

who calls colour an important modality in painting. 
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Others allow the translator metre, but forbid him that of the original, when it does 

not belong among those already common and agreed upon in the living language. As 

if every metre does not have its own specific character, and just as unreasonable as 

if in music it were considered unimportant in which key, measure, and tempo a piece 

of music was performed.259 

 

Leaving the colouring in paintings, the standard of comparison is now the key, 

measure, and tempo in music. But the argumentation does not seem equally 

convincing. Transposition, the technical term for changing the key of a piece of music, 

can hardly be said to be unreasonable, especially not in song. Julian Rushton informs 

that “transposition is often applied when pieces are performed on different 

instruments from those specified in a particular scoring”.260 In fact, “vocal music is 

often transposed in performance, and songs are sometimes published in alternative 

transposed versions”.261  

Translating song lyrics in metres different from the original metres is indeed 

similar to changing the key in a piece of music. But since it is not unusual, let alone 

unreasonable, to change the key when the music is played on different instruments 

from the original, it does not follow that it is unreasonable to change the metre when 

the song lyric is translated in a different language from the original.  

Fibiger’s rejection of reproducing Greek poems in modern metres is related to 

his conception of fluency: 

 

Most people consider that translation best which tastes less of antiquity, which 

smoothes every hardness and illuminates every dim place in its author; they call it 

fluent and say that it reads like the original. But should the translator let the old talk 

as he would express himself if he were living now? or rather as the now living 

language would have sounded, if it existed then? This seems to be the interpreter’s 

                                                           
259 Fibiger (1821-1822: VII-VIII): “Andre tilstaae Oversætteren Metrum, men forbyde ham Originalens, 

naar dette ikke hører til de i det levende Sprog allerede gjængse og vedtagne. Ret som om hvert 

Stavelsesmaal ikke havde sin særegne Karakteer, og ligesaa urimeligt, som om man i Musiken vilde 

antage det for ligegyldigt i hvad Toneart, Takt og Tempo et Musikstykke udførtes.” 
260 Rushton (2001: 702). 
261 Rushton (2001: 702). 
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real, however in itself unreachable goal; for only in this way the mother language will 

expand its conquerings also to the treasures of the ancient languages.262 

 

Like Schleiermacher, Berman, and Venuti, Fibiger is in favour of a foreignising 

translation that enriches the literature of the receiving language with foreign forms 

and concepts. He shares Schleiermacher’s preference for translating the author like 

the author himself would have translated the work, and like Berman and Venuti he 

strongly criticises the demand for fluency in translations.  

At the same time, Fibiger admits to a problem with his foreignising translation 

strategy. The reproduction of Greek metres in the translation might be perceived as 

prose:  

 

A not too weak objection, which perhaps will put forth by many, is this: that the free 

lyric strophes in the old tragedy may in our language sound almost as prose, could 

hardly be heard, but just seen as rhythmic lines. This depends, however, to a large 

degree on the recitation, which here, as well as in rhyming verse, without actual 

scansion, should let the verse emerge.263 

 

This encapsulates the challenge of song translation. Free lyric strophes do not signal 

to the reader that they are verse, let alone that they are verse fit for singing. By letting 

recitation solve the problem, Fibiger relies on the readers’ ability to read the lines so 

that they appear as poetry. Instead of signaling to the readers that they are reading 

poetry, Fibiger outsources the task to them.264  

A way of testing the readers’ ability to perceive Fibiger’s choral odes as verse is 

to look at contemporary reactions. The anonymous reviewer for the journal Athene 

                                                           
262 Fibiger (1821-1822: VIII): “De Fleste holde den Oversættelse for den bedste, som smager mindst af 

Alderdommen, som jevner enhver Haarhed, og oplyser ethvert dunkelt Sted hos sin Forfatter; de 

kalde den flydende, og sige, at den lader sig læse som Original. Men bør Oversætteren lade den 

Gamle tale saaledes, som han vilde udtrykke sig, hvis han levede nu? eller snarere saaledes, som det 

nu levende Sprog omtrent vilde have klinget, hvis det dengang havde været til? Dette synes dog at 

være Fortolkerens egentlige, skjøndt i og for sig selv uopnaaelige Maal; thi kun paa denne Vei vil 

Modersmaalet kunne udvide sine Erobringer ogsaa til Oldsprogenes Skatte.” 
263 Fibiger (1821-1822: XX): “En ikke saa ganske svag Indvending, som maaskee Mange ville gjøre, er 

denne: at de frie lyriske Stropher i den gamle Tragoedie maae paa vort Maal klinge næsten som 

Prosa, kunne neppe høres, men blot sees som rythmiske Linier. Meget kommer det dog an paa 

Oplæsningen, der her, saavelsom i Riimvers, uden egentlig at scandere, bør lade Verset fremtone.” 
264 Fibiger does mark some syllables as short and long, but by no means consistently. 
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does not directly touch on this issue. Instead, he notices the lack of responsion 

between strophes and antistrophes, without wishing to criticise it too much.265 In 1831, 

an anonymous writer in the newspaper The Copenhagen Post (Kiøbenhavnsposten) 

stated that Fibiger’s translation of Sophocles is “less faithful [than Fibiger’s translation 

of Homer], but lively, and easy to read”.266 It is not clear if the anonymous writer is 

referring to the spoken parts, the choral odes, or both.  

In any case, Christian Wilster did not agree. In the preface to his translation of 

Euripides from 1840, he writes of the preserving approach: 

 

The unprejudiced reader must be astonished when he encounters lines whose 

appearance discloses that they are verse, and instead of harmony and rhythm now 

finds a string of stressed syllables, now a string of unstressed syllables heaped up next 

to each other, and at times finds length markers put on a syllable which by its nature 

is wholly toneless, and the other way around; astonished he must ask: is this 

supposed to be verse? This tasteless and artificial theory of versification that Fibiger 

unfortunately followed in his translation of Sophocles, whose choral odes therefore 

suffer from all of the aforementioned vices, is among the Germans founded in the 

belief that their language not only is an accentual language, but that it also may be 

treated as a quantitative language because of its many strong and hard syllables.267 

 

While Fibiger concluded that the Greek metres should be transferred into the Danish 

translation, Wilster concludes that Germanic languages cannot express these metres 

at all because their prosodies are completely different.268 In a moment, I will discuss 

                                                           
265 Anonymous (1814: 577). 
266 Anonymous (1831: 610): “mindre troe [end Fibigers oversættelse af Homer], men levende, og let 

at læse”. The insertion in square brackets is mine. 
267 Wilster (18572: X): “Forbauses maa den fordomsfrie Læser nødvendig, naar han træffer på Linier, 

hvis Udseende røber, at de ere Vers, og nu istedetfor Velklang og Rhythmus finder snart flere 

stærktbetonede, snart flere tonløse Stavelser dyngede sammen ved Siden af hverandre, og 

undertiden finder Længdetegn sat over en efter sin Natur aldeles tonløs Stavelse, og omvendt; med 

Forbauselse maa han spørge: skal dette være Vers? Denne smagløse og sprogstridige 

Versificationstheorie, som Fibiger desværre fulgte i sin Oversættelse af Sofokles, hvis Chorsange 

derfor lide af alle de ovennævnte Brøstfældigheder, grunder sig hos Tydskerne paa den Troe, at deres 

Sprog ikke blot er et accentuerende Sprog, men at det ogsaa kan behandles som et qvantiterende, 

formedelst dets mange stærke og haarde Stavelser.” On the German practice, see Wilster (1833a: 41-

42). 
268 Also Wilster (18572: IX). 
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Wilster’s translation strategy in greater detail. For now, his reaction to Fibiger’s 

foreignising translation of the tragic choral odes may suffice to demonstrate that even 

such an experienced reader as Wilster, who by his translations of the Iliad and 

Odyssey into hexametres had shown himself to be fully able to appreciate poetic 

rhythm, did not perceive the choral odes in Fibiger’s preserving translation as verse.  

 A year later, the Danish journal The Fatherland (Fædrelandet) published a 

review of a collection of translations from Greek and Latin into Danish. Before 

commenting on the translations included in the collection, the reviewer, signed by 

the letter J, which I take to signify the publisher J. F. Giødvad, reflects on translations 

in general: 

 

They should not (as has been done among us by e. g. Fibiger) in order to achieve an 

imaginary identity with the original violate the mother tongue and force it against 

its nature to bend after a foreign form, for thereby the translation becomes 

incomprehensible and tasteless (…) We are even inclined to insist somewhat more 

firmly than Wilster that the poets be translated metrically, since we have seen from 

a translation of a Greek tragedy (that we hope will be published soon) what the 

Danish language has to offer in that regard when it is treated with a skilfull hand.269 

 

The reviewer does not reveal to which promising translation he is referring. But he 

believes that the “foreign form” in which Fibiger has translated Sophocles renders his 

translations unreadable. This suggests that the reviewer prefers a more domesticating 

approach than Fibiger’s foreignising strategy. Furthermore, the reviewer advises that 

poems be translated metrically. When Fibiger’s preserving approach is untenable, the 

approach advocated by the reviewer is likely to be what I call the modulating 

approach that insists on translating the Greek tragic choral odes in metres already 

established in the Danish language. This may also explain the reference to Wilster, 

whose views on metrical translation the reviewer wants to intensify. 

 

                                                           
269 [Giødvad] (1841: 4999): “De bør ikke (som hos os er gjort f. Ex. af Fibiger) for at opnaae en indbildt 

Identitet med Originalen gjøre Vold paa Modersmaalet og tvinge det til imod sin Natur at bøie sig 

efter en fremmed Form, thi derved bliver Oversættelsen uforstaaelig og smagløs (...) vi ere endog 

tilbøielige til noget strængere, end Wilster har gjort, at holde paa, at Digterne oversættes metrisk, 

da vi af en Oversættelse af en græsk Tragedie (der, som vi haabe, snart vil udkomme) have seet, hvad 

det danske Sprog i den Henseende formaaer, naar det behandles af en kyndig Haand.” 
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3. MODULATING APPROACH 

Christian Wilster initiated the modulating approach in his translation of Euripides 

from 1840. The modulating translators use feet (iambs and trochees) and metres 

(anapaests and dactyls) known from Danish poetry, but very rarely do they use 

specific stanzas known from Danish poems. Just a few of these translators have used 

end rhymes. This makes the use of rhyming verse the least frequent approach to 

translating the tragic choral odes. I pay particular attention to this branch of the 

modulating approach later in this chapter. 

By the time of Wilster’s translation of Euripides, the great theatre frenzy had 

begun to wane in Denmark. Most of the theatre companies were closed, but Wilster 

informs in an essay from 1833 that the theatre was still “the most effective speaking-

trumpet, through which the poet’s voice may sound to the public”.270 Oehlenschläger 

had written Baldur the Good and Yrsa, and Fibiger and Brøndsted had translated the 

choral odes of Sophocles and Euripides in their original metres. This way of writing 

poetry was in direct opposition to the dominating trend in Danish poetry of writing 

rhyming verse in regular metres. Since the arrival of the German poet Friedrich 

Gottlieb Klopstock in Copenhagen by a royal invitation in 1751, there had been some 

experimentation with unrhymed poetry in Denmark,271 but the dominating trend was 

still that poems were written with end rhymes. Wilster’s approach was partly 

domesticating with its regular, but unrhymed verse, whereas Fibiger’s approach had 

been wholly foreignising. 

 

3.1. CHRISTIAN WILSTER 

A couple of years before the translation of Euripides, Wilster had translated Homer’s 

Iliad and Odyssey in hexametres. Published in 1836 and 1837, Wilster’s translations 

were the first complete translations of Homer into Danish. Contrary to the translation 

of Greek tragedy, Greek and Latin epic poetry was first translated into metres known 

from Danish poetry, such as alexandrines or blank verse; it was not until original 

Danish poetry had been written in hexametres that Greek and Roman epics began to 

be translated in this metre.272 Wilster dedicated his translation of the Iliad to the 

                                                           
270 Wilster (1833b: 151): “Theatret er det virksomste Talerør, gennem hvilket Digterens stemme kan 

lyde til Folket.” 
271 See the treatise on unrhymed verse by Stenersen (1752) for a contemporary source.  
272 Møller Nielsen (1974: 68-69). 
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academic society whose sponsorship made the translations possible. Notably, he 

dedicated his translation of the Odyssey to Oehlenschläger.  

 In his translations of Euripides, Wilster treats the spoken parts in a preserving 

manner. But when it comes to the choral odes, his approach is another altogether. In 

the preface to this translation, Wilster provides the most extensive explanation of the 

modulating strategy that we have: 

 

Would one translate a Danish poem in Greek, then one would have to use Greek 

metre and prosody, otherwise the form would be utterly non-Greek, and one would 

produce a monster in a sort of political verse.273 Conversely, a Greek verse must, in 

order to become a verse when it is translated into Danish, be built by the rules of 

Danish prosody, as it otherwise will lack rhythm and tone, properties without which 

a verse cannot exist, and which it cannot have when its architecture is against the 

prosody of the language, which is deeply rooted in its nature and being.274 

 

According to Wilster, translators cannot reproduce the Greek metres in Danish, as 

Danish poetry is not quantitative but accentual. The question, then, is which metres 

the translator should translate the poems in: 

 

It now becomes the translator’s task to scrutinise the prosodic forces and auxiliary 

sources of his language. Soon he will obtain the knowledge that the more he avoids 

the common metres and apply the more foreign metres, which the prosody of the 

language has to offer, the more his lyric verses get a certain unusual air that brings 

them a sort of antique stamp. The more he can avoid the modern, the better.275 

 

                                                           
273 On political verse, accentual instead of quantitative, see Wilster (1834: 132, 141-142). 
274 Wilster (18572: IX): “Vilde man oversætte et Dansk Digt på Græsk, da maatte man jo bruge Græsk 

Metrum og Prosodie, ellers blev Formen aldeles ugræsk, og man frembragte et Misfoster i et Slags 

politiske Vers. Omvendt maa et Græsk Vers, for ved Oversættelse i Dansken at blive Vers, bygges 

efter den Danske Prosodies Regler, da det ellers kommer til at mangle Rhythmus og Tonefald, 

Egenskaber, uden hvilke et Vers ikke kan existere, og hvilke det ikke kan have, naar dets Bygning 

strider mod Sprogets Prosodie, der er dybt begrundet i dettes Natur og Væsen.”  
275 Wilster (18572: IX): “Det bliver nu Oversætterens Sag, nøie at randsage sit Sprogs prosodiske 

Kræfter og Hjelpekilder. Snart vil han nu komme til den Indsigt, at jo mere han vogter sig for gængse 

Versemaal og anvender de sjeldnere, som Sprogets Prosodie hjemler, desto mere ville hans lyriske 

Vers faae et vist usædvanligt Anstrøg, der giver dem et Slags antik Præg. Jo mere han kan undgaae 

det Moderne, jo bedre.” 
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Wilster agrees with Fibiger, as would later Berman and Venuti, that the poetic form 

should communicate the foreignness and uncommonness of the original in order to 

give the translation an air of antiquity. But he differs from Fibiger in arguing for a 

modulating approach that makes use of the rarest metres in the target language. 

These rare metres, Wilster writes, are for instance dactyls and anapaests, trochees and 

iambs in predominantly mixed forms: 

 

Dactyls and anapaests, pure and mixed, alternating with different verse forms, 

pherecratic and all sorts of glyconic verses should therefore be the most frequent; 

also mixed, but never pure, trochaic and iambic verses.276 

 

Wilster does not mention when the translator should translate a choral ode in dactyls, 

anapaests or trochees. He merely states that these metres and feet can be used. His 

emphasis on mixed forms and, in his critique of the preserving approach, harmony 

bears resemblance to the view of Fafner that firmly mixed strophes are particularly 

singable. Wilster does not specify to which degree the strophes should vary their 

metres, but in his translations he observes full responsion between strophes and 

antistrophes.  

As far as responsion and use of metres known in Danish poetry are concerned, 

Wilster’s strategy is singable. But he displays no ambition of communicating the 

songlike quality of the choral odes. When he mentions the second essential element 

in singable strophes, the end rhyme, it is just to say that it may be used to indicate the 

transition from spoken verse to choral odes, such as “recent poets” have occasionally 

done, for instance Adam Oehlenschläger in Queen Margrethe (Dronning Margrethe, 

1833) and Henrik Hertz in The House of Svend Dyring (Svend Dyrings Hus, 1837).277 He 

does not mention why he avoids the use of rhyme.  

Frederik Ludvig Vibe shared Wilster’s modulating approach. In 1856, Vibe 

wrote that even though he tried to translate the choral odes in Aristophanes’ Birds so 

that the metres followed the original metres, it was such a poor outcome that he will 

advise other translators to replace “the classical verses with others, which are more 

                                                           
276 Wilster (18572: IX-X): “Dactyler og Anapæster, rene og blandede, afvexlende ved forskjellige 

Versslyngninger, Pherekratiske og alskens Glykoniske Vers bør derfor være de hyppigste; ogsaa 

blandede, men aldrig rene, trochæiske og jambiske Vers.” 
277 Wilster (18572: IX): “nyere Digtere”. 
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compatible with the rhythm of our language”.278 In his translation of Aeschylus’ 

Prometheus from 1869, Vibe uses metres already established in Danish poetry in his 

choral odes. The Danish language, Vibe writes, “has in general only two-syllable and 

three-syllable rhythms, the dactyl and the anapaest, the trochee and the iamb”.279 Vibe 

does not use rhyming verse, “as these belong only to the new poetry, not to the old”.280 

This view was in 1959 reiterated by P. Østbye, when he declared that he had rejected 

rhyme in his translation of Sophocles’ tragedies into Norwegian, because “this artistic 

means was unknown to the old”.281 Vibe’s and Østbye’s translation strategies are 

thereby like Wilster’s partly domesticating and partly foreignising. 

 

3.2. Thor Lange & Niels Møller 

Not all translators shared the view of Vibe and Østbye. In the 1890s, a couple of new 

translators began translating the Greek tragic choral odes in rhyming verse. The first 

to do so was Niels Møller in his translation of Aeschylus’ Agamemnon in 1891. The 

choral odes in this translation rhyme almost completely. His later translations rhyme 

sporadically, but in 1918 Møller ended his career as a translator of Greek tragedy by 

publishing a translation of Aeschylus’ Persians, whose choral odes rhyme completely.  

 Another rhyming translator is Thor Lange. Unlike Møller, the choral odes in all 

of Lange’s translations rhyme completely. His first translation of a Greek tragedy was 

Sophocles’ Antigone in 1893, and his last translations are Euripides’ Ion and Aeschylus’ 

Eumenides from 1911. The third and last translator with a rhyming and modulating 

approach was J. K. Larsen, whose sole translation, Sophocles’ Electra, was published 

in 1912. Since Møller’s translation of the Persians in 1918, no Danish translator has 

consistently translated the Greek tragic choral odes in rhymes, but most translators 

of Greek comedies have employed this practice.282  

At the end of the nineteenth century, Danish poems were written in rhyming 

verse. In 1906, Johannes V. Jensen published the first Danish collection of poetry in 

                                                           
278 Vibe (1869: XI): “de antikke Vers med andre, som ere mere stemmende med vort Sprogs 

Rhythmos.” 
279 Vibe (1869: XI): “har i Regelen kun tostavelses og trestavelses Rhytmer, Dactylen og Anapæsten, 

Trochæen og Iamben”. 
280 Vibe (1869: XI): “da saadanne kun tilhøre den nyere Poesie, men ikke den antike.” 
281 Østbye (1959: 6): “dette kunstmiddel var ukjent for de gamle.” 
282 As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, a couple of the choral odes in Torben Frische’s 

translations of Euripides are in rhyming verse. The majority of his translations do not rhyme. 
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free unrhymed verse.283 Lange, Møller, and Larsen’s translations in regular and 

rhyming verse were therefore wholly domesticating. Neither Møller nor Larsen 

explain their strategies of translating the tragic choral odes in rhyming verse. Lange 

only briefly touches on the subject. In 1840, Wilster suggested using end rhymes as a 

way of communicating the transition from speech to song, but he did not use it 

himself. Seventy years later, Lange did the opposite. In the preface to his translation 

of Aeschylus’ Eumenides, whose choral odes rhyme completely, Lange writes: 

 

Translating choral odes by the tragedians and Pindar into rhyming verse, although 

in such archaising metres that somewhat lend themselves to translation in a modern 

language, where the accent replaces the quantity, is, I guess, my invention, which 

might be said to have passed the test, even though as a literary critic I must prefer 

the rhymeless translations of choral odes by Christian Wilster to my own 

reproductions.284 

 

Just like Wilster did not explain why he avoids end rhymes, Lange does not explain 

why he uses them. Nor does he explain why he prefers the unrhymed choral odes of 

Wilster’s translations to his own. This way of stating a translation strategy without 

explaining it is charateristic of most Danish translators of Greek tragedy. Either they 

do not mention their translation strategy at all or they state it very briefly without 

explanation. Another example is Larsen’s translation of Sophocles’ Electra from 1912. 

“As regards the lyrical parts”, Larsen writes, “I have felt obliged to use a firm 

construction of strophes with rhyme and a clear, catchy rhythm”.285 He does not 

inform why he has felt obliged to do so or which metres he has used. 

Lange states like Wilster that he translates the tragic choral odes in archaising 

metres that may be expressed in a modern language. Unlike Wilster, however, Lange 

does not specify which metres he has in mind. By reading his choral odes, it appears 

                                                           
283 Fafner (2000: 396, 437-438). 
284 Lange (1911a: VI): “At oversætte Korsange af Tragikerne og Pindar paa rimede Vers om end i 

saadanne arkaiserende Metra, der nogenlunde lader sig efterligne paa et Nutidssprog, hvor 

Akcenten træder i Kvantitetens Sted, er en vistnok af mig indført Fremgangsmåde, der vel kan siges 

at have staaet sin Prøve, om jeg end som litterær Kritiker maa sætte Chr. Wilsters rimfri 

Koroversættelser over mine egne Gengivelser.” 
285 Larsen (1912: 5, unpag.): “for de lyriske Partiers Vedkommende har jeg følt mig forpligtet til at 

benytte en fast Strofebygning med Rim og klar, iørefaldende Rytme.” 
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that they are dominated by dactylic and anapaestic metres. Johan Ottosen’s 

contemporary review of Lange’s translation of Sophocles’ Antigone puts forth a 

similar impression: 

 

He has written his choral odes in purely modern verse with a strong use of end 

rhymes. Thereby, they have become smooth-running and easily read, but not always 

free of a certain banality, both in the rhythm with the perpetual dactyls and 

anapaests and in the rhymes.286 

 

As we have seen in chapter one, the use of modern verse and end rhymes are the two 

markers of song lyrics in Danish poetry. This way of translating the Greek tragic choral 

odes does not find favour with Ottosen. As it happens, the review is a double review 

of Lange’s and Møller’s translations of the Antigone, published in 1893 and 1894, 

respectively. Ottosen takes the opportunity to compare the two translations: 

 

While Niels Møller, whose translation is used at the theatre, has been bound by the 

music here, Thor Lange has left Sophocles’ rhythms and freely chosen his own 

metres.287 

 

Møller’s translation of the Antigone was written to the music of Felix Mendelssohn 

from 1841. Mendelssohn’s music was in turn written to Johann Jakob Christian 

Donner’s German translation of the play from 1839. Donner translated the Antigone 

in the original Greek metres.288 In order for the words to fit the music, Møller’s 

translation is also written in the original metres. Unlike Donner, Møller makes the 

reproductions of the original Greek verses rhyme. While criticising Lange’s use of 

modern metres and end rhymes, Ottosen does not comment further on Møller’s 

translation of the choral odes.  

Not all of the contemporary reviewers criticised Lange’s singable stanzas. 

Johannes Østrup wrote of Lange’s Antigone when it was published in 1893: 

                                                           
286 Ottosen (1894: 638): “Han har digtet sine korsange i rent moderne vers med stærk brug af 

slutningsrim. Derved er de blevne letlöbende og letlæste, men er ikke altid fri for en vis banalitet, 

både i rytmen med de evindelige daktyler og anapæster og i rimene.” 
287 Ottosen (1894: 638): “Medens Niels Möller, hvis oversættelse bruges på teatret, her har været 

bunden af musiken, har Thor Lange forladt Sofokles’ rytmer og frit valgt sine versmål.” 
288 Geary (2006: 187-192, 200). 
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Thor Lange has with a bold move abandoned the intricate metres of the original, 

devoid of rhythmic value as they are, because we do not know the melodies to which 

they were written, and preferred a reproduction in modern rhyming verse. And 

thereby there has come to the choral odes a splendour and a festive tone that makes 

them the best in all of the play.289 

 

The following year, Østrup reviewed Niels Møller’s Antigone. Like Ottosen, Østrup 

takes the opportunity to compare the two translations. Clearly preferring Lange’s 

translation, Østrup comments on the metres in Møller’s choral odes:  

 

But to be perfectly fair to Mr Niels Møller it must be said that he – presumably in 

consideration of Mendelsohn’s music – has had to tie himself to the most intricate 

and to us far from harmonic Greek metres.290 

 

Like Wilster, the reviewer finds the Greek metres devoid of harmony. This points 

towards the importance of regular metres in Danish song lyrics, an element that was 

foreign to the Greek tragic choral odes and therefore foreign to Møller’s metrically 

preserving approach to translating the Antigone. 

 When translators of tragedies stopped translating the choral odes in rhyming 

verse, translators of comedies took over. Since 1904, six out of eight comic translators 

have translated the comic choral odes into rhyming verse. The only one of them to 

explain his decision is Vilhelm Andersen. In the preface to his translation of 

Aristophanes’ Clouds and Birds, Andersen identifies rhymes as a special effect in 

Aristophanes, “so recognisable that they in an antique critique (in Plutarch’s Moralia) 

are mentioned as a sign of his tastelessness”.291 This conjunction of rhyme and 

tastelessness anticipates the poetic scene in Denmark of today. It also anticipates the 

prosaic approach initiated by Jørgen Mejer and Søren Ulrik Thomsen. 

                                                           
289 Østrup (1893: 2): “Thor Lange har med en dristig Vending opgivet Originalens indviklede 

Versemaal, som slet ikke har nogen rhytmisk Værd, da vi ikke kjender de Melodier, hvortil de er 

skrevne, og foretrukket en Gjengivelse paa moderne rimede Vers. Og derved er der over Korsangene 

kommet en Pragt og en Festklang, som gjør dem til det bedste i hele Stykket.” 
290 Østrup (1894: 1): “Dog maa det for at være fuldt retfærdig mod mod Hr. Niels Møller anføres, at 

denne – rimeligvis af Hensynet til Mendelsohns Musik – har maattet binde sig til de højst indviklede 

og for os langt fra harmoniske græske Versemaal.” 
291 Andersen (1934: 209): “saa kendelige, at de i en antik Kritik (i Plutarchs Moralia) er paatalt som et 

Tegn paa hans Smagløshed.” 
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4. PROSAIC APPROACH  

The first translations of Greek tragedy that we know of were made in prose. These 

translations were not put in print, but were meant to assist students in their 

understanding of the Greek texts. David Bloch notes that “this practice, which stems 

from the teaching situation in the Middle Ages, produced translations, but only to a 

limited group, and the translations themselves were not completed”.292 

It was not until the 1990s that translations of Greek tragedy into prose were 

published in Denmark. The pioneers of the prosaic approach were Jørgen Mejer and 

Søren Ulrik Thomsen. In 1990, they published a translation of Sophocles’ King 

Oedipus, followed by a translation of Euripides’ Phoenician Women in 1998. The 

prosaic approach has later been pursued by Hanne Lavér Hansen and Connie Møller 

in 1996, as well as by Christian Dahl and Marcel Lysgaard Lech in 2012. Lech has 

continued on his own to translate five tragedies in the periode 2016-2020 and a single 

comedy in 2018 into ‘poetic prose’, although he translates the occassional dactylic 

lines in dactyls.293 

 

4.1. JØRGEN MEJER & SØREN ULRIK THOMSEN 

By the time of Mejer and Thomsen’s first translation, Danish poets had abandoned 

metrical and rhyming poems. From the 1950s and onwards, metrical poems had 

“become old-fashioned and populistic”.294 This view on metrical poetry is highly 

defining for the translation strategy of Mejer and Thomsen. In the postscript to their 

translation of King Oedipus, they react strongly against metrical translations of Greek 

tragedy. There are, they state, “no aesthetic reasons to be a snob for the frayed rear 

edge of the verse at the expense of the stream of the prose poem”.295 

Mejer and Thomsen write that their translation is meant for the theatre. 

Therefore, every line must by immediately comprehensible.296 But at the same time, 

                                                           
292 Bloch (2017: 1): “Denne praksis, der går tilbage til undervisningssituationen i middelalderen, 

frembragte således oversættelser, men kun til en begrænset skare, og oversættelserne selv var ikke 

færdiggjorte.” 
293 For Lech’s prosaic approach, see his descriptions in Lech (2016a: 107-109) and Lech (2017b: 15). 
294 Fafner (2000: 394): “Fra nu af bliver metriske digtsamlinger altmodische eller populistiske.” See 

also Maribo (2020) for a brief survey. 
295 Mejer & Thomsen (1990: 85): “ingen æstetiske grunde til at snobbe for versets flossede bagkant 

på bekostning af prosadigtets strøm.” 
296 Mejer & Thomsen (1990: 84). 
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they mention readers as recipients of the translation.297 This confusion of audiences 

makes their translation strategy difficult to assess. Since Mejer and Thomson have 

published their translation as a book, I will examine their translation strategy from 

the point of view of the reader. 

The choice of making every line immediately comprehensible bears on both 

the content and the form of the play, and it makes their translation strategy wholly 

domesticating. Citing the first five lines of the blank verse translation of King Oedipus 

by Otto Foss, Mejer and Thomsen write: 

 

the type of metre used by the translator has not been used in Danish literature for 

many years – thus, it must appear strange, foreignising, to the audience who does 

not know it in advance.298 

 

Unlike Schleiermacher, Fibiger, Wilster, Lange, Berman, and Venuti, Mejer and 

Thomson do not seek a foreignising effect. In order to avoid that, they translate the 

play into prose: 

 

We have also sacrificed a strict verse form for 1) the prose poem (lyric prose) and 2) 

rhythmic prose. When the text is divided in these two modalities, it is due to an 

impression that many of the older rewritings’ consistently poeticising 

embellishment of even the most trite matter-of-fact lines and informations in reality 

weakens both the poetic and the dramatic levels in the play by thus abolishing the 

difference between them. Instead, we have chosen to use rhythmic prose when the 

persons are standing in the middle of the drama, and the prose poem when they reflect 

on it.299 

                                                           
297 Mejer & Thomsen (1990: 85). 
298 Mejer & Thomsen (1990: 85): “den versform, som oversætteren har anvendt, har ikke været 

anvendt i dansk litteratur i mange år – den må derfor virke underlig, fremmedgørende, på det 

publikum, som ikke i forvejen kender til den.” Cf. Mejer’s statement in Dittmer & Torresin (1990: 

27). 
299 Mejer & Thomsen (1990: 85): “Vi har også ofret en stram versform for 1) prosadigtet (lyrisk prosa) 

og 2) rytmisk prosa. Når teksten er skilt ud i disse to tonelejer, skyldes det en opfattelse af, at mange 

ældre gendigtningers konsekvent poetiserende udsmykning af selv de mest banalt-nøgterne 

replikker og informationer i virkeligheden svækker både de poetiske og de dramatiske niveauer i 

stykket ved således at ophæve forskellen mellem dem. I stedet har vi valgt at anvende rytmisk prosa, 

når personerne står midt i dramaet, og prosadigtet, når de forholder sig til det.” The italics are Mejer 

and Thomsen’s. 
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Mejer and Thomsen’s distinction between modalities of poetic prose does not seem 

to have convinced the reviewers. Nor does their highly domesticating approach. Ole 

Thomsen objects in his review for the literary magazine Kritik that Shakespeare is 

regularly translated and recited from the stage in blank verse. He also advises the 

translators not to be afraid of presenting something to the audience that it cannot 

immediately understand.300  

In her review for the Danish literary magazine Standart, Hanne Ishøy too finds 

that “the fear of frightening us and scaring us away from book and theatre seat is 

exaggerated”.301 This objection is also reflected in her view on Mejer and Thomsen’s 

prosaic approach: 

 

In form it is not Sophocles. For the metres are not those of the tragedy: the Greek 

tragedy’s (often complicated) lyric choral odes and iambic/trochaic spoken parts 

have been replaced by something that cannot lend itself to scansion and is called 

rhythmic prose and prose poem (lyric prose), respectively (…) The metres have been 

sacrifised to comply with what is modern Danish, speakable and easy to understand 

in the theatre.302 

 

Like Fibiger 180 years before, Ishøy criticises that an expressive text is being translated 

as an informative text. Her objection is twofold. First, she objects to the rejection of 

Sophocles’ metres. Then, she objects to the fact that Mejer and Thomsen’s verses 

cannot be scanned. The first objection might suggest that Ishøy prefers a preserving 

translation, but the second objection indicates that she also would have been happy 

with a modulating translation that would lend itself to scansion. She informs that the 

translators have taken their decision consciously, but she does not commend it.  

Ishøy’s and Thomsen’s critical reviews did not prevent Mejer and Thomsen 

from translating Euripides’ Phoenician Women in the same manner eight years later. 

                                                           
300 Thomsen (1991: 121). 
301 Ishøy (1990: 2): “skrækken for at forskrække os og skræmme os væk fra bog og teaterplads er 

overdreven.” 
302 Ishøy (1990: 2): “I form er det ikke Sofokles. For versemålene er ikke tragediens: den græske 

tragedies (ofte komplicerede) lyriske korsange og jambiske/trokæiske talevers er udskiftet med 

noget, der ikke kan skanderes, og benævnes henholdsvis som rytmisk prosa og prosadigt (lyrisk 

prosa) (…) De originale versemål er blevet ofret for at efterkomme det, der er nutidsdansk, mundret 

og til at forstå i teaterrummet”. 
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In 2001, Jørgen Mejer described their translation strategy in greater detail. Mejer 

reiterates many of the points made in the preface to King Oedipus, but he elaborates 

further on the translation of choral odes in what seems to be a brief survey of the 

Danish translation tradition: 

 

The choral lyrics have been turned into various metrical strophes usually not similar 

to the ancient Greek, though often the ancient structure of strophe, anti-strophe and 

epode has been preserved. Much bad poetry has been the result, and the similiarity 

is at best dubious.303 

 

Mejer does not cite any evidence to support his claims. This makes it difficult for the 

reader to assess his verdict. Later in the essay, Mejer reveals his own approach to 

translating the tragic choral odes: 

 

The important thing is, it seems to me, that the translation presents poetic images 

and expressions of feelings and thoughts which correspond to the original text.304 

 

In his preference for expressing feelings and thoughts that correspond to the original 

text, rather than expressing the form of the text, Mejer translates Greek tragedies as 

informative texts. This does not in itself make his translations “bad poetry”, to use his 

own expression. But if we adhere to the text type analysis of Reiß and to the views on 

prose of Goethe and Fibiger, it does conflict with his ambition of “preserving the 

poetry” in his translations.305 

 The last reason Mejer states for translating the tragic choral odes into prose 

instead of verse has to do with metre and meaning: 

 

The choral lyrics were written and performed in metrical structures which we 

unfortunately are unable to associate with any particular meaning. For this reason – 

and because no modern chorus will perform in a way that corresponds to the ancient 

chorus –, it makes no sense to try to imitate the formalities of ancient dramatic 

lyrics.306 

                                                           
303 Mejer (2001: 23). 
304 Mejer (2001: 23). 
305 Mejer (2001: 24). 
306 Mejer (2001: 23). 
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Whether no modern chorus will perform in a way that corresponds to the ancient 

chorus, is hard to tell. But the claim that we are unable to associate tragic metres with 

particular meanings is not correct. In fact, the next chapter will show that we are able 

to associate them with quite a lot. 

 

5. SUMMARY  

Greek tragic choral odes have been translated into Danish in both foreignising and 

domesticating ways. The preserving approach initiated by P. G. Fibiger was highly 

foreignising, as it translated the tragic choral odes in a form foreign to the 

contemporary Danish poetic norms and hierarchies. The modulating approach 

initiated by Christian Wilster was partly domesticating in its use of Danish metres, 

and partly foreignising in its rejection of rhyming verse and in its emphasis on the 

rarest Danish metres.   

The inclusion in the modulating approach of rhyming verse initiated by Niels 

Møller and Thor Lange was domesticating, as the tragic choral odes were translated 

in the poetic form that was dominant on the contemporary Danish literary scene. The 

most domesticating approach was taken by Jørgen Mejer and Søren Ulrik Thomsen 

in their complete rejection of metres and end rhymes, which closely reflected the 

dominating poetic trend of that time. 

 The only one of these approaches to be unanimously perceived as verse by 

contemporary readers is the modulating approach. Both Fibiger and Mejer and 

Thomsen were criticised for having sacrifised the metrical element of the Greek texts. 

In the case of Fibiger, because his preserving verses were too foreign to be perceived 

as verse; in the case of Mejer and Thomsen, because the reviewers thought they were 

too afraid to present something foreign to the spectators and readers. By translating 

Greek tragic choral odes in regular and rhyming verse, Lange, Møller, and J. K. Larsen 

pursued the most songlike approach of the Danish translators. They did not, however, 

express any ambitions to communicate the songlike qualities of the choral odes.  

Nor did the modulating translators explain why they used the particular 

metres when they did. Wilster advised the translator of tragic choral odes to use 

metres that were known, but rare in the target language, while avoiding pure trochaic 

and iambic verses. His avoidance of pure trochaic and iambic metres correlates with 

the conclusion of Fafner that regularly mixed metres are particularly singable in 

Danish. Wilster himself used predominantly dactylic and anapaestic metres in his 
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translations of Euripides. Lange followed the same principles as Wilster in selecting 

archaising Danish metres and mainly using dactylic and anapaestic metres. But 

neither Wilster nor Lange explained why they used these metres where they did.  

The translation strategy that I am developing is the first strategy with the 

explicit ambition of communicating the songlike qualities of the tragic choral odes to 

the readers. It is also the first modulating strategy to explain why the metres are used 

where they are in the translation. This explanation will be the focus of the next 

chapter. 
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III 

METRE 
 

The theory presented in chapter one states that texts written in regular and rhyming 

verse are perceived as songlike poems in Danish and English contexts. The practices 

discussed in chapter two demonstrate that in the Danish translation tradition this 

modulating approach has been most fully pursued by Thor Lange, Niels Møller, and J. 

K. Larsen. The reactions cited in chapter two further show that texts written in verses 

with irregular rhythms and without end rhymes, such as the preserving choral odes 

in P. G. Fibiger’s translations of Sophocles, have generally not been perceived as verse; 

neither have texts written in free verse or poetic prose, such as the prosaic 

translations of Mejer and Thomsen. This does not in itself mean that the latter 

translations are poor. The quality of a translation should not depend on the taste of 

the reader, but on how well the translation complies with the aims put forth by the 

translator.  

 My aim is to develop a translation strategy that signals to the readers ‒ without 

the use of music ‒ that the choral odes were originally sung. The best way to realise 

this aim is to follow the modulating strategies of Lange, Møller, and Larsen and 

translate the choral odes in regular and rhyming verse. In a contemporary Danish 

context, this strategy is domesticating with a foreignising effect. It is domesticating 

because it applies an element known from Danish song lyrics ‒ the end rhyme ‒ 

which is unknown to Greek tragedy. Its effect is foreignising because rhyming and 

singing generally have been marginalised and foreign to Danish poetic norms and 

expectations since the 1950s, and because the dominant norm in contemporary 

translations into Danish is to translate the choral odes into free unrhymed verse and 

poetic prose, the so-called “knækprosa”.  

Drawing on the terms of Lawrence Venuti, translating the originally unrhymed 

and rhythmically varied choral odes into regular and rhyming verse is a domesticating 

practice with a foreignising effect, since it challenges dominant poetic hierarchies 

through a recovery of the residual. By translating the originally unrhymed odes into 

regular and rhyming verse, the strategy uses domesticating features that have gone 

out of poetic fashion to signal to the readers that they are reading a foreign text that 
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originally was sung. It moves the reader towards the author, as Schleiermacher 

proposed; but it does so by other means than those Schleiermacher suggested. 

 

1. INTERPRETIVE METRICS 

The last step towards the realisation of my translation aim is to determine which 

metres the translator may use when in the translation. Such an examination has not 

been carried out before. Wilster and Lange wrote that they used metres that were 

archaising and rare in the Danish language, such as anapaests and dactyls, but they 

did not specify when they used these metres and why they used them in those specific 

places. In this chapter, I examine the lyric metres in Aeschylus’ Persians and at every 

lyric section suggest which metre to use in the translation.  

In cases where Aeschylus applies metres that have later become part of Danish 

poetry, such as anapaests or dactyls, it seems straightforward to use the Danish 

adaptions of those metres in the translation. By ‘Danish adaptions’, I mean the 

metrical forms that the metres take in Danish poetry. The anapaestic metre, for 

example, allows much fewer resolutions in Danish poetry than in Greek.307 But when 

Aeschylus writes a choral ode in lecythia (– ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –), on what basis can the 

translator select which metre to use in the translation? This leads to the question if 

Aeschylus chose the metre for a particular reason. As we have no statements on the 

matter from Aeschylus himself, and so few of his tragedies are preserved, it is difficult 

to answer this question with certainty.  

A way to approach the question is by interpretation. If we first interpret what 

the poet might have meant in a given lecythian choral ode, then interpret the other 

lecythian choral odes in the poet’s tragedies, and finally compare the interpretations 

with each other, we might be able to say if the lecythian metre serves a particular 

function in the ode. This is what Bernhard Zimmermann has recently called 

‘interpretative Metrik’. Studying the metres in Aristophanes’ comedies, Zimmermann 

writes that interpretive metrics has two tasks: “to historicise and to contextualise”.308 

‘Historicising’ means that the interpreter must make it probable that the metres in 

question were known to the contemporary audience, and that they were linked with 

certain associations or ideas. ‘Contextualising’ means that the interpreter must 

                                                           
307 Recke (1922: 51-59) gives a thorough study on anapaestic forms in Danish poetry. 
308 Zimmermann (2014: 183): “zu historisieren und zu kontextualisieren”. 
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carefully examine the context in which the metres in question occur, concerning both 

the particular place of occurrence and the ‘Gesamtzusammenhang’ of the play.309 

Zimmermann’s ‘historicising’ lends itself better to Aristophanes’ plays, written in the 

latter quarter of the fifth century BC, than to Aeschylus’ Persians from 472 BC, since 

there is little earlier evidence with which to compare. His ‘contextualising’, however, 

and his emphasis on the ‘Gesamtzusammenhang’ of the play are important elements 

in determining whether the metre in question serves a particular function in the 

choral ode and play.  

Here, it is equally important to note that not all poets choose the metres for 

their poems consciously; and when they do, it can be difficult for the reader to know. 

Jørgen Fafner distinguishes between two types of poetic form: (i) spontaneous form; 

(ii) chosen form.310 A spontaneous form occurs to the poet without further reflection. 

When a poet spontaneously writes a poem in lecythia, there may be no good reason 

for the choice of metre, even if poets are always more or less consciously influenced 

by previous reading and experience.311 If, on the other hand, the poet has made a 

deliberate decision to write a poem in lecythia, it may be presumed that the poetic 

form has been chosen for a particular reason.   

 Fafner observes two reasons for the choice of metre. Either the metre is chosen 

because it fits a melody already written; or it is chosen because of the metre’s ethos. 

Here, Fafner also discerns two types:312 

 

1. Aprioric  

2. Aposterioric  

 

Aprioric ethos is innate to feet and metres that are considered to possess inherent 

motoric tendencies. Trochees, for example, may be seen to display a grave rhythm, 

while anapaests and dactyls display energetic and lively rhythms. The motoric 

tendencies of metres can be considered to affect the subject matter of the poems. For 

instance, the Danish metrician Søren Poulsen Gotlænder Judichær found dactyls too 

                                                           
309 Zimmermann (2014: 183). 
310 Fafner (1989: 134-135). 
311 Fafner (1989: 134). 
312 Fafner (1994: 40-41), Fafner (1989: 135-136). 
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fluctuating for grave and spiritual poems, while Oehlenschläger’s contemporary 

Levin Christian Sander regarded dactyls wholly unsuitable in funerary poems.313 

 Aposterioric ethos, by contrast, develops through poetic practice. Metres 

acquire this type of ethos by way of literary and cultural association, not by way of 

inherent motoric tendencies. The aposterioric type of ethos may be seen reflected in 

Arthur Arnholtz’s remark that the iambic trimetre became so associated with 

translations of Greek drama that Danish poets after Oehlenschläger refrained from 

using it.314  

Paul Maas offers an instructive account of this ethical duality in his Greek Metre 

(Griechische Metrik). Maas begins the chapter on ‘Rhythmus und Ethos’ by stating that 

in the early Greek poets the ethos of rhythms seems to have been neutral, since the 

poets used the same metres in widely different types of poems.315 Thereby, Maas 

generally rejects the occurrence of aprioric ethos in Greek poetry. Instead, he 

identifies the possibility of aposterioric ethos, without, however, engaging further 

with the matter: 

 

On the other hand, the metre of certain literary works has such a strong influence on 

later exponents of the same genre that they take over the metre as an obligatory 

element of the genre, so that for instance an epic poem can solely be written in 

hexametres and an epigram almost solely in elegiac couplets (…) In that way, the 

rhythm actually does acquire its ethos, but first through a literary medium.316 

  

Bruno Gentili expresses a similar view when he warns against speaking of metrical 

ethos outside of the poetic context.317 According to Maas and Gentili, Greek metres 

                                                           
313 Fafner (1994: 34-35). 
314 Arnholtz (1972: 226), quoted in chapter two. 
315 Maas (19273: 19): “Bei den älteren Dichtern scheint der Rhythmus hinsichtlich das Ethos neutral 

gewesen zu sein”. (“In the older poets, rhythm seems to have been neutral as far as ethos is 

concerned”). 
316 Maas (19273: 19): “Andereseits wirkt das Metrum entscheidender Literaturwerke auf die späteren 

Vertreter der gleichen Gattung so stark, daß sie das Metrum als obligatorischen Bestandteil der 

Gattung übernehmen, so daß z. B. ein Epos nur in Hexametern, ein Epigram fast nur in elegischen 

Distichen geschrieben werden kann (…) So erhält der Rhythmus tatsächlich sein Ethos, aber erst 

durch ein literarisches Medium.” 
317 Gentili (1952: 26): “La teoria sull’ethos dei metri data dagli antichi, soprattutto dal metricologo 

dell’età imperiale Aristide Quintiliano, va accolta con cautela, poichè non si può parlare di ethos 

ritmico di un metro fuori del proprio contesto poetico”. (“The theory of metrical ethos presented in 
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might possess aposterioric ethos, acquired through literary tradition and context, but 

not aprioric ethos. W. J. W. Koster further warns that lest we take great care in our 

ethical examinations, it is a slippery road to use whatever metrical character might 

occur to the scholar in order to establish the metre in question.318 Koster adds to his 

caveat that a metre does not always have the same ethos.319  

As we will see in the following sections, I agree with Koster that a metre can 

display different kinds of ethos. For example, Aeschylus does not use lecythia in 

contexts of foreboding in all of his plays. This, however, does not exclude that the 

foreboding ethos of the metre is prevalent in some of his plays, such as the Persians. I 

also agree with Maas and Gentili that Greek metres display aposterioric ethos, but I 

do not reject the aprioric ethos of certain metres, such as the dochmiac and the ionic. 

On the contrary, we will see that the motoric tendencies of these metres have inspired 

scholars to single them out as particularly possessing ethical qualities. 

If the translator succeeds in identifying a probable reason for Aeschylus’ use of 

lecythia in the Persians, the next step is to examine whether there exists a metre in 

Danish poetry that has been used for similar reasons. If such a metre is found to exist, 

the modulating translator might choose that metre for the rendering of the lecythian 

odes. This use of a Danish metre with functions or associations similar to the Greek 

metre would create what Lawrence Venuti calls a ‘receiving intertext’ that replaces 

the ‘foreign intertext’ of the source text ‒ in this case the lecythia and their potential 

associations in the Greek context ‒ with an intertext that is intelligible in the target 

language: 

 

the possibility of translating most foreign intertexts with any completeness or 

precision is so limited as to be virtually nonexistent (…) The creation of a receiving 

intertext permits the translation to be read with comprehension by translating-

language readers.320 

 

                                                           

antiquity, especially by the metrician of the imperial era Aristides Quintilianus, must be taken with 

caution, since rhythmic ethos cannot be spoken of outside of its proper poetic context”). Also Brown 

(1977: 46): “close examination of a given rhythm in terms of the contexts in which it occurs will yield 

information about the meter’s function and so its ‘meaning’.” 
318 Koster (1950: 51). 
319 Koster (1950: 51). 
320 Venuti (2009: 172). 
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Translation is inherently recontextualising, since it rewrites the source text according 

to what is intelligible in the target language. This “recontextualising process involves 

the creation of another intratextual context and another network of intertextual and 

interdiscursive relations”.321 The focus of Venuti’s paper is receiving intertext created 

mainly through choice of words. In a compelling example, he translates the Italian 

word “mite” into “gentle, tame, and meek” to allude to a canonical English poem with 

a theme similar, and a point of view arrestingly opposite, to the modern Italian novel 

that he is translating.322  

In what follows, I demonstrate how receiving intertexts can also be established 

through choice of metrical form. In some cases, it is established through the use of 

the same metre in the translation as in the original text; in other cases, it is established 

through the use of a different metre in the translation; and finally it can be established 

through the creation of a new kind of metre in the translation whose visual effects 

might signal something particular to the readers. All three cases are represented in 

my analysis and translation of the Persians. 

It is important to clarify that I do not expect the readers to grasp all the 

‘receiving intertexts’ with allusions to Danish poetry and its use of metrical forms, 

such as Oehlenschläger’s terza rima, the anapaests of soldier songs, and trochees for 

poems of sorrow. The objective of this chapter is to establish criteria by which the 

modulating translator can select which metres to use in the translation. When these 

criteria are established and applied in the selection of metres, the translation will be 

based on consideration rather than chance, and it will give the readers the opportunity 

to sense the metrical variation, reflect on its functions, and recognise the receiving 

intertexts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
321 Venuti (2009: 162). 
322 Venuti (2009: 168-170). 
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1.1. GESAMTZUSAMMENHANG 

Before analysing the lyric metres of the play, I will briefly present my understanding 

of its ‘Gesamtzusammenhang’ and mention how it influences the metrical analyses 

and translations later in this chapter.  

First, I understand the Persians as a play of contrasts between the Athenians 

and the Persians, or ‘barbarians’ as Aeschylus has them saying about themselves.323 

These contrasts are particularly present in the following themes: (i) the extravagance 

and luxury of the Persians;324 (ii) the autonomy of the Athenians versus the servitude 

of the Persians;325 (iii) the foreign religious practices of the Persians.326 As will be clear 

from section 2.1.2 and 2.4.2, these ethnic contrasts have a bearing on the translation 

of the ionic metre (e.g. Pers. 65-113, 694-696 ~ 700-702) and on the interpretation and 

translation of odes that display metrical ambiguities (Pers. 633-671). 

 Second, I understand the Persians as a play about the consequences of 

excessive ambition and violation of nature, exemplified by Xerxes’ yoking of the 

Hellespont.327 The punishment for wrong deeds is central to the play. As will be seen 

in section 2.1.3, this has a bearing on the interpretation and translation of the 

lecythian metre (e.g. Pers. 115-139).  

Third, I understand the Persians as a play about the Athenians’ extraordinary 

victory seen through the eyes of the defeated Persians and experienced through their 

feelings.328 As such it is a warning to the nascent Athenian empire not to strive for 

domination; a warning, history shows us, that was quickly lost on the Athenians 

again.329 As will be seen in section 2.3.2, this has a bearing on the interpretation and 

translation of the lyric iambics (e.g. Pers. 548-567). 

 Finally, I understand the Persians as a play about the prosperous past under 

the rule of a former king.330 This theme is meant to illustrate the miserable state of 

                                                           
323 Aesch. Pers. 187, 255, 337, 391, 423, 434, 635, 798, 844. 
324 E.g. by the frequent use of the word ἁβρός, “splendid”: Aesch. Pers. 41, 135, 541, 543, 1073. 
325 Most clearly expressed in Aesch. Pers. 242 and 584-597. 
326 For instance the evocation of Dareios’ ghost: Aesch. Pers. 633-702.  
327 Aesch. Pers. 50, 71-72, 722-726, 744-752. Also Hall (2010: 202), Rosenbloom (2006: 28-33), Saïd 

(2005: 222).  
328 Hall (1989: 70-72) discusses the two main critical opinions on this issue. My view corresponds to 

“the view held by the majority of recent scholars” (p. 71). Recent examples are Hall (2010: 202) and 

Garvie (2009: xxii). 
329 Cf. Rosenbloom (2006: 28-33). 
330 Most prominently in Aesch. Pers. 759-786 and 852-907. Cf. Hall (1989: 70) 
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affairs under the rule of the new king.331 Section 2.3.3 and 2.6.1 will show that this has 

a bearing on the interpretation and translation of the lyric dactyls (e.g. Pers. 852-907). 

 

2. METRE AND FUNCTION IN AESCHYLUS’ PERSIANS 

Roberto Pretagostini rightly points out that classical scholarship has paid scant 

attention to the interrelation between content and metre in Greek poetry.332 English 

scholarship in particular has been sceptical towards this subject, with the late Regius 

Professor of Greek Hugh Lloyd-Jones, for example, once calling the English books on 

the topic “a small literature of subjective metric, all of it, scientifically speaking, 

worthless”.333  

Nevertheless, the last forty years have seen monographs published on the 

function of metres in Aeschylus’ Suppliants,334 Aeschylus’ Oresteia,335 Sophocles’ 

tragedies,336 and Aristophanes’ comedies;337 but no such analysis has been published 

on Aeschylus’ Persians. Dietmar Korzeniewski, who in his Greek Metre (Griechische 

Metrik) writes that “metrics without the word are empty and dead”,338 only briefly 

touches on the subject in his studies on the play.339 Similarly, Edith Hall occasionally 

comments on the “aesthetic effects of the different metres” in her commentary on the 

Persians, but says nothing, for instance, of the lecythia in the entrance song.340 A. F. 

Garvie’s comments on the function of the metres are concise and clear, but they rarely 

                                                           
331 See also Taplin (1977: 126-127). 
332 Pretagostini (2003: 261): “Purtroppo un approccio che si fondi sulla riconosciuta interazione, là 

dove presente, fra parola e metro, cioè fra significante verbale e significante metrico, non ha 

suscitato fra gli studiosi l’attenzione che a mio parere esso meriterebbe”. (“Unfortunately, an 

approach that is founded on the recognised interaction, where it is present, between word and 

metre, that is between verbal signifier and metrical signifier, has not received the scholarly attention 

that in my view it deserves”). 
333 Lloyd-Jones in his annotated translation of Maas (1962: 55). See also Morgan (2010: 16): “when I 

argue that metres are more than the inert form of a poetic composition and carry their own 

meaning, I have the impression that many classicists think I am suffering from some kind of critical 

synaesthesia, asking questions of the metre of a poem which are only appropriate to its language.” 
334 Rash (1981). 
335 Scott (1984). 
336 Scott (1996). 
337 Parker (1997). 
338 Korzeniewski (1968: 161): “eine Metrik ohne das Wort ist leer und tot”. 
339 Korzeniewski (1967; 1966). 
340 Hall (20072: 179). 
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exceed a couple of lines, while Luigi Belloni and Jacqueline de Romilly do not seem 

to engage with the matter.341 

The longest study on the function of the metres in the Persians is six pages long 

and found in William C. Scott’s book Musical Design in Aeschylean Theatre, whose 

main focus is the interrelation between metre and content in the Oresteia. The reason 

for Scott’s brief treatment of the Persians is that “this one-act play is so much shorter 

than the Oresteia that it is difficult to assert strongly that there is a developing scheme 

in the progression of meters”.342  

Scott is right that the Persians is much shorter than the Oresteia, but I do not 

agree with his conclusion. Unlike the plays of the Oresteia, the Persians is most likely 

not part of a connected trilogy.343 Accordingly, its metrical scheme is hardly 

connected to the metrical schemes of the two other tragedies with which it was 

produced. Therefore, I believe that it is possible to investigate the function of the 

metres within the play, regardless of the metrical schemes in the two other tragedies, 

which are now lost.344 In this chapter, I contribute to classical scholarship by writing 

such an analysis. My focus throughout will be the choral odes and the other lyric 

sections of the play. 

 

2.1. PARODOS (1-154) 

The Persians begins with an entrance song of 154 lines. The parodos contains three 

main metres: anapaests (Pers. 1-64), ionics (Pers. 65-114), and lecythia (Pers. 115-139). It 

concludes with another section of anapaests (Pers. 140-154).345 All three metres 

reappear later in the play. In the parodos, they are each given substantial passages in 

which they appear almost unmixed with other metres. Thereby, Aeschylus clearly 

marks these metres at the beginning of the play. As they reappear later in the play, it 

is worth paying particular attention to their functions in the entrance song.  

It seems as if Aeschylus has divided the themes of the parodos carefully 

between the metres: 

                                                           
341 Garvie (2009: 46, 149, 234, 327, 341), Belloni (1988), De Romilly et al. (1974). 
342 Scott (1984: 155). 
343 Garvie (2009: xxxix). 
344 Cf. Hall (20072: 10-11): “the evidence for all except Persians is so slight that speculation is best kept 

to a minimum” (p. 10). The slight metrical evidence is described by Webster (1970: 118-119). 
345 Garvie (2009: 93) argues against the general view and considers this last anapaestic passage to be 

part of the first episode. 
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Anapaests (1-64) 

1-7: Description of the chorus 

8-15: Foreboding about the fate of the army 

16-58: Catalogue of soldiers 

59-64: The longing of parents and wives for the soldiers 

 

Ionics (65-114) 

1. strophic pair: The huge Persian army has crossed the Hellespont  

2. strophic pair: No enemy can resist the huge army 

3. strophic pair: It is the Persians’ fate to conquer towns and cross the sea 

Epodos: No one can escape Deception 

 

Lecythia (115-139) 

4. strophic pair: The chorus fear that the army has been destroyed 

5. strophic pair: The Persian women long for their husbands 

 

Anapaests (140-154) 

140-149: Reflectings on the outcome of the war 

150-154: Introduction of Queen Atossa, as she enters the stage 

 

The two main themes of the anapaests are (i) the size and might of the Persian army, 

and (ii) an anxious foreboding about the fate of the army. These two themes are 

divided quite neatly between the ionic sections and the lecythian sections, the first of 

which deal with the size and might of the army, while the latter picks up the sense of 

foreboding alluded to in the epodos.346  

The epodos thereby constitutes a thematical bridge between the first three 

strophic pairs in ionics and the last two strophic pairs in lecythia. This justifies in my 

opinion Otto Müller’s transposition of the epodos from its position in the manuscripts 

between the second and third strophic pairs to a position after the third strophic pair. 

A. F. Garvie and Martin West are among the editors who accept this transposition, 

while Denys Page in his Oxford edition rejects it.347 

                                                           
346 Also Garvie (2009: 46) and Webster (1970: 113). 
347 Garvie (2009: 47): “editors who have accepted the transposition include Wilamowitz, Murray, 

Rose, Broadhead, and West (...) The order of the codd. is retained by Sidgwick, Mazon, Groeneboom, 

Page, Morani-Morani, Belloni, and Hall”.  
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2.1.1. ANAPAESTS (1-64) 

The play begins with the chorus of Persian elders entering the orchestra singing, 

chanting, or reciting an entrance song in stichic lines of anapaestic metres (⏔ ⏕ ⏔ 

⏕ : an). The first seven lines may serve to illustrate the rhythm (Pers. 1-7):  

 

   ⏑ ⏑   –      –    –     –     – ⏑  ⏑  –     2 an 

Τάδε μὲν Περσῶν τῶν οἰχομένων 

 –     ⏑    ⏑   – –    –   ⏑   ⏑   –   –      2 an 

Ἑλλάδ᾽ ἐς αἶαν πιστὰ καλεῖται, 

   –    –   ⏑    ⏑–     –    ⏑  ⏑    –   –     2 an 

καὶ τῶν ἀφνεῶν καὶ πολυχρύσων 

⏑    ⏑  –     ⏑  ⏑  –     ⏑  ⏑      –    – –     2 an 

ἑδράνων φύλακες, κατὰ πρεσβείαν 

 –     –  ⏑   ⏑  –     –   –     ⏑ ⏑   –      2 an 

οὓς αὐτὸς ἄναξ Ξέρξης βασιλεὺς 

   –  –⏑  ⏑ –        an 

Δαρειογενὴς 

 –  ⏑ ⏑   –  –   ⏑  ⏑  –  –       2 an˰348 

εἵλετο χώρας ἐφορεύειν∙349 

 

Such anapaestic lines, traditionally divided by editors into dimetres (⏔ ⏕ ⏔ ⏕ ⏔ 

⏕ ⏔ ⏕) with occasional monometres (⏔ ⏕ ⏔ ⏕)350 and allowing contractible 

biceps (⏔), resolvable long (⏕), and catalexis (an˰),351 are usually called ‘marching 

anapaests’, as they were probably originally a marching metre known from Spartan 

martial poetry.352 This appellation signals an aposterioric ethos, acquired through 

                                                           
348 The catalectic anapaestic dimetre is sometimes called ‘paroemiac’. 
349 Aesch. Pers. 1-7: “These are called the trustworthy counsellors of the Persians who have gone away 

to the land of Hellas, guardians of the wealthy palaces rich in gold, chosen because of their seniority 

by Xerxes, the King, Dareios’ son, to watch over the country.” Unless otherwise noted, Greek 

quotations from the Persians are from the edition of Garvie (2009) and the scansions my own. See 

my Danish translation in chapter four for a poetic rendering of the Greek. 
350 See West (1977: 89-94) for a critique of this traditional division. West argues for a division into 

trimetres and dimetres, and he divides the lines accordingly in his edition: West (1990a: LIV, 5-8). 
351 Throughout, I use the metrical terms and symbols from West (1987: ix-x). 
352 Cf. PMG fr. 857 (ed. Page): ἄγετ’ ὦ Σπάρτας ἔνοπλοι κοῦροι / ποτὶ τὰν Ἄρεως κίνασιν (“Come, armed 

young men of Sparta / to the motion of Ares”). See Brown (1977: 48), Korzeniewski (1968: 95), and 

Snell (19623: 23), who calls it an “alten spartanischen Soldatenlied”; (“old Spartan soldier song”). 
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literary tradition, as the association to military march is influenced by previous 

poetry. Patrick Finglass finds the appellation wrong, since “we do not know whether 

choruses marched onto the stage (…) and even if they did, the term falsely implies a 

restriction on the use of this metre”.353 In spite of Finglass’ objection, reasonable as it 

may be, I apply the traditional term ‘marching anapaests’ throughout to distinguish 

between this type of anapaests and the so-called lyric anapaests in the stasima.354 

 Critical opinion is divided as to whether the marching anapaests were sung, 

chanted, or recited by the chorus. Most scholars favour chanting, but the 

performative difference between singing and chanting is unclear. Definition 1 of 

‘chant’ in the Oxford English Dictionary, for example, is “to sing”. Definition 2 is “to 

sing an accompaniment to a melody or plainsong”. Definition 3 is “to celebrate, 

lament, or praise (a person or thing) with a song or chant”. It is not until definition 4 

that we get a sense of the word that differs from the sense of singing: “to recite (words) 

musically or rhythmically, esp. as an incantation or as part of a ritual”.355 

In classical scholarship, the sense of chant is also closely related to the sense of 

singing. On the one hand, Maas calls these anapaests “march songs” which indicates 

that they were sung.356 Alan H. Sommerstein writes that “verse in this metre, with its 

extremely regular beat, was delivered to musical accompaniment (cf. Ar. Birds 682-4, 

instructing the piper to accompany a speech in anapaestic tetrameters), but is usually 

supposed to have been chanted rather than sung”.357 On the other hand, Bruno Snell 

writes that the “anapaestic rows” of the chorus’ entries and departures were “recited”, 

but at the same time he includes them in his section on ‘Singverse’.358 Since scholarly 

definitions of the marching anapaests vary to such a notable degree, and the 

deliverance of the anapaests is most likely to have included a form of singing to 

musical accompaniment, I consider it reasonable to include them in the category of 

songlike sections in the play. 

The chorus of Persian elders walk into the orchestra singing, chanting, or 

reciting a song in marching anapaests with two main themes: 

 

                                                           
353 Finglass (2011a: 176) with references to Parker (1997: 56-57) and Gardiner (1987: 52-53). 
354 For the technical distinction, see West (1982: 121) and Korzeniewski (1968: 88). 
355 OED3 (2017: s. v.). 
356 Maas (19273: 14): “Marschliedern”. 
357 Sommerstein (2019: 93). Also Griffith (1999: 13) and Hall (20072: 106). 
358 Snell (19623: 23): “In der Tragödie, wo längere anapästische Reihen (…) rezitiert werden”. 
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1. The might and size of the Persian army that has gone away to Hellas 

2. The chorus’ fears for the return of the army and the king 

 

Garvie finds in his commentary that the marching anapaests fit the context of the first 

theme very well: “the march-like anapaestic rhythm of the chorus as it marches into 

and around the orchestra, itself contributes to the effect of the description of a mighty 

army marching proudly off to war”.359 Korzeniewski is of the same opinion, stating 

that the monotony of the rhythm corresponds well to the content.360 Thereby, both 

analyses point to an aprioric ethos. The second theme of fear is intensified by the first 

theme’s emphasis on the numbers of soldiers that have gone off to war and whom the 

chorus fear to have lost. 

Choruses walk into the orchestra singing, chanting, or reciting anapaests in 

two of the six other extant tragedies by Aeschylus, the Suppliants and Agamemnon. 

In the Suppliants (Suppl. 1-40), the date of which is uncertain, but after the publication 

of the papyrus fragment P. Oxy. 2256 in 1952 agreed to be later than the Persians,361 a 

chorus of young fugitive females from Egypt beg Zeus for protection in Argos (Suppl. 

1-29). They describe their flight from arranged marriages to their cousins in Egypt who 

are now pursuing them by sea. They pray that the gods will banish their cousins before 

they reach the shores of Argos, and that the cousins will be met with all kinds of evils 

at sea (Suppl. 29-40). The first five lines illustrate the rhythm (Suppl. 1-5): 

 

    –     ⏑   ⏑  –   –    ⏑ ⏑  –      ⏑    ⏑  –     2 an 

Ζεὺς μὲν ἀφίκτωρ ἐπίδοι προφρόνως 

     ⏑ ⏑   – ⏑  ⏑  –   –⏑⏑  –   –      2 an 

στόλον ἡμέτερον νάϊον ἀρθέντ᾽ 

⏑  ⏑     –    ⏑  ⏑–     –   –   ⏑  ⏑   –     2 an 

ἀπὸ προστομίων λεπτοψαμάθων 

 

                                                           
359 Garvie (2009: 45). The italics are Garvie’s. 
360 Korzeniewski (1968: 88): “Durch die regelmäßige Mitteldihärese (...) erhält der Dimeter eine dem 

Marschrhythmus entsprechende Monotonie, die vielfach dem Inhalt der Parodoi durchaus 

angemessen ist, z. B. der endlosen Aufzählung der persischen Streitkräfte in den ‘Persern’ des 

Aischylos”. (“Through the regular middle diairesis (…) the dimetre obtains a monotony that 

corresponds to the march rhythm, and often it is suited to the content of the entrance songs, e.g. 

the endless enumeration of the Persian armed forces in Aeschylus’ Persians”). 
361 Sommerstein (2019: 40-45), Irigoin (1993: 3). The classic English study is by Garvie (1969). 
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    –   –     – –   ⏑  ⏑   –   –      2 an˰ 

Νείλου∙ Δίαν δὲ λιποῦσαι 

     ⏑ ⏑   –   –    –     ⏑ ⏑–    –   ⏑  ⏑     2 an 

χθόνα σύγχορτον Συρίαι φεύγομεν362 

 

The fact that the cousins are pursuing the women’s fleet, στόλον ἡμέτερον νάϊον (Suppl. 

2), with a swift ship, ξὺν ὄχωι ταχυήρει (Suppl. 32), might lead the audience to imagine 

a fleet of ships sailing their way, rather like the Greek army heading for Troy. The 

cousins are not, however, described as soldiers, but as male aggressors: ἀρσενοπληθῆ 

δ’ / ἑσμὸν ὑβριστὴν Αἰγυπτογενῆ (Suppl. 29-30), “a violent swarm of men, sons of 

Aegyptus”. The term ἑσμός, “swarm”, somewhat resembles the description of the 

Persian army as σμῆνος (…) μελισσᾶν, “swarm of bees”, in the lecythian section of the 

entrance song (Pers. 129). Later in the dactylic antistrophe c, the chorus allude to 

themselves as fugitives of war, κἀκ πολέμου (…) φυγάσιν (Suppl. 83-84).  

The theme of a departing army is unambiguous in the entrance song of 

Agamemnon (Ag. 40-103) from 458 BC. Here, the chorus of old men from Argos 

explicitly describe the Greek army on its way to war (Ag. 40-71) and worry about the 

homecoming of the army (Ag. 100-103). This is similar to the two themes of the 

entrance song in the Persians (Pers. 12-131). The first syntactical period is longer than 

in the two other plays, so I quote the first eight lines to illustrate the rhythm (Ag. 40-

47): 

 

  ⏑  ⏑  –    ⏑   ⏑ –    ⏑    ⏑  –      ⏑⏑  –     2 an 

δέκατον μὲν ἔτος τόδ᾽ ἐπεὶ Πριάμου 

  ⏑  ⏑   –   ⏑ ⏑  –       an 

μέγας ἀντίδικος 

    ⏑  ⏑ –⏑  ⏑  –   –    ⏑   ⏑  –    –       2 an 

Μενέλαος ἄναξ ἠδ᾽ Ἀγαμέμνων, 

  ⏑   ⏑  –    ⏑⏑ –    –    –    –       –     2 an 

διθρόνου Διόθεν καὶ δισκήπτρου 

 –  –   ⏑ ⏑  –     –   ⏑   ⏑    –   –      2 an 

τιμῆς ὀχυρὸν ζεῦγος Ἀτρειδᾶν, 

                                                           
362  Aesch. Suppl. 1-5: “May Zeus, god of suppliants, look favourably on our fleet of ships that has been 

set out from the mouths of the Nile with the fine sand. Having left the land of Zeus, neighbouring 

Syria, we come as fugitives”. The text is from the edition by Sommerstein (2019: 51). 
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    ⏑  ⏑   –     – –    – ⏑⏑  –  –      2 an 

στόλον Ἀργείων χιλιοναύτην 

  –       ⏑  ⏑   –  –       an 

τῆσδ᾽ ἀπὸ χώρας 

–  –          ⏑ ⏑–  ⏑  ⏑ –   –      2 an˰ 

ἦραν, στρατιῶτιν ἀρωγήν363 

 

In addition to the theme of an army heading off to war, the entrance songs of the 

Persians and Agamemnon share a number of similarities. First, they have the exact 

same length of 64 lines. Second, the chorus in Agamemnon describe how long the 

enormous Greek fleet, στόλον Ἀργείων χιλιοναύτην (Ag. 45), “the fleet of a thousand 

Argive ships”, has been away from Argos (Ag. 40-47; cf. Pers. 59-64). Third, the chorus 

in Agamemnon consists of elders who have been left behind from the war because of 

their age (Ag. 72-82; cf. Pers. 4-7). Finally, the chorus have been left without news from 

the army (Ag. 83-103; cf. Pers. 14-15). 

 The marching anapaests in the Suppliants and Agamemnon occur in contexts 

where armies and fleets have headed out for war. This is similar to the context of the 

marching anapaests in the Persians. The choruses of Aeschylus’ other tragedies sing 

in other metres than anapaests when they enter the orchestra. This may have to do 

with the context of the songs. I will now briefly discuss the function of the metres in 

the other entrance songs of the preserved Aeschylean tragedies to find out if their 

content differs from the content in the Persians, Suppliants, and Agamemnon. If they 

do, this might suggest why they were not written in marching anapaests.  

In Seven Against Thebes (Sept. 78-107), the chorus of Theban maidens enter the 

orchestra singing a predominantly dochmiac ode. The first lines illustrate the rhythm 

(Sept. 78-80): 

                  –   –     ⏑  ⏑  ⏑  ⏑  ⏑      ⏑ –     (sp) δ 

‹          › θρευ̃μαι φοβερὰ μεγάλ᾽ ἄχη. 

  ⏑  –  –         ⏑  –        ⏑  ⏑  ⏑  –    ⏑  –     2 δ 

μεθεῖται στρατὸς στρατόπεδον λιπών∙ 

 

                                                           
363 Aesch. Ag. 40-47: “Ten years have passed since Priamus’ great adversary, lord Menelaus, and 

Agamemnon, the Atridai’s strong yoke of twin throned and twin sceptered honour from Zeus, set 

out the fleet of a thousand Argive ships from this country, a military support.” The text is from the 

edition by Page (1972: 140). 
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  –    ⏑  ⏑   ⏑ ⏑   ⏑–       ⏑    ⏑  ⏑  –    ⏑  –     2 δ 

ῥεῖ πολὺς ὅδε λεὼς πρόδρομος ἱππότας.364  

 

The dochmiac metre (⏒ – – ⏒ – : δ), allowing multiple resolutions of long syllables into 

short,365 is one of the Greek metres that metricians agree has specific associations. It 

is often characterised as an agitated and emotional rhythm, because all of its long 

syllables can be resolved.366 This connection between the motoric tendencies of the 

metre and its emotional functions points to a notion of aprioric ethos. G. O. 

Hutchinson finds the effect of the dochmiac metre “particularly notable here, since 

Aeschylean choruses often entered with spoken anapaests”.367 William C. Scott 

further observes that the chorus in Seven Against Thebes uses “a great many words for 

the sounds outside of the walls”, concluding: 

 

Thus sounds of warfare from offstage break into the entrance song of the women, 

which may be sung by sections of the chorus rather than the usual united, orderly 

entrance songs most clearly seen in the Persians, the Suppliants, the Agamemnon, 

and the Choephoroi.368 

 

The context is that of war, just like the context of the marching anapaests in the 

Persians, Suppliants, and Agamemnon. Unlike these plays, the chorus members in 

Seven Against Thebes are standing in the middle of a war. They are not singing of 

armies or fleets having departed for war; the army has already arrived. I agree with 

Hutchingson and Scott that the dochmiac metre with its associations of agitated 

emotions seems better suited to this context than marching anapaests. 

 In the Libation-Bearers (Cho. 22-83), the chorus sing an entrance song 

consisting of three strophic pairs and an epode. The metres used in the entrance song 

are predominantly iambic. The first two lines illustrate the rhythm (Cho. 22-23): 

                                                           
364 Aesch. Sept. 78-80: “I cry for fearful, great sufferings. The army is unleashed, having left the camp. 

This great host of horsemen flows forward in a run”. The text is from the edition by Sommerstein 

(2008: 106). See a metrical scheme for the whole song in Hutchinson (1985: 57-59). 
365 See Parker (1997: 65-69) for the numerous forms of dochmiacs. 
366 Pretagostini (2003: 276-277) offers a nuanced analysis. For general accounts of the metre, see e.g. 

D’Angour (2018: 59), Landels (1999: 121), Sier (1988: 15), West (1982: 108), and Brown (1977: 50). 
367 Hutchinson (1985: 57). 
368 Scott (1984: 160). 
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⏑–  ⏑   –     ⏑  –   ⏑  –       2 ia 

ἰαλτὸς ἐκ δόμων ἔβαν 

  ⏑–       ⏑  –     ⏑   – ⏑  –  ⏑   –      ⏑  –         3 ia 

χοᾶν προπομπὸς ὀξύχειρι σὺν κτύπῳ˙369  

 

The chorus grieve for the murdered Agamemnon and sing that Clytemnestra will not 

succeed in appeasing the gods with the libations that the chorus members are 

bringing to the tomb; sooner or later the gods will punish evil deeds in general and 

murder in particular (Cho. 48, 61-74). Garvie calls the song “a θρῆνος in honour of 

Agamemnon, the dirge which was denied him at his funeral”.370 Kurt Sier states that 

the predominantly iambic metres of the entrance song in the Libation-Bearers 

correspond better with the content than marching anapaests would have done: 

 

The factual function of the chorus’ appearance may also (as in other ways in Septem 

and Eumenides) explain the renunciation of the introductory marching anapaests; 

the purely lyric, predominantly iambic design is consistent with the slow, measured 

movement of a sacrificial procession371 

 

The first song of the last play of the trilogy, the Eumenides, is primarily dochmiac and 

iambic (Eum. 143-178).372 Like in the entrance song of Suppliants, the agitated 

dochmiacs correspond particularly well to these strophes, sung as they are by 

confused members of the chorus who have just been abruptly awoken by the chorus 

leader because Orestes has fled the sanctuary of Apollo in Delphi where they have 

been sleeping (Eum. 130-142, 148-149). 

 Prometheus Bound is the last of the extant plays preserved under the name of 

Aeschylus. It may or may not have been written by Aeschylus.373 I include it here in 

the category of Aeschylean plays, as no decisive conclusion of the authorship has been 

                                                           
369 Aesch. Ch. 22-23: “Sent from the house, I have come to accompany drink-offerings with sharp 

blows of my hand”. The text is from Brown (2018: 78). 
370 Garvie (1986: 54). 
371 Sier (1988: 13): “Aus der sachlichen Funktion des Chorauftritts mag sich hier (wie in anderer Weise 

in Septem und Eumeniden) auch der Verzicht auf einleitende Marschanapäste erklären; die rein 

lyrische, vorwiegend iambische Gestaltung entspricht der verlangsamten, gemessenen Bewegung 

einer Opferprozession”. 
372 See metrical scheme in Sommerstein (1989: 287). 
373 Podlecki (2005: 200) thinks that it is, Griffith (1977: xi) that it is not. 
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made. The chorus of Oceanides enter the orchestra singing two strophic pairs 

dominated by iambic and choriambic metres (PV 128-135 ~ 144-151, 160-167 ~ 178-185). 

Notably, Prometheus answers the chorus in anapaests (PV 136-143, 152-159). 

Prometheus’ anapaests are not ‘marching’, however, as he is already present in the 

orchestra. Although Mark Griffith writes that the play “contains no ‘lyric’ anapaests 

(Klaganapäste, or ‘lamenting anapaests’), which are distinguished by the Doric α for 

η [and] a predominance of spondees”,374 Prometheus surely laments a great deal in 

these anapaestic lines, as well as in the previous anapaestic lines of the play. Griffith 

does, however, note that these lines “lend something of the same air” as the so-called 

lamenting anapaests.375 

Silvia G. Brown demonstrates that the plays by Aeschylus contain a larger 

percentage of anapaests than the plays by Sophocles and Euripides. In Aeschylus, 

8.6% of the lines are anapaestic, while the numbers are 5.5% in Euripides and 3.8% 

in Sophocles.376 Brown further notes that “in the work of all three dramatists 

anapaests cluster at either extreme of a play”.377 This observation fits the pattern of 

the Persians, as the first 64 lines are anapaestic dimetres, and anapaestic sequences 

also occur at the end of the play (Pers. 931-948, 978-981, 983-984, 992-995, 997-998). 

Thus, compared to Sophocles and Euripides, the frequent occurrences of anapaests is 

distinctive for the preserved plays by Aeschylus and therefore of importance for the 

expressive translator. 

 

2.1.1.1. MARTIAL METRE IN DANISH POETRY 

Based on earlier Spartan poetry (PMG f. 857) and the other extant Aeschylean 

tragedies, the anapaests in the entrance song of the Persians seem to create a martial 

intertext of an army going off to war. Danish poetry does not have a particular 

‘marching metre’; but the two Schleswig Wars in the middle of the nineteenth century 

gave rise to a large number of soldier songs that are worth exploring in this case.378  

The probably best known of these songs is the broadside ballad ‘The Brave 

Soldier’ (‘Den Tapre Landsoldat’) written by Peter Faber in April 1848 with a melody 

                                                           
374 Griffith (1983: 24, n. 65). The insertion in square brackets is mine. 
375 Griffith (1983: 24, n. 65). 
376 Brown (1977: 47).  
377 Brown (1977: 46). 
378 Fafner (2000: 315). 
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composed for the occasion by Emil Horneman and widely sung during the First 

Schleswig War (1848-1851). Faber wrote the lyrics in the iambic metre with a 

characteristic repitition of the first two lines. Its rhyme scheme is the couple rhyme 

(aa bb). The song is arguably the most famous song we have about going off to war, 

and its melody and metrical form have been adopted in other languages such as 

Norwegian, Swedish, and English.379 This is a strong reason that its metrical form suits 

the translation of the ‘marching anapaests’ in Aeschylean tragedies.  

However, there are also reasons that speak against it. First, the receiving 

intertext it would create is the direct opposite to the point of view of the entrance 

song in the Persians. The chorus of Persian elders sing of a huge army that has gone 

off to invade a country. The narrator of ‘The Brave Soldier’ is a young man who is 

marching to the southern border to defend his country from an invading army. Unlike 

the receiving intertext with a similar theme but an opposite point of view created by 

Venuti’s translation of the Italian “mite” into “gentle, tame, and meek”, the opposite 

point of view in this case would not be appropriate for the theme of the play and its 

historic context. Second, the atmosphere of ‘The Brave Soldier’ is positive, jolly, and 

colloquial.380 By contrast, the atmosphere of the parodos in the Persians is pessimistic, 

anxious, and solemn (Pers. 12-15, 63-64). Using the metrical form of ‘The Brave Soldier’ 

would suggest that the chorus members are optimistic about the result of the war, 

when in fact they are extremely anxious. Finally, the strophic form of the song does 

not fit the stichic form of the marching anapaests.  

Fafner writes that Faber’s “jolly iambs” were not the only metre used in the 

Danish soldier songs: “the more aggressive rhythm, primarily trisyllables, was also 

exploited”.381 Of these ‘aggressive’ trisyllables, Fafner finds that the anapaestic rhythm 

is particularly martial: 

 

With Martin Kok’s Look, our flag we have raised, and it scampers about in a stout, 

anapaestic rhythm, we have returned to the martial and not particularly Danish 

style.382 

                                                           
379 Jensen (2006: 67). 
380 Cf. Fafner (2000: 315). 
381 Fafner (2000: 315): “Fabers (…) muntre jamber forbliver ikke ene på skanserne. Man driver 

fremdeles rovdrift på den mere aggressive rytme, primært trisyllablerne”. 
382 Fafner (2000: 315): “Med Martin Koks Se, vort Flag har vi hejst, og det boltrer sig stolt i bastant, 

anapæstisk rytme er vi tilbage i den martialske og ikke særligt danske stil.” 
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Accordingly, there is something ‘martial’ about the anapaestic rhythm that suited 

Danish soldier songs. This martial air also suits the entrance song of the Persians, as 

the receiving intertext it creates is very close to the intertext of the source text. The 

anapaestic metre was one of the metres that Christian Wilster wrote should be used 

in translations of the tragic choral odes.383 Indeed, anapaests have long been 

established in Danish poetry. In 1922, Ernst von der Recke wrote that “next to the iamb 

and the trochee, the anapaest is the most frequent foot in our literature”.384 Recke 

specifies that the normal anapaestic line consists of twelve syllables (with an 

anapaestic beginning) or eleven syllables (with an iambic beginning):385 

 

(i) ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

(ii) ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

 

The latter line is the most common, as “our good versificators almost everywhere 

instinctively [choose] the sole iamb to begin the rising rhythm, even where it in its 

later flow is being made by other rhythms (…) a consistent anapaestic beginning is 

rare”.386 

Since the marching anapaests of the Persians belong somewhere between 

chanted and singing verses, the best way to mark this would be to translate them in 

regular, rhyming, and stichic verse to differentiate them from the strophic forms of 

the stasima. As we have seen in chapter one, end rhymes and regular metres allowing 

few variations are markers of song in English and Danish; and so, furthermore, is the 

stanza. Stichic verse rather signifies poetry meant to be read or recited, such as 

Milton’s Paradise Lost or Ludvig Holberg’s Metamorphosis. By translating the 

marching anapaests into rhyming and regular stichic verse that allow just a few 

variations, the translator suggests to the reader that the lines were sung or chanted, 

and at the same time differentiates the lines from the stanzas of the choral odes which 

were definitely sung. 

                                                           
383 Wilster (18572: IX). See also the discussion in chapter two. 
384 Recke (1922: 51): “Anapæsten er næst Iamben og Trochæen den hyppigste Versfod i vor Literatur.” 
385 Recke (1922: 51). Also Fafner (1989: 48-49) with reference to Oehlenschläger and Tom Kristensen. 
386 Recke (1922: 39): “vore gode Versificatorer [vælger] uvilkårligt næsten overalt den enkelte Iambe 

til at indlede den stigende Rhytme, selv hvor den i sit videre Forløb dannes af andre Fødder (...) En 

gjennemført anapæstisk Begyndelse hører til Sjeldenhederne.” The insertion in square brackets is 

mine. 
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Metrical variation in the translation can be provided in three ways. It can be 

provided by alternating between the number of syllables in the lines; it can be 

provided by occasionally substituting an anapaest for a spondee; and it can be 

provided by alternating between couple rhymes (a a b b) and cross rhymes (a b a b). 

I use all three ways of variation in my translation (e.g. ll. 1-6, ll. 49-52, and ll. 61-64).  

 

2.1.2. IONICS (65-114) 

The next metre to occur in the Persians is the ionic metre, sometimes called ionic a 

minore because it begins with two short syllables followed by two long syllables (⏑ ⏑ 

– –: io).387 The first three strophic pairs are in pure and just rarely syncopated (io˰) 

ionics, while the following epode also contains ionic dimetres with anaclasis (2io÷). 

These ionic dimetres with anaclasis, sometimes also called anacreontics,388 prepare 

the transition to the following strophes in lecythia. I print the first ionic strophe to 

illustrate the rhythm (Pers. 65-71):389 

 

   ⏑  ⏑ –  –     ⏑  ⏑   –    –    ⏑  ⏑  – –     3 ion 

πεπέρακεν μὲν ὁ περσέπτολις ἤδη 

  ⏑  ⏑  ––         ⏑ ⏑    –  –    ⏑ ⏑  –     –  ⏑ ⏑    –  –    4 ion 

βασίλειος στρατὸς εἰς ἀντίπορον γείτονα χώραν, 

  ⏑ ⏑  –   –      ⏑ ⏑–   –      ⏑   ⏑  –   –   ⏑   ⏑  –   ⏑ ⏑    –     –  4 ion ion˰ 

λινοδέσμῳ σχεδίᾳ πορθμὸν ἀμείψας Ἀθαμαντίδος Ἕλλας, 

  ⏑  ⏑  –     ⏑   ⏑ –   –   ⏑  ⏑   –    ⏑ ⏑   –    –   ⏑⏑   –    –   3 ion 2 ion˰ 

πολύγομφον ὅδισμα ζυγὸν ἀμφιβαλὼν αὐχένι πόντου.390 

 

In the three ionic strophic pairs (Pers. 65-92, 101-114), the chorus sing about the god-

given greatness and resourcefulness of Xerxes and his army. This was one of the two 

themes described in the marching anapaests. In the epode (Pers. 93-100), however, 

the mood changes, as the chorus shifts its attention from the greatness of the army 

and starts to reflect that no mortal can escape the cunning of the gods, and that 

                                                           
387 This appellation is based on the now disregarded notion of a ionic a maiore form. See for instance 

Dale (19682: 121-123). 
388 Cf. West (1987: 74). For arguments against this, see Zuntz (1984: 39-40). 
389 See full metrical analysis in chapter five. 
390 Aesch. Pers. 65-71: “The city-sacking royal army has already passed over to the neighbouring land 

on the opposite bank after crossing the strait of Athamas’ daughter Helle with a flax-tied raft, 

throwing a passage of many pegs as a yoke around the neck of the sea”. 
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Deception lures mortals into her net with no escape possible. I print this epode to 

illustrate how the metre changes with the mood (Pers. 93-100): 

 

  ⏑  ⏑  – –       ⏑  ⏑   –     –         ⏑   ⏑ –      –  ⏑   ⏑  –  –   4 io 

δολόμητιν δ᾽ ἀπάταν θεοῦ391 τίς ἀνὴρ θνατὸς ἀλύξει; 

  ⏑  ⏑     –     –    ⏑ ⏑   –  –  ⏑  ⏑   –   ⏑  ⏑⏑  ⏑ –     –   2 io 2io÷ 

τίς ὁ κραιπνῷ ποδὶ πηδήματος εὐπετέος ἀνάσσων; 

  ⏑  ⏑     –     –      ⏑   ⏑    –   –    ⏑  ⏑      –  –    ⏑   ⏑   –   3 io io˰ 

φιλόφρων γὰρ <ποτι>σαίνουσα τὸ πρῶτον παράγει 

     ⏑ ⏑    –  –    –       ⏑       –  –      2io÷ 

βροτὸν εἰς ἀρκύστ<ατ’> Ἄτα˙ 

  ⏑  ⏑   –    –   ⏑  ⏑  –       –  ⏑  ⏑  –  –   ⏑    ⏑   –    3 io io˰ 

τόθεν οὐκ ἔστιν ὑπὲρ θνατὸν ἀλύξαντα φυγεῖν.392 

 

Scholars generally describe the ionic metre as displaying an Eastern, luxurious, 

effeminate atmosphere or as having a cultic connection, particularly to the Eastern 

(re)born god Dionysus.393 They base their interpretations of the ionic ethos on plays 

by Aeschylus, Euripides, and Aristophanes. The Eastern, sumptuous atmosphere is 

evident here in the entrance song of the Persians (Pers. 65-114), where the chorus of 

Persian elders sing of the god-given greatness and resourcefulness of Xerxes and his 

army, as well as in the evocation of the deceased king Dareius later in the play (Pers. 

694-696 ~ 700-702). The sensual character of the ionics appears in Aeschylus’ 

Suppliants (Suppl. 1018-1061), where the chorus of young Egyptian fugitive women 

sing to Artemis and Aphrodite asking to keep them chaste, while the male chorus 

advise them certainly not to ignore the mighty goddess of love. 

Aristophanes’ Women at the Thesmophoria (Thesm. 101-129) combines the 

Eastern and the sensual associations, as the effeminate poet Agathon leads the chorus 

of young women to sing in praise of the gods to the expressed accompaniment of 

                                                           
391 On this synizesis, see West (1990a: XXXIII) and Raven (1962: 24). 
392 Aesch. Pers. 93-100: “Which mortal can escape the deceitful trick of a god? Who has the power to 

jump easily away on a swift foot? For after approaching man in a friendly manner at first, Deception 

lures him into the net. No mortal can escape from there.” 
393 Zimmermann (2014: 184), Parker (1997: 63), West (1982: 124), Dale (19682: 124-126), Korzeniewski 

(1968: 116-117), Gentili (1952: 129-130). Cf. Dodds (19602: 72): “Its use was doubtless traditional for 

Dionysiac plays, since it is proper to Dionysiac cult hymns: it appears in the refrain of Philodamos’ 

Delphic hymn to Dion., and in the Iacchos-hymn of the Frogs (324 ff.).” But see also Pretagostini 

(2003: 261-262) who found these opinions “senza dubbio valide, ma forse troppo generiche”, 

(“without a doubt valid, but perhaps too general”).  
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Asian music. The chorus of initiates in Aristophanes’ Frogs (Ran. 323-335, 340-352) 

mark the connection to Dionysus, as they sing directly to the god himself. The link to 

Dionysus is further emphasised in Euripides’ Bacchae, whose characteristic metre is 

ionic. The prooimion and the first two strophes of the play (Bacch. 64-104) are 

primarily ionic. Here the chorus of female initiates sing an ode to Dionysus, which E. 

R. Dodds found to be “fairly closely modelled on an actual cult hymn” and to be 

“written mainly in a traditional cult metre”.394  

Elsewhere in the Euripidean corpus, we find two strophes of pure ionics in 

Euripides’ Suppliants (Suppl. 42-70). Here we encounter the first interpretative 

difficulties. For unlike the other occurrences of ionics in Aeschylus, Euripides, and 

Aristophanes, the ionic pairs in Euripides’ Suppliants do not share the Eastern, 

luxurious, effeminate atmosphere, nor do they refer to Dionysus or bear any cultic 

connotations. The strophes mark the first utterings of the chorus who are praying to 

Aithra, the mother of king Theseus. Christopher Collard suggested that the ionics 

“give a hieratic intensity to the Cho[rus]’s formal supplication (cf. Dodds on Eur. Ba. 

519-579)”.395 Collard further argued that the ode has structural similarities to 

Aeschylus’ Persians (65-114), as both passages are followed by strophes with an 

“iambo-trochaic rhythm”, namely lecythia.396 This may be another example of Koster’s 

caveat that metres do not always display the same ethos. 

Dietmar Korzeniewski writes that the ionic metre is built in another way than 

other Greek metres, which indicates that its origins lay outside of the Greek areas.397 

If this is true, the metre must have appeared decisively foreign to the Greek audience. 

This analysis signals an aprioric ethos, influenced by the motoric tendencies of the 

metre. Jean Irigoin also notes this function of foreignness when he states that “the 

choice of the ionic a minore (...) is self-explanatory, for due to its oriental character, 

Aeschylus willingly uses this metre for choruses of foreigners: the Persians here, the 

Danaïds coming from Egypt in the Suppliants”.398 For these reasons, it must be of 

                                                           
394 Dodds (19602: 72-73). 
395 Collard (1975: 116). The insertion in square brackets is mine. 
396 Collard (1975: 116). Supported by Willink (1990a: 340) and Willink (1992: 43). 
397 Korzeniewski (1968: 116-117): “Die unmittelbare Folge zweier Longe innerhalb eines Metrum ist in 

der griechischen Metrik ohne Parallele, so daß die Vermutung, der Ursprung des Ionikus sei 

außerhalb des Griechischen zu suchen, naheliegt”. (“The immediate succession of two longa in a 

metre is unparalleled in Greek metrics, so the assumption that the origins of the ionic metre should 

be sought abroad is probable”). 
398 Irigoin (1993: 5): “Le choix de l’ionique mineur (…) s’explique bien, car en raison de son caractère 

oriental, Eschyle emploie volontiers ce mètre pour des chœurs faits d’étrangers: les Perses ici, les 
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importance to the expressive translator that the metre used in the translation also 

seems foreign, and preferably oriental, to the readers. 

 

2.1.2.1. ORIENTAL METRE IN DANISH POETRY 

The function of the ionic metre in the Persians is to signal from the very beginning 

that the play is set in an Eastern context. Danish poetry does not have a metre with a 

similar function. What I propose to do in my translation is to create a new metre with 

visual effects that give associations to the Middle East. I imitate the quantitative 

element of the ionic metre by prolonging the vocals of the third and fourth syllable in 

every foot. The first four lines illustrate the rhythm: 

 

Nu har koongeens hær, som smaadreer hver en byystaat  

krydset stræædeet Hellespoonteen på en flåådee,   

som er skaabt aaf tømmer, båådee, pløkker, høørreeb  70 

og som slaaveebinder haaveet uden nåådee. 

 

This, I hope, will direct the readers’ thoughts to the recitation style of the Danish-

Palestinian poet Yahya Hassan, who gained nationwide fame for his first collection of 

poetry and his chanting readings of it on national television. Published in October 

2013, Hassan’s book sold more than 100.000 copies in the first three months, an 

extraordinarily large amount for a collection of poetry in a country of 5.5 mio 

inhabitants.399  

Thomas Hoffmann has collected and translated into English a wide selection 

of evidence showing that both the Danish public and Hassan himself associate 

Hassan’s recitations of his poetry with Qur’anic recitation. Hoffmann summarises the 

findings by writing that “several observers of Hassan’s reading style have noted that it 

shares stylistic features with traditional Qur’anic recitation”, and “Hassan himself has 

time and again declared his veneration for Qur’anic recitation”.400 Hoffmann also 

mentions how well known Hassan’s recitation style has become in Denmark: 

 

                                                           

Danaïdes venues d’Égypte dans les Suppliantes.” Also Dale (19682: 124): “the preponderance of ionic 

in the earlier songs of the Persian statesmen (…) is probably meant like the Oriental robes to 

reinforce the impression of an un-Greek culture and code of behaviour”. 
399 Hoffmann (2018: 142). 
400 Hoffmann (2018: 148). 
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Quite a number of people in Denmark (and a select few outside the country) have 

been able to listen to Hassan’s distinctive recitation style; on national television, in 

numerous public poetry readings across the country, and on the internet’s biggest 

platforms, YouTube and Facebook.401 

 

One of these select few listeners outside the country is Alison Smale from The New 

York Times. Reporting from an annual book fair in Leipzig, Smale wrote of Hassan’s 

“mesmerizing way of chanting his verse”.402 Another one of the foreign listeners is Jörg 

Lau, journalist at the German weekly newspaper Die Zeit. Based on Hassan’s 

recitation videos on YouTube, Lau wrote that Hassan “sings (...) his poems 

rhythmically like an incredulous muezzin his own prophecy”.403  

Hoffmann writes that a prominent feature of the Qur’anic recitation associated 

with Hassan “is the monotony (...) due to the fact that the reciter often delivers the 

text without natural pauses and breaks”.404 I find this monotony reflected in the ionic 

metre by the two long syllables following the two short syllables.405 I have tried to 

render this effect in my translation by prolonging the third and fourth syllables of 

every foot. 

By translating the ionic metre of the Greek text into an usual metre that I have 

invented and that alludes to the recitation style of an extremely well known Danish-

Palestinian poet, I make use of both aprioric and aposterioric ethos. In doing so, I 

accomplish two things. First, I translate the un-Greek ionic metre into an un-Danish 

metre. Second, I create a receiving intertext that signals the same sort of 

oriental/Middle Eastern atmosphere as the intertext of the ionic metre in the original 

Greek text. Thereby, the translation signals to the Danish readers that they are 

listening to foreign Eastern voices, just as the ionic metre of the Greek text signalled 

foreignness and oriental atmosphere to the Greek audience. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
401 Hoffmann (2018: 145-146). 
402 Smale (2014). 
403 Lau (2014): “singt (...) seine Gedichte rhythmisch wie ein ungläubiger Muezzin seiner eigenen 

Prophetie”. 
404 Hoffmann (2018: 147). 
405 Korzeniewski (1966: 564) also writes of “die Monotonie” of the ionic rhythm. 
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2.1.3. LECYTHIA (115-139) 

The final distinct metre of the parodos is the lecythian metre (– ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –: lk). The 

chorus now picks up the second theme of the anapaests, namely that of foreboding. 

The chorus sing of their fears about the expedition (Pers. 115-131) and the anxiety of 

the wives and parents left in Persia, who impatiently count the days that seem all too 

many (Pers. 132-139). The lecythian section consist of two strophic pairs. The first 

strophic pair is almost purely lecythian with just a single creticus (– ⏑ –: cr) to vary 

the rhythm. I cite the strophe to illustrate the rhythm (Pers. 115-119).406 

 

  –   ⏑    –    ⏑  –    ⏑ –        –   ⏑  –    ⏑  –    ⏑   –    2 lk 

ταῦτά μοι μελαγχίτων φρὴν ἀμύσσεται φόβῳ,     

 ⏑–         extra metrum 

“ὀᾶ, 

    –   ⏑  –        ⏑   –   ⏑  –       –   ⏑   –   ⏑  –    ⏑  –   2 lk 

Περσικοῦ στρατεύματος”, τοῦδε μὴ πόλις πύθη- 

      –    ⏑  –      –    ⏑     –    ⏑     –  ⏑  –     cr lk 

    ται κένανδρον μέγ᾽ ἄστυ Σουσίδος˙407 

 

Martin West notes that the creticus, which he analyses as a syncopated iambus (˰ia), 

makes up a lecythion when it is followed by an iambus (˰ia + ia = lk), while a creticus 

and a baccheus (⏑ – –: ba), another syncopated iambus (ia˰), make “an ithyphallic, 

which functions as the catalectic of the lekythion”.408 This close relation between 

lecythion (lk), creticus (cr), baccheus (ba), and ithyphallic (– ⏑ – ⏑ – –: ith) is 

prevailing in the second lecythian strophic pair in the Persians, of which I cite the 

strophe (Pers. 126-132):  

 

   –     ⏑  –     –  ⏑  –     –    ⏑  –   ⏑ –     ⏑–    2 cr lk 

πᾶς γὰρ ἱππηλάτας καὶ πεδοστιβὴς λεὼς    

     –  ⏑  –   –    ⏑  –   –    ⏑ –    –     ⏑   –   ⏑  –        ⏑   –   3 cr lk 

σμῆνος ὣς ἐκλέλοιπεν μελισσᾶν ξὺν ὀρχάμῳ στρατοῦ, 

                                                           
406 See full metrical analysis in chapter five. 
407 Aesch. Pers. 115-119: “For these reasons, my black-clothed mind is torn by fear, “alas, for the Persian 

army!”, lest the city from this will learn that the great town of Sousa has been emptied of men.” 
408 West (1987: 52). 
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  ⏑   –    –  –     ⏑  –  ⏑  –   –   –    ⏑  ⏑  –   – ⏑–    ba ith D409 

τὸν ἀμφίζευκτον ἐξαμείψας ἀμφοτέρας ἅλιον 

     –  ⏑    –   ⏑   ––       ith 

πρῶνα κοινὸν αἴας.410 

 

Aeschylus often mixes lecythia with iambics.411 But there are three other lecythian 

songs in his extant plays that are as unmixed as the first strophic pair in the Persians 

(Pers. 115-125), namely the Suppliants 154-161 ~ 168-175, Agamemnon 160-191, and the 

Eumenides 508-525. The first two of these songs share the further similarity with the 

lecythian songs in the Persians that they appear at the end of the choruses’ entrance 

songs. I will therefore pay particular attention to these two songs. In the Suppliants, 

the lecythian strophes are the last strophes of the entrance song, while in Agamemnon 

they are the second last strophes. 

 The sense of foreboding is clear in the lecythian strophes of the Suppliants, 

whose entrance song I analyse like this: 

 

Anapaests (1-39) 

1-22: Description of the chorus 

23-39: A prayer to the gods for help 

 

Dactylo-epitrite (40-57) 

1. strophic pair: Invocation of ancestors, Epaphus and Io 

 

Aeolo-choriambic (58-67) 

2. strophic pair: Comparison of their lamentations to those of the Nightingale who  

killed her son 

 

Dactylic (68-95) 

3. strophic pair: Description of their sorrow and a prayer that the gods will protect  

them from the marriage 

                                                           
409 ‘D’ signifies hemiepes (– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –), which I elaborate further on in section 2.3.3 of this chapter.  
410 Aesch. Pers. 126-132: “For all of the cavalry and the footsoldiers have left, like a swarm of bees, with 

the leader of the army, having passed over the sea-promontory that connects the two lands as a 

yoke.” 
411 E.g. Aesch. Sept. 734-749, 998-1003; Supp. 154-175, 370-374, 381-385, 776-807; Ag. 160-191; Cho. 623-

638, Eum. 490-525, 916-948. 
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4. strophic pair: Prayer to Zeus that all will end well 

 

Iambic (96-153) 

 5. strophic pair: Zeus punishes evil deeds 

              6. strophic pair: Description of their sorrow and hope for the gods’ protection 

 7. strophic pair: Prayer to Zeus and Artemis that they may prevent the marriage 

 

 Lecythia (154-175) 

8. strophic pair: If the gods do not help, the chorus will kill themselves 

 

The first seven strophic pairs deal with the chorus’ current situation and their hopes 

that the gods will intervene and save them (Suppl. 40-153). In the eighth and final 

strophic pair, written in lecythia, the chorus mention what will happen if the gods do 

not help them. This creates a notion of foreboding insofar as the chorus acknowledge 

that something bad might happen. Alan E. Sommerstein comments that “the 

audience know with fair certainty that the threat will not succeed in coercing Zeus, 

but also that it will not be carried out – that the Danaids will escape from the hated 

marriages not by mass suicide but by mass murder”.412 In the Persians, the audience 

know with absolute certainty that the chorus are right in their foreboding about the 

loss of the army. 

 The lecythian strophes of Agamemnon, by contrast, does not seem to me to 

bring about a sense of foreboding. I analyse the entrance song like this: 

 

Anapaests (40-103) 

40-71: The reasons for the Trojan expedition 

72-82: Description of the chorus 

83-103: The current situation 

 

Dactylic (104-159) 

 Strophe a: Events leading up to the Trojan expedition 

 Antistrophe a: Calchas’ prophecy, hinting at Iphigenia’s slaughter 

 Epodos: Calchas’ prophecy continued, explicating Iphigenia’s slaughter 

 

 

                                                           
412 Sommerstein (2019: 154). 
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 Lecythia (160-191) 

 Strophe b: Address to and description of Zeus 

Antistrophe b: Address to and description of Zeus (continued) 

 Strophe c: Zeus makes humans learn through suffering 

Antistrophe c: Agamemnon and the Greek fleet in Aulis 

 

 Lyric iambics (192-257) 

 Strophe d: Agamemnon and the Greek fleet in Aulis and Calchas’ prophecy 

 Antistrophe d: Agamemnon’s reply to Calchas’ prophecy  

 Strophe e: Agamemnon’s considerations for killing his daughter 

 Antistrophe e: Iphigenia pulled to the altar 

 Strophe f: Iphigenia at the altar 

 Antistrophe f: Iphigenia killed at the altar 

 

Garvie comments that Aeschylus uses lecythia in Suppliants 154-161 ~ 168-175 and 

Agamemnon 160-191 “to indicate foreboding”;413 but the sense of foreboding seems 

clearer to me in the Suppliants than in Agamemnon. In the latter, there is no clear 

separation in content between the lecythian antistrophe c and the following iambic 

strophe d. Rather than foreboding, William C. Scott sees lecythia as one of two 

thematic metres in the Oresteia with the lecythia signaling a believe in “humanity’s 

progress under the just kingship of Zeus”.414 Scott finds this theme established in Ag. 

160-191: “in this section the lecythion is forcefully and clearly established as the meter 

that accompanies the theme of the beneficial kingship of Zeus and mankind’s hope 

for betterment through his favour.415 

Like Scott, and unlike Garvie, I do not interpret the lecythian strophes in 

Agamemnon 160-191 as expressing foreboding. The foreboding is rather present in the 

following lyric iambic strophes (Ag. 192-257). With their ithyphallics and syncopated 

iambics, these strophes are close to the lecythian strophes in their rhythms, but still 

they constitute independent metres. I do, however, see the theme of foreboding 

reflected in the Persians and in the Suppliants, whose formal structure is very similar 

                                                           
413 Garvie (2009: 46): “lecythia, the metre used elsewhere too by A. to indicate foreboding (Supp. 154-

75, Ag. 160-91).” 
414 Scott (1984: 38). 
415 Scott (1984: 37). 
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to the Persians. This also correlates with Koster’s notion that metres do not always 

have the same ethos.  

 

2.1.3.1. FOREBODING METRE IN DANISH POETRY 

The ideal metre into which to translate the lecythian sections would be a metre 

known in Danish poetry with associations to foreboding. In that way, the translation 

could create a receiving intertext similar to the intertext of the Greek text. Such a 

metre is the terza rima whose strongest association is with Dante’s The Divine 

Comedy.416 The ethos of terza rima in Danish poetry is thus aposterioric. Dante’s poem 

has been translated into Danish in rhyming terza rima by Christian Molbech in 1851 

and in unrhymed terza rima by Ole Meyer in 2000. This makes it possible that Danish 

readers of poetry would be somewhat familiar with the metre and its associations.  

Jørgen Fafner writes that “the Italian terza rima is build by three iambic lines 

of eleven syllables each”.417 The rhyme scheme is progressive: ABA BCB CDC DED etc. 

As many other foreign metres, it was introduced into Danish poetry by 

Oehlenschläger.418 Fafner further notes that the terza rima in Danish poetry “time and 

again is linked to thoughts on man’s salvation from sin, death, evil powers, 

forfeiture”.419 In many of Oehlenschläger’s poems in terza rima, Fafner detects an 

atmosphere of ruin, “en undergangsstemning”: 

 

In the tragedy Socrates, the philosopher’s death monologue is in terza rima, in 

Aladdin the terza rima are put in the mouth of the deathbound Brooder of the 

Night420 

 

This association of terza rima with death and sin does not restrict itself to Danish 

poetry from the nineteenth century. Peter Stein Larsen notes that the contemporary 

                                                           
416 Fafner (2000: 173; 1989: 160-161). 
417 Fafner (1989: 161): “den italienske terzine er bygget op af tre ellevestavelsesjamber”. 
418 Oehlenschläger (1850a: 194). Cf. De Mylius (2019: 289-290), Fafner (1989: 159-161; 1965: 7-9) and 

Arnholtz (1972: 221). 
419 Fafner (1989: 161): “De bliver gang på gang kædet sammen med tanker om menneskets frelse fra 

synd, død, onde magter, fortabelse.” Also Fafner (1965: 8). 
420 Fafner (1989: 161): “I tragedien “Sokrates” er filosoffens døds-monolog i terziner, i “Aladdin” er 

terzinerne lagt i munden på den dødsviede Nattens Grubler”. 
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Danish poet Niels Lyngsø also uses terza rima with these associations. Quoting an 

interview with Lyngsø in 2000, Larsen writes: 

 

Lyngsø himself informs in “The form is the concrete” that precisely a preoccupation 

with “man’s relation to heaven and hell, the fleeting’s relation to the eternal, etc” 

manifests itself in his terza rima, “whether I want it to or not”421  

 

The terza rima have accordingly acquired an aposterioric ethos that continues until 

the present century. In the Persians, the first lecythian strophic pair (Pers. 115-125) is 

almost exclusively lecythian, while the last strophic pair (Pers. 126-139) mixes other 

metres as well. In these latter strophes, I use an adjusted version of terza rima. As the 

strophes contain one line more each than the previous strophes, and since half of the 

lines are not in lecythia, I use eleven syllabic iambic lines and the rhyme scheme 

ABAB CDCD in order to keep responsion and to signal a metrical change. In this way, 

I hope to create the same gliding effect from one metre to another as in the Greek 

text. 

 

2.2. KOMMOS (256-289) 

2.2.1. LYRIC IAMBICS  

The messenger has just entered the orchestra and told Queen Atossa and the chorus 

that “the whole barbarian army has died”, στρατὸς γὰρ πᾶς ὄλωλε βαρβάρων (Pers. 255). 

The chorus react at once. An epirrhematic exchange or kommos422 begins between the 

chorus and the messenger, during which the chorus sing three strophic pairs in 

predominantly lyric iambics while the messenger after each strophe speaks in two 

lines of iambic trimetres. I print the strophe of the first strophic pair to illustrate the 

rhythm (Pers. 256-259):423 

 

                                                           
421 Stein Larsen (2009: 362-363): “Lyngsø anfører selv i »Formen er det konkrete«, at netop en 

optagethed af »menneskets forhold til himmel og helvede, det timeliges forhold til det evige osv« 

viser sig i hans terziner, »hvad enten jeg vil det eller ej«”. 
422 The definitions of kommos vary in scholarship. For instance, Hall (2010: 406) defines kommos as 

“a sung interchange between actors and chorus”, while De Romilly et al. (1974: 49) define it as “un 

dialogue lyrique entre le chœur, qui chante, et le personnage, qui parle”; (“a lyric dialogue between 

the chorus, who sing, and the character, who speaks”). I understand and use the term in both senses. 
423 See full metrical analysis in chapter five. 
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⏑ ⏑⏑ ⏑⏑⏑                ⏑⏑  ⏑  ⏑   –    2 ia 

ἄνια ἄνια [κακὰ], νεόκοτα καὶ 

   –⏑  – –   ⏑ –  –   ⏑   –    3 cr 

 δάϊ˙ αἰαῖ, διαίνεσθε Πέρ‑ 

    –   ⏑    ⏑  –       ⏑–   –    ar 

 σαι τόδ’ ἄχος κλύοντες.424 

 

The occurrence of iambics and cretics in the same ode is common in Greek drama.425 

According to West, the many resolutions of the first line are rare in Aeschylus, but the 

use of an aristophanean (–⏑⏑–⏑––) as the final colon is “distinctively Aeschylean”.426 

The content of the strophes is as follows: 

 

1. strophic pair: The news are exceedingly painful to hear 

2. strophic pair: The expedition to Greece was in vain; now the soldiers are dead 

3. strophic pair: The chorus must cry out in pain; they remember how many Persians  

Athens have killed previously (at Marathon) 

 

The chorus’ song is the first response to the messenger’s speech. Reporting that the 

army is destroyed, the messenger confirms the worst fears of the chorus, as they have 

been expressed in the entrance song. The chorus members are struck with sorrow and 

pain, which they articulate in heavily syncopated lyric iambics.  

According to Broadhead, “syncopated iambics are very suitable for expressing 

sorrow”.427 This is also the view of Garvie, who writes of the metre in these strophes 

that it “is largely iambic, often heavily resolved, an appropriate metre for a dirge”.428 

This evokes his description of the lyric iambic strophes in the Libation-Bearers 22-83 

as “a θρῆνος in honour of Agamemnon, the dirge which was denied him at his 

funeral”.429 It also points to a notion of aprioric ethos. William C. Scott assigns “a 

                                                           
424 Aesch. Pers. 256-259: “Painful, painful, unheard of, and cruel. Let your tears flow, Persians, when 

you hear of this pain”. 
425 See for instance Korzeniewski (1966: 100). 
426 West (1982: 101). Also West (1987: 53) and Dale (19682: 83). 
427 Broadhead (1960: 288). 
428 Garvie (2009: 149). 
429 Garvie (1986: 54). 
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thematic connection” to the lyric iambic metre, which is “the predominant meter in 

which the chorus laments the existing woes of Persia”.430 

Aeschylus uses lyric iambics as the predominant metre in choral odes in all of 

the other preserved plays of his, except the Prometheus of disputed authorship.431 

Indeed, Martin West finds that lyric iambics are “particularly prominent in 

Aeschylus”.432 But only seven of Aeschylus’ iambic choral odes I would describe as 

expressing sorrow.433 Other major themes are prayers to the gods for help and songs 

about the power of Zeus to punish too ambitious and arrogant humans.434 The ethos 

of sorrow is thereby not the only ethos that lyric iambics in Aeschylus display.  

By way of example, William C. Scott identifies lyric iambics as one of the two 

thematic metres of Aeschylus’ Oresteia. Scott states that lyric iambics in the Oresteia 

occur in contexts that express “the infatuation that leads men to sin and requires 

punishment”.435 We saw this reflected above in Agamemnon 192-257 where the chorus 

sing of Iphigenia’s slaughter, which is exactly the form of infatuation that leads to 

divine punishment.  

This might also be the case in the Persians, since the chorus at the beginning 

of the play express ‒ in ionics ‒ that Xerxes has “thrown a yoke on the neck of the sea”, 

ζυγὸν ἀμφιβαλὼν αὐχένι πόντου (Pers. 71). Thus, the chorus seem to suggest that the 

Persian army has violated the sea, which is one of the themes I identified as 

particularly prevalent in the ‘Gesamtzusammenhang’ of the play. The present choral 

ode, however, does not deal with infatuation, but with extreme sorrow. Lyric iambics 

reoccur in Pers. 548-567, where the chorus again express grief and sorrow at the 

destruction of the army and the fact that Xerxes has killed the soldiers. Finally, lyric 

iambics occur in Pers. 1002-1077, the very last part of the play, which displays Xerxes’ 

extreme sorrow and pain. For these reasons, I agree with Broadhead, Scott, and Garvie 

that the context of the lyric iambics in the Persians is sorrow. Therefore, I suggest that 

                                                           
430 Scott (1984: 155). 
431 I base my collection of predominantly lyric iambic choral odes on the ‘Canticorum Metra’ in West 

(1990a: 459-508). 
432 West (1982: 99). 
433 Aesch. Sept. 848-860, 961-965, 989-1004; Ag. 1072-1097, 1530-1566; Cho. 22-83, 386-465 
434 Aesch. Sept. 166-181; Suppl. 96-127, 134/5-153, 590-599, 808-823/4; Ag. 367-432. The other 

occurences are Aesch. Sept. 287-292/3 ~ 304-309/10, 734-748/9; Suppl. 698-709; Ag. 192-257; Ch. 585-

638, Eum. 381-396, 550-565, 778-793. 
435 Scott (1984: 38). 
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the modulating translator must find a sorrowful metre in Danish poetry into which to 

translate the ode.  

 

2.2.1.1. SORROWFUL METRE IN DANISH POETRY 

In Danish poetry, Fafner identifies trochees to have been particularly used to express 

sorrow and longing, citing a long array of poems by 18th and 19th century poets such 

as Johannes Ewald, Adam Oehlenschläger, Steen Steensen Blicher, and Christian 

Winther.436  

The earliest of these examples is the sorrow aria, “sørge-arie”, of Balder from 

Johannes Ewald’s Singspiele The Death of Balder (Balders Død) from 1773, which was 

sung to music composed for the occasion by Johannes Hartmann. Another striking 

example from the Danish song tradition is Oehlenschläger’s poem about 

homesickness and longing ‘Strange Evening Airs’ (‘Underlige Aftenlufte’), written in 

1805 in Germany during Oehlenschläger’s Grand Tour of Europe and set to music by 

the Danish composer Carl Nielsen in 1915.437 

Just as lyric iambics in Aeschylus do not always occur in contexts of sorrow, 

not all Danish poems in trochees express sorrow. In Oehlenschläger’s poem ‘Nature 

Temperaments’ (‘Natur-Temperamenter’) from 1803, the trochaic section describes 

the view of a phlegmatic person. In spite of this, Fafner states that “generations of 

poets have followed the ethos doctrine. Therefore, we have as a literary historic fact a 

wealth of trochaic poems expressing death, sorrow, and melancholy”.438  

From the influential German tradition, Fafner cites Enoch Hanmann for 

finding “a trochaic song better for sad than cheerful things”.439 As an instructive 

example of this, Fafner cites the poem ‘The Suffering Christ’ (‘Der leidende Christus’) 

by the 17th century poet Johannes Klajs to illustrate the differences in mood between 

anapaests and trochess: 

 

Die Nachtigall zwittert und kittert in Klüften, 

die Haubellerch tiretilieret in Lüften, 

                                                           
436 Fafner (1994: 36-43) 
437 Bisgaard (2006: 471), Metz (2001: 94-95). 
438 Fafner (1989: 134): “generationer af digtere har fulgt etoslæren. Derfor får vi, som en 

litteraturhistorisk kendsgerning, et væld af trokæiske digte som udtryk for død, sorg og melankoli”. 
439 Fafner (2000: 213): “ein Trocheischer Gesang besser zum trawrigen als fröhlichen Sachen”. The 

reference to Hanmann is from 1645. 
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die Stiegellerch zitschert und zwitschert im Wald, 

der Fröschefeind klappert, der Widerhall schallt. 

  Jesu, was für Jammerklagen, 

  was für gallenbittre Schmerzen 

  pressen dir aus deinem Herzen 

  solches Zittern, solches Zagen?  

 

Klajs evokes the flight and twitterings of the birds in the sky with anapaests with 

iambic beginning, while he evokes the passion of Christ and his “Jammerklagen” with 

trochees. As we have seen, this way of using trochees to express sorrow, longing, and 

grief also came to prevail in Danish poetry. Since Aeschylus in the Persians uses lyric 

iambics for songs containing “Jammerklagen”, sorrow, and longing, I translate these 

lyric iambics into trochees. 

 

2.3. FIRST STASIMON (532-597) 

In the first episode (Pers. 155-255, 290-531), the messenger tells Atossa about the fatal 

battle at sea near the island of Salamis close to the coast of Attica. First, he assures the 

queen that her son Xerxes is still alive (Pers. 290-330). Then he reports that the Persian 

ships far outnumbered the Greek ships (Pers. 331-349), after which reveals that Xerxes 

was the one who started the battle (Pers. 350-437). Finally, he describes the army’s 

troublesome retreat from Attica (Pers. 438-531).  

Now, the first stasimon of the play begins. There are three main metres in the 

stasimon: anapaests (Pers. 532-547), lyric iambics (Pers. 548-567), and lyric dactyls 

(Pers. 568-597). Since anapaests and lyric iambics have already occurred in the play, 

and Aeschylus uses them in the same way in this stasimon, my analysis and discussion 

of them will be briefer than in the previous sections. 

 

2.3.1. ANAPAESTS (532-547) 

These stichic anapaests resemble in metrical form the marching anapaests of the 

entrance song. I print the first five lines to illustrate the rhythm (Pers. 532-536):440  

 

–     –    ⏑  ⏑  –    –      –        –     –   2 an 

ὦ Ζεῦ βασιλεῦ, νῦν <δὴ> Περσῶν 

                                                           
440 See full metrical analysis in chapter five. 
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  –     ⏑  ⏑    –   –     –     ⏑ ⏑ –     –   2 an 

τῶν μεγαλαύχων καὶ πολυάνδρων 

       ⏑ ⏑–  ⏑  ⏑ –     an 

στρατιὰν ὀλέσας 

–    ⏑  ⏑     –   –   –    –     ⏑  ⏑  –    2 an 

ἄστυ τὸ Σούσων ἠδ’ Ἀγβατάνων 

   –   –     ⏑   ⏑ –    ⏑ ⏑    –   –    2 an˰ 

πένθει δνοφερῷ κατέκρυψας.441 

 

The anapaestic section shares two important thematic similarities with the ‘marching 

anapaests’ of the entrance song (Pers. 1-64). First, it deals with the army, which the 

chorus now acknowledge has been destroyed (Pers. 532-534). Second, it describes the 

mourning of the wives left at home in the Persian territory (Pers. 535-545) and of the 

Persian elders (Pers. 546-547). Because of these metrical and thematical similarities 

with the entrance song, I translate this anapaestic section of the first stasimon into 

anapaests in Danish according to the same principles. 

 

2.3.2. LYRIC IAMBICS & LECYTHIA (548-567) 

After the introductory anapaestic section, the chorus express their extreme grief at 

the news that the army is destroyed. The predominant metre is lyric iambics ‒ known 

from the kommos ‒ punctuated by a spondee. The last four lines are dominated by 

lecythia ‒ known from the entrance song ‒ and pherecrateans (× × – ⏑ ⏑ – – : ph). I 

print the strophe to illustrate the rhythm (Pers. 548-557): 

 

  –     –    –      ⏑   –  ⏑   –       ⏑ –    sp lk 

νῦν γὰρ δὴ πρόπασα μὲν στένει 

   –   –  ⏑  –    ⏑ ⏑  –  ⏑  –    2 ia 

γαῖ’ Ἀσὶς ἐκκεκενωμένα 

   –   –    ⏑   –   ⏑  –           ⏑   –    2 ia 

Ξέρξης μὲν ἄγαγεν ποποῖ 

   –   –       ⏑  –   ⏑  –         ⏑ –    2 ia 

Ξέρξης δ’ ἀπώλεσεν, τοτοῖ 

 

                                                           
441 Aesch. Pers. 532-536: “O king Zeus, by destroying the army of the boasting and populous Persians 

you have now covered the cities of Sousa and Agbatana in dark mourning.” 
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   –   –    ⏑    –      ⏑ –    ⏑   –       ⏑  –   sp 2 ia 

Ξέρξης δὲ πάντ’ ἐπέσπε δυσφρόνως 

  –  ⏑ –   ⏑   –   ⏑ –     lk 

βαρίδεσσι ποντίαις.442 

 –    ⏑   –   ––    ⏑    –   –   ⏑   –    ⏑   –   ⏑  –  2 lk 

τίπτε Δαρεῖος μὲν οὕτω τότ’ ἀβλαβὴς ἐπῆν 

  –  –    –    ⏑ ⏑–   –     ph 

τόξαρχος πολιήταις, 

   –   ⏑  –    ⏑ ⏑   –    –     ph   

Σουσίδος φίλος ἄκτωρ; 

 

Although these lyric iambics are much less syncopated than in the previous lyric 

iambic strophes of the kommos (Pers. 256-289), they share the thematic similarity 

with the kommos of displaying the extreme grief and sorrow of the chorus. Therefore, 

I translate the first five lines into trochees, just as I translated the lyric iambics of the 

kommos into trochees, because trochees are known for expressing sorrow and 

longing in Danish poetry. 

 The last four lines are written in lecythia and pherecrateans. West writes that 

Aeschylus often has an aristophanean as the final colon in an iambic strophe ‒ like 

we have previously seen in the first kommos (Pers. 256-289) ‒ “or sometimes a 

pherecratean”.443 This suggests that the pherecrateans here have a clausular function 

rather than an ethical function. Because of the three lecythia, I translate the last four 

lines into terza rima. But I do so with an adjusted rhyming scheme in order to reflect 

the change of rhythm in the last two lines, written in pherecrateans.  

In translating the first five lines of the strophes into trochees and the last four 

lines into terza rima, it could be argued that I violate the request of C. E. F. Weyse to 

B. S. Ingemann quoted in chapter two that a songlike poem should be written in the 

same metre throughout. But by translating the two strophes in the same way so that 

they respond rhythmically to each other, what I do is in fact to make the strophes 

‘regularly mixed’. As we saw in chapter two, what Fafner calls ‘pure’ metres and 

‘regularly mixed’ metres are characteristic of songlike poems in Danish, and regularly 

                                                           
442 Aesch. Pers. 548-553: “Now every single part of Asia laments, emptied completely. Xerxes led them 

– potoi – Xerxes destroyed them – totoi – Xerxes handled everything recklessly with his sea-boats. 

Why was Dareios so harmless as bowmaster of the citizens, Sousa’s dear leader?” 
443 West (1987: 53). 
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mixed metres were frequently used by Ingemann. Therefore, I believe that translating 

these strophes partly in trochees and partly in terza rima complies with the markers 

of song in Danish poetry, while at the same time reflecting some of the metrical 

variation in the Greek text.  

 

2.3.3. LYRIC DACTYLS (568-597) 

In the final section of the first stasimon, Aeschylus brings a new metre to the play, 

namely lyric dactyls. In these two strophic pairs (Pers. 568-597), the lyric dactyls take 

the form of two dactyls (– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑) and a catalectic spondee (–). This dactylic 

sequence is also called hemiepes (– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –: D).444 Hemiepes is a dactylic metre, 

known from the so-called dactylic ‘pentameter’ which consists of two hemiepes 

rather than five dactylic metra. Lyric dactyls reappear later in the play, where they 

take the form of longer lines of up to 7 dactyls (Pers. 852-907). I print the first four 

lines of the third strophe to illustrate the rhythm (Pers. 584-587):445 

 

  –      ⏑ ⏑    –   ⏑  ⏑–    –   D – 

τοὶ δ’ ἀνὰ γᾶν Ἀσίαν δήν 

 –   ⏑⏑   –     ⏑⏑    –     –    D – 

οὐκέτι περσονομοῦνται, 

 –     ⏑⏑   –    ⏑   ⏑  –   –    D – 

οὐδ’ ἔτι δασμοφοροῦσιν 

  –    ⏑  ⏑  –  ⏑  ⏑  –     –    D – 

δεσποσύνοισιν ἀνάγκαις446 

 

Compared to the lyric iambics of the previous strophes, lyric dactyls are relatively rare 

in Aeschylus, occurring once in the Suppliants (68-95), a few times in Eumenides 

(347/8-353 ~ 360/1-367, 368-371 ~ 377-380, 1032-1047), and substantially in the 

entrance song of Agamemnon (104-159). 

The occurrence in Agamemnon (104-159) is Aeschylus’ clearest and most 

prominent use of lyric dactyls outside of the Persians. In that play, the dactylic 

sequence has two themes: war and prophecy. The first of the three long strophes 

                                                           
444 West (1987: 24), Korzeniewski (1968: 36, 187), Raven (1962: 45). 
445 See full metrical analysis in chapter five. 
446 Aesch. Pers. 584-587: “Those in Asia are no longer under Persian rule, nor are they obliged to pay 

tribute under despotic compulsions.”  
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relate the beginnings of the Greek expedition to Troy and its stop at Aulis (Ag. 104-

121). The antistrophe tells of Artemis’ grudge (Ag. 122-139), while the epode hints at 

Iphigenia’s sacrifice (Ag. 140-159). Thereby, the strophes point to events known from 

the great dactylic predecessor, the Iliad, which has contributed significantly to the 

aposterioric ethos of the dactylic metre. This connection is also noted from the 

metrical point of view by William C. Scott: 

 

Dactylic rhythm is undoubtedly used here because it is appropriate for oracular 

pronouncement, but there is a more basic stage effect. Because of the heavy use of 

dactylic meter the spectators would recall the mass of folklore and saga surrounding 

the whole Trojan expedition.447  

 

The recalling of folklore and saga presupposes an awareness of the dactylic metre’s 

aposterioric ethos. The lyric dactyls in the Persians seem to point to the other great 

dactylic predecessor, namely the Odyssey and its descriptions of political stability and 

eventual peace.448 Scott also detects a political theme in the dactylic sequences of the 

play, as he observes a thematic division between the metres in the first stasimon of 

the Persians: “The first stasimon (548-97) (…) contains a large portion of iambic, 

appropriate for a lament; but when the chorus turns to the political implications of 

the defeat at Salamis in the final two stanzas, it employs an insistent dactylic 

meter”.449 Garvie, however, finds that “the sense-transition is less abrupt than if it had 

coincided with the metrical transition”.450 

I agree with Garvie that there is no immediate difference in sense between the 

lyric iambics and the succeeding dactylic strophic pair. The chorus still express 

extreme sorrow at the news that the Persian army was destroyed in the sea battle of 

Salamis (Pers. 568-583). A clear sense-transition occurs in the second strophic pair, 

which tells of the political implications of the defeat, namely that the Asian peoples 

will stop having to pay tributes to the Persian king, and that they once more will enjoy 

freedom of speech (Pers. 584-597). Here, I clearly see a theme of peace and stability 

that develops into a thematic connection with the dactylic strophes later in the third 

                                                           
447 Scott (1984: 35). 
448 For example in the descriptions of Scheria, the island of the Phaeacians (Hom. Od. 6-8), and of 

the ultimate goal of Odysseus’ homecoming. 
449 Scott (1984: 155). 
450 Garvie (2009: 234). 
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stasimon (Pers. 852-907). Therefore, I suggest that the modulating translator should 

find an epic metre in Danish poetry with similar associations to peace and stability. 

 

2.3.3.1. EPIC METRE IN DANISH POETRY 

Kai Møller Nielsen has conducted the most thorough examination of the dactylic 

hexametre in Danish poetry from the beginning in the 1750s until the middle of the 

twentieth century. The focus of Møller Nielsen’s study is the associations acquired by 

the metre throughout these two hundred years; in other words, its aposterioric ethos. 

Møller Nielsen finds that the dactylic hexametre has acquired two main functions in 

Danish poetry:451 

 

1) Intensifying function 

2) Retarding function 

 

When the hexametre displays an intensifying function, “the rhythm is considered 

imposing and therefore appropriate for accentuating poetry in which natural forces 

and elements play an active part”.452 That is the earliest function of the hexametre in 

Danish poetry, inspired by the German poet Klopstock’s epic poem The Messiah (Der 

Messias), whose first part was published in 1748.453 

 By the time of Adam Oehlenschläger in the beginning of the nineteenth 

century, the dactylic hexametre had acquired another function, which Møller Nielsen 

calls the retarding function. In this case, “the rhythm is considered to move gently and 

therefore to be appropriate for describing a static society”.454 For Oehlenschläger, the 

hexametre “had associations with uncomplicated happiness in patriarchal society”.455 

After Oehlenschläger, Møller Nielsen finds it “interesting to note that the metre is 

almost exclusively employed for happy and peaceful themes”.456 

 This fits perfectly with the content of the dactylic sections in the Persians. In 

the first stasimon (Pers. 568-597), the chorus sing of the Asian peoples’ newly found 

freedom of speech and freedom from taxes, while the dactylic strophes in the third 

                                                           
451 Møller Nielsen (1974: 266). 
452 Møller Nielsen (1974: 266). 
453 Møller Nielsen (1974: 45). 
454 Møller Nielsen (1974: 266). 
455 Møller Nielsen (1974: 266). 
456 Møller Nielsen (1974: 267). 
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stasimon (Pers. 852-907) describe the happy and peaceful reign of the patriarch 

Dareios, in stark oppostition to the troubled and chaotic reign of his son king Xerxes. 

A dactylic translation into Danish of the dactylic strophes in the Persians therefore 

creates a receiving intertext that resembles the foreign intertext of the Greek text. 

 

2.4. SECOND STASIMON (623-680) 

In the very short episode between the first and the second stasimon, Queen Atossa 

expresses great terror and grief at the destruction of the army (Pers. 598-603). Then 

she describes the libations that she intends to pour to the gods below the earth (Pers. 

604-622). Thematically, this brief episode prepares the transition to the necromancy 

of the second stasimon. 

 

2.4.1. ANAPAESTS (623-632) 

Just like the entrance song and the first stasimon, the second stasimon begins with a 

sequence of stichic anapaests. These stichic anapaests resemble in metrical form the 

previous anapaestic sequences. I print the first five lines to illustrate the rhythm (Pers. 

623-627): 

 

   ⏑ ⏑  –⏑   ⏑  –       –     –     –     –    2 an 

βασίλεια γύναι, πρέσβος Πέρσαις, 

  ⏑  ⏑    –    ⏑   ⏑–    ⏑  ⏑   –    ⏑  ⏑   –   2 an 

σύ τε πέμπε χοὰς θαλάμους ὕπο γῆς, 

–   –      –     –    –  –  ⏑ ⏑  –    2 an 

ἡμεῖς θ’ ὕμνοις αἰτησόμεθα 

    ⏑  ⏑ –      –     –     an 

φθιμένων πομποὺς 

  –    ⏑  ⏑   –  –    ⏑ ⏑    – –    2 an˰ 

εὔφρονας εἶναι κατὰ γαίας.457 

 

The content of the sequence does not, however, correspond to the content of the two 

previous anapaestic sequences. Instead of singing about the army, the chorus-leader 

sings of the libations that Atossa will pour (Pers. 623-624) and of the hymns that the 

                                                           
457 Aesch. Pers. 623-627: “Royal lady, venerated by the Persians, send libations to the chambers below 

the earth, and we will in song ask the companions of the dead to be benevolent beneath the earth.” 
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chorus will sing (Pers. 625-626), so that the gods will send Dareios up from his tomb 

to relieve the chorus from their troubles (Pers. 627-632).  

 That leaves the modulating translator with two opportunities: either (i) to find 

a Danish metre with associations that correspond to the content of the anapaestic 

section, or (ii) to translate the anapaests in the same way as they have been translated 

previously in the play. The advantage of the first option is that it continues the 

practice of selecting a metre on the basis of the content. The disadvantage is that it 

conceals Aeschylus’ consistency in his use of the anapaestic metre. By contrast, the 

advantage of the second option is that it communicates Aeschylus’ use of the 

anapaestic metre, while the disadvantage is that it breaks the practice of selecting a 

metre on the basis of the content.  

As Aeschylus by now has established the anapaestic metre as one of the most 

frequent metres in the play, it is likely that this metre and its occurrences are of 

importance to him. Therefore, I opt for the second option and translate these 

anapaests in the same way that I have translated the previous anapaests in the play 

in order to signal their frequent occurrences to the readers.  

 

2.4.2. IONICS (633-671) 

After the introductory anapaestic sequence, the chorus embark on a song to the 

deceased king Dareios to evoke him from his tomb. There are various metres in these 

strophes such as ionics, choriambs, penthemimeres, trochees, and pherecrateans.458 

Since Danish song lyrics are characterised by regularity and, as Weyse wrote to 

Ingemann, preferably one metre at a time, I suggest that the modulating translator 

finds out what the prevalent metre is and then translates the strophes accordingly. 

Some scholars analyse and divide the strophes as predominantly ionic,459 while 

others analyse and divide them as predominantly choriambic.460 Wilamowitz reflects 

this ambiguity when he comments that “ionics prevail, or choriambs”.461 Similarly, 

Garvie on the one hand states that “the composition consists of three strophic pairs + 

epode, in mainly ionic metre”, and on the other hand divides the lines as choriambic 

                                                           
458 See a full metrical analysis in chapter five. 
459 Lucarini (2016: 120-121), Sommerstein (2008: 86), Hall (20072: 183), West (1990a: 463), Zuntz (1984: 

46).  
460 Garvie (2009: 27-28), Page (1972: 26-27), Webster (1970: 115), Broadhead (1960: 291-292).  
461 Wilamowitz-Moellendorff (1914: 158): “praevalent ionici aut choriambi”. 
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in his text.462 To give an example of the differing divisions, I print the third strophe 

first in Garvie’s choriambic division and metrical analysis and then in West’s ionic 

division and metrical analysis (Pers. 657-663): 

 

  –     –    –    – –     –    –   ⏑ ⏑ ⏑  –   2 dochmiacs 

βαλλήν, ἀρχαῖος βαλλήν, ἴθι, ἱκοῦ, 

–      ⏑    ⏑    –    ⏑  –     ⏑  –    choriamb iamb 

ἔλθ’ ἐπ’ ἄκρον κόρυμβον ὄχ- 

                 –       ⏑  ⏑  –    –     ⏑  ⏑    –   2 choriambs 

θου, κροκόβαπτον ποδὸς εὔ- 

   – ⏑  ⏑–   –      ⏑  ⏑  – –   ⏑–   2 choriambs cretic 

μαριν ἀείρων, βασιλείου τιή- 

   –     ⏑  ⏑  –    ⏑    –     –   aristophenean 

ρας φάλαρον πιφαύσκων˙ 

                 –    ⏑   ⏑  ⏑   ⏑  ⏑ ⏑    – ⏑ –   –    2 cretics bacchiac 

βάσκε πάτερ ἄκακε Δαριάν˙ οἴ. 463   

 

   –    –    –    – –     –    –   ⏑ ⏑⏑  –   δ δ 

βαλλήν, ἀρχαῖος βαλλήν, ἴθι, ἱκοῦ, 

–      ⏑    ⏑    –    ⏑  –     ⏑  –    –    ‒ 2io΅ 

ἔλθ’ ἐπ’ ἄκρον κόρυμβον ὄχθου,  

     ⏑  ⏑  –    –     ⏑  ⏑    –  –  ⏑ ⏑–   –   3 io     

κροκόβαπτον ποδὸς εὔμαριν ἀείρων, 

   ⏑  ⏑ – –   ⏑–  –     ⏑  ⏑  –    ⏑    –     –   io hi 

βασιλείου τιήρας φάλαρον πιφαύσκων˙ 

   –    ⏑   ⏑  ⏑   ⏑  ⏑ ⏑    – ⏑ –   –    cr δ ! 

βάσκε πάτερ ἄκακε Δαριάν˙ οἴ.464    

 

Garvie obtains his choriambic analysis by frequent word-division, while West obtains 

his ionic analysis by adhering to word-end. The word-division in Garvie’s strophes 

respond with word-division in the antistrophes, while the word-ends in West’s 

strophe respond with word-ends in his antistrophe.  

                                                           
462 Garvie (2009: 261, 374). 
463 Garvie (2009: 27-28, 374). Also Page (1972: 26-27). 
464 West (1990a: 37, 463). Also Sommerstein (2008: 86) and Hall (20072: 76, 183). 
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Although it is not particularly unusual to divide words when dividing lines in 

Greek lyric,465 L. P. E. Parker states that it is “important to take note of coincidence of 

word-end in strophe and antistrophe if it falls at a point which could be the junction 

between cola. Coincidence of word-end is a signal from the poet”.466 Günther Zuntz 

notes that word-end is characteristic of ionic verse and word-division characteristic 

of aeolic verse, such as choriambs.467 Still, he criticises the word-division in this case: 

“One sees in Wilamowitz or Page the word-divisions that arise from the attempt to 

force an iambo-choriambic scansion on these cola: one gets terrified”.468 

Another metrical difficulty is to decide how to analyse sequences that can be 

understood as both ionic and choriambic with the same line division. More 

particularly, the ambiguity concerns Pers. 633 ~ 640, 647-649 ~ 652-654, and 659-660 

~ 667-668. As an example, I print line 633 first in Garvie’s and then in West’s analysis:  

 

 –    ⏑⏑–   –    ⏑  ⏑  – –  ⏑ ⏑  –   –      ⏑  ⏑   –  4 choriambs  (Garvie) 

ἦ ῥ’ ἀΐει μου μακαρίτας ἰσοδαίμων βασιλεὺς 

 

 –    ⏑⏑–   –    ⏑  ⏑  – –  ⏑ ⏑  –   –      ⏑  ⏑   –  – 4 io˰   (West) 

ἦ ῥ’ ἀΐει μοι μακαρίτας ἰσοδαίμων βασιλεὺς 

 

Carlo M. Lucarini has recently published a thorough analysis of the ionic and 

choriambic ambiguity in tragic choral odes. Lucarini identifies three types of metrical 

beginnings that give rise to the ambiguity:469 

 

1) – – – 

2) – ⏑ ⏑ – 

3) × – ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

 

                                                           
465 For example, Garvie (2009: 13), West (1990a: 17), and Page (1972: 11) all employ word-division in 

Pers. 263-265. 
466 Parker (1997: 19). 
467 Zuntz (1984: 46, 50). 
468 Zuntz (1984: 44-45): “Man sehe bei Wilamowitz oder Page die Wortbreckungen, die sich ergeben 

bei dem Versuch, iambisch-choriambische Messung dieser Kola zu erzwingen: man wird 

erschrecken.” 
469 Lucarini (2016: 113). 
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Of these ambiguous beginnings, number 2 is of relevance in Pers. 633 ~ 640, 647-649 

~ 652-654, and 659-660 ~ 667-668. The question is whether the beginning of the verses 

should be interpreted as two choriambs (– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ –) or as two ionics preceeded 

by a long ‘Vorsilbe’ (– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –). West calls the ‘Vorsilbe’ a hypermetric long 

syllable: “Occasionally we find a ‘hypermetric’ long syllable at the beginning of a 

strophe or period, e.g. OT 483”.470 This is akin to what Danish metricians call ‘upbeat’, 

‘optakt’, such as the iambic beginning of anapaestic lines.471 Lucarini is also in favour 

of the ‘Vorsilbe’ analysis, originally introduced by Zuntz.472 Lucarini writes that in 

Pers. 649/50 ~ 654/55, without recognising the ‘Vorsilbe’, the lines produce an 

unparalleled sequence. This he sees as evidence for the existence of such a ‘Vorsilbe’ 

in ionic lines.473 Like West, Lucarini and Zuntz understand the ambiguous lines in this 

stasimon as ionic.474 

 One could also approach the matter from an interpretive point of view and ask 

what Aeschylus is trying to do in this passage. In these strophes, the chorus perform 

necromancy by trying to evoke the ghost of Dareios in “barbaric speech”, βάρβαρα ... 

βάγματα (Pers. 635-637). The emphasis is clearly on the foreignness of the chorus’ 

speech. As they sing in Greek, comprehensible to the Greek audience of 472 BC 

Athens, the element pointing to the foreignness of their speech is very likely to be the 

metre. The choriambic metre is fundamental in the aeolic branch of Greek metres 

from the Eastern islands.475 But as we have seen, the ionic metre is very likely to be 

un-Greek in its design and thus signify something completely foreign.  

Moreover, the whole necromancy seems to have an oriental air to it. Luigi 

Belloni notes that necromancy is essentially a Greek practice, but that Aeschylus gives 

it an oriental mark.476 Jacqueline de Romilly likewise notes with reference to the ninth 

song of the Odyssey that necromancy is not exclusively barbarian, but she detects 

some foreign elements in Aeschylus’ treatment of it, such as Dareios’ tomb, the very 

                                                           
470 West (1982: 125). 
471 Fafner (1989: 48-49), Recke (1922: 51). 
472 Zuntz (1984: 43-50). 
473 Lucarini (2016: 120-121). 
474 Lucarini (2016: 120-121), Zuntz (1984: 46). 
475 West (32-34), Korzeniewski (1968: 128-130). 
476 Belloni (1988: 184): “La necromanzia ideata da Eschilo i senz’altro greca nella sua genesi e nel suo 

contenuto, anche se il poeta cerca di imprimerle una tinta orientala”. (“The necromancy created by 

Aeschylus is of course Greek in its origin and in its content, even if the poet tries to mark it with an 

oriental colour”). 
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symbol of Persia’s greatness.477 These effects underline the oriental, foreign 

atmosphere of excessive mourning in the strophes.478  

Since the necromancy has an oriental air to it and the chorus itself make 

reference to their barbaric speech (Pers. 635-637), I consider it to be likely that 

Aeschylus wants to create an oriental atmosphere in these odes. Therefore, I think 

that the best solution here is to understand the metre as ionic and to translate the 

strophes accordingly. It is not an ideal solution, for it falsely implies that these odes 

share metrical structure with Pers. 65-114 which they do not. But I cannot think of a 

better way to comply with the rhythmic regularity that characterise Danish song 

lyrics. 

 

2.4.3. LYRIC IAMBICS & LYRIC DACTYLS (672-680) 

The chorus conclude the second stasimon by summoning Dareios one last time. The 

text of this epodos is highly corrupt, which makes it very difficult indeed to conduct 

a metrical analysis.479 First, I print Garvie’s text, scansion, and metrical analysis, and 

then I print West’s text, scansion, and metrical analysis (Pers. 672-680): 

 

⏑ –   ⏑ –       iambs 

αἰαῖ αἰαῖ˙ 

–    ⏑  ⏑     –   ⏑  ⏑  –  ⏑   ⏑  –^     4 dactyls   

ὦ πολύκλαυτε φίλοισι θανών, 

    ⏑  ⏑  ⏑    ⏑ ⏑  ⏑    ⏑ ⏑  ⏑     2 iambs? 

†τί τάδε, δυνάτα, δυνάτα 

   ⏑⏑   ⏑   ⏑  ⏑  ⏑  ⏑  ⏑⏑   ⏑–         ⏑  –    ⏑–   3 iambs? 

περὶ τᾷ σᾷ δίδυμα διὰ γοέδν’˙ † ἁμάρτια; 

     –   –    –   –       – –    –   –     –    –    –   3 molossi spondee 

†πᾶσαι γᾷ τᾷδ᾽† ἐξέφθινται τρίσκαλμοι 

  –⏑  ⏑ – ⏑  ⏑ – –      hemiepes – 

νᾶες ἄναες ἄναες.480 

 

                                                           
477 De Romilly et al. (1974: 20): “le tombeau du vieux roi, symbole lui-même de la grandeur de leur 

pays”. (“The tomb of the old king, in itself a symbol of the grandeur of their country”). 
478 De Romilly et al. (1974: 20). 
479 Cf. Garvie (2009: 372), who calls the middle part of the epodos “hopelessly uncertain”. 
480 Garvie (2009: 374). 
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⏑ –   ⏑ –        ! (ia) ‖ 

αἰαῖ αἰαῖ˙ 

–    ⏑  ⏑     –   ⏑  ⏑  –  ⏑   ⏑  –      D2 |  

ὦ πολύκλαυτε φίλοισι θανών, 

  ⏑  ⏑  ⏑     ⏑  ⏑  ⏑      ⏑ ⏑  ⏑   ⏑ ⏑  ⏑    2 ia | 

τί τάδε, <τί τάδε,> δυνάτα δυνάτα 

  ?       ⏑⏑    ⏑    ⏑    ⏑ ⏑  ⏑  ⏑⏑     ⏑–     ⏑  –   ⏑–   3 ia ‖ 

      †περὶ τᾶι σᾶι δίδυμα διὰ† γοέδν’ ἁμάρτια; 

   –   –      –        –    –     –  –   –   –     –    –     –   hex 

πᾶσαι <γὰρ> γᾶι τᾶιδ᾽ ἐξέφθινται τρίσκαλμοι 

  –⏑  ⏑ – ⏑  ⏑ – –      D – 

νᾶες ἄναες ἄναες.481 

 

From the metrical analyses of West and Garvie it appears that half of the lines are 

iambic, while the other half are dactylic (twice) and spondaic (once).  

This metrical distribution corresponds largely to the content of the epodos, as 

the first part of the ode expresses the chorus’ grief at the death of Dareios (Pers. 672-

676), while the second part mentions the triple-oared ships that the country used to 

possess, and which it now has lost (Pers. 677-680),482 thus pointing, I believe, to the 

state of the army under Dareios’ reign. Since both of these metres have already been 

established in the play and used in contexts that correspond largely to the contexts of 

their occurrence in this epodos, I translate the first three lines of the epodos into 

trochees for sorrow and the last two lines into dactyls. 

 

2.5. KOMMOS (694-702) 

In the brief section (Pers. 681-693) between the second stasimon (Pers. 623-680) and 

the following kommos (Pers. 694-696 ~ 700-702), Dareios rises from the tomb and 

addresses the chorus. The deceased king is terrified that he has been summoned from 

the dead by the chorus and asks what the city and the earth are suffering (Pers. 681-

685). Since his time above earth is limited, he demands that the chorus answer him 

quickly (Pers. 691-693). 

 

                                                           
481 West (1990a: 463-464). 
482 Cf. the text and translation of Sommerstein (2008: 86-87). 
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2.5.1. IONICS AND ANAPAESTS (694-696 ~ 700-702) 

The chorus obey and engage in a kommos with the ghost of Dareios who answers in 

trochaic tetrametres. I print the first strophe to illustrate the rhythm (Pers. 694-696): 

 

  ⏑  ⏑  –    –       ⏑  ⏑ –    –    2 io 

σέβομαι μὲν προσιδέσθαι, 

  ⏑  ⏑  –      –   ⏑⏑  –  –     2 io 

σέβομαι δ’ ἀντία λέξαι 

  ⏑  ⏑  –    – –   ⏑  ⏑  –     –    2 an˰ 

σέθεν ἀρχαίῳ περὶ τάρβει483 

 

The short strophes constitute the first exchange of words between the chorus of 

Persian elders and their deceased king. The setting is thereby quintessentially Persian, 

and the ionic metre therefore seems particularly well suited. I translate the ionic and 

anapaestic verses in the same metre as in the entrance song. 

 

2.6. THIRD STASIMON (852-907) 

In the third episode (Pers. 703-851), Atossa tells Dareios about Xerxes’ expedition to 

Greece and his blatant defeat; this prompts the deceased king to criticise Xerxes 

strongly (Pers. 703-758). Dareios then relates the list of Persian kings, with the moral 

that none of them ‒ not even the disgraceful fifth king Mardus ‒ had ever been so 

damaging to the country as Xerxes (Pers. 759-786). Dareios asks the chorus to make 

Xerxes stop offending the gods, after which the deceased king returns back to his 

tomb (Pers. 787-851).  

 

2.6.1. LYRIC DACTYLS (852-907) 

The chorus now recall the blessed and prosperous life they enjoyed under the reign 

of Dareios in a long run of lyric dactyls occasionally interspersed with other metres. I 

print the first strophe to illustrate the rhythm (Pers. 852-857):484 

 

 

                                                           
483 Aesch. Pers. 694-696: “I am too awed to look at you, too awed to speak to you because of an old 

fear of you.” 
484 See full metrical analysis chapter five. 
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–    ⏑   ⏑ –   ⏑  ⏑  –   ⏑  ⏑  –   ⏑   ⏑   4 da 

ὢ πόποι ἦ μεγάλας ἀγαθᾶς τε πο‒ 

  –    ⏑ ⏑  –    ⏑⏑ –   ⏑  ⏑ –    ⏑   ⏑    –    ⏑   ⏑  – – 6 da 

λισσονόμου βιοτᾶς ἐπεκύρσαμεν, εῦθ’ ὁ γεραιός 

   –   –     –   ⏑ ⏑   –   ⏑  ⏑  –    ⏑  ⏑  –   4 da – 

πανταρκὴς ἀκάκας ἄμαχος βασιλεύς 

– ⏑ ⏑–     –  –⏑   –    ⏑  –   –    ch ia ba 

ἰσόθεος Δαρεῖος ἆρχε χώρας.485 

 

The chorus list all the Greek city states that the Persians used to control. This dwelling 

with a former more glorious past has an epic air to it, recalling the Homeric poems 

about the age of the great kings and their deeds. The dactylic metre therefore seems 

to suit the content of the odes very well.  

This is also the view of Scott, when he observes the close affinity between the 

dactylic section of the third stasimon and the hemiepes of the first stasimon: “the 

third stasimon (852-907), in which the chorus celebrates the military and political 

success of Dareius, is largely dactylic, appropriately echoing both the meter and 

political content at the end of the first stasimon”.486 Due to the close metrical and 

thematic affinity between this dactylic sequence and the dactylic sequence of the first 

stasimon, I translate the two sequences in the same dactylic metres. 

Occasionally, the dactylic lines are interspersed with lecythia (–⏑–⏑–⏑–) and 

clausular ithyphallics (–⏑–⏑––). This is the case in Pers. 864-878 and 880-895. As the 

lecythia share ethical qualities with terza rima in Danish poetry, I have translated the 

lecythia into terza rima, but without the rhyme scheme, as the lecythia do not follow 

each other. In order to create a sense of regularity, I also translate the clausular 

ithyphallics into terza rima, since they are rhythmically very close to lecythia.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
485 Aesch. Pers. 852-857: “O popoi, what a great and good city-governing life we led, when the old, all-

controlling, un-evil, un-conquered king, godlike Dareios, ruled the country.” 
486 Scott (1984: 156). 
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2.7. KOMMOS (908-1077) 

The play ends with an extensive kommos between the chorus and Xerxes, where both 

parties mourn the fate of the Persian army. The kommos has four main metres: 

anapaests (Pers. 908-949, 974-1001), ionics (Pers. 950-953 ~ 962-965), lecythia (Pers. 

955-961 ~ 966-973), and lyric iambics (1002-1077).  

The anapaests occur in contexts that reflect the anapaestic occurrences earlier 

in the play, especially in the entrance song. In the first anapaestic section (Pers. 908-

949), Xerxes returns from the war, exhausted, disturbed, and in rags. This points to 

the anapaestic lines of the entrance song that describe Xerxes going off to war (Pers. 

6-11, 143-149). In the second anapaestic section (Pers. 974-1001), the chorus ask Xerxes 

what has happened to the leaders he went to war with. This points to the anapaestic 

section of the entrance song that listed the leaders who went to war with Xerxes (Pers. 

21-58).487 The anapaestic strophes of the final kommos thus produce a stirring ring-

composition, which the translator will also produce when translating the anapaests 

of the Greek text into anapaests. 

The brief ionic strophes of the final kommos (Pers. 950-953 ~ 962-965) allude 

to the theme of oriental foreignness that has by now become firmly established in the 

play. In this strophic pair, Xerxes says that ‘Ionian Ares’ gave the victory to the Greeks 

and killed the Persians in the naval battle. This emphasis on Ares’ Ionian affiliation in 

the battle alludes to the foreignness of the Persians and their defeat at the hands of 

the Greek god of war.488 Therefore, I translate these strophes into the same metre as 

the other ionic strophes in the play.489 

The lecythian strophic pair (Pers. 955-961 ~ 966-973) shares the associations of 

foreboding with the previous lecythian strophes in the play. Here in the final 

kommos, the strophes initiate the section that the anapaestic strophes continue and 

conclude, where the chorus name a long list of Persian leaders and ask Xerxes what 

has happened to them. It is significant that the chorus begin this catalogue in lecythia 

and conclude it in anapaests. The foreboding associations of the lecythian metre 

suggest that in the beginning (Pers. 955-961 ~ 966-973), the chorus is not sure what 

has happened to the soldiers. As the section continues in the anapaestic metre (Pers. 

                                                           
487 Cf. Rosenbloom (2006: 129): “the subtexts are the anapaestic lists of leaders in the parodos”. 
488 See also Garvie (2009: 350), and, for ‘Ionian’ meaning ‘Greek’ in the play, Hall (20072: 123). 
489 Cf. Webster (1970: 117): “The ionics may reasonably be thought of as picking up the ionics of earlier 

songs.” 
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974-1001), it becomes clear that the chorus know for a fact that they are dead (Pers. 

985-986). Therefore, I translate the lecythian strophes into terza rima in accordance 

with the way I have translated lecythian strophes hitherto in the play. Finally, the lyric 

iambics (1002-1077) also occur in a context that reflects the earlier occurrences of that 

metre, namely in a dirge full of lamentation and despair.490 Therefore, I translate these 

lyric iambic strophes into trochees for sorrow. 

It is important to note that this long and final kommos is dominated by cries 

and exclamations, which are notoriously difficult to translate. Garvie, for instance, 

writes that “anyone who wishes to translate this kommos will be all too aware of the 

rich variety of Greek expressions meaning ‘alas’, and of the poverty of such vocabulary 

in English”.491 This also applies to Danish. When such cries and exclamations occur in 

just one of the strophes in a strophic pair, the symmetry of the metre in the Danish 

translation is particularly disturbed (e.g. Pers. 1004-1005 ~ 1009-1010, 1019 ~ 1031). This 

is also the case in some of the earlier songs (e.g. Pers. 257 ~ 264, 270 ~ 276, 283 ~ 289). 

T. B. L. Webster observes a metrical breakdown in the last part of the kommos 

“in which Xerxes and the chorus sing line for line”, because it is “much poorer 

metrically than the first part where they are separated”.492 The breakdown culminates 

in the final epode (Pers. 1066-1077), where, in the words of Garvie, “language breaks 

down almost entirely, and is reduced to a series of largely inarticulate sounds”.493 

Therefore, as the kommos “reaches a fever-pitch of emotion”,494 the rhythms of 

the translation become increasingly asymmetric. While conflicting with the demand 

for rhythmic regularity in Danish song lyrics, I hope that this change in symmetry will 

signal to the readers that they have now entered the final climax of emotional despair. 

A final climax that is “the longest and wildest in extant Greek tragedy”.495 I continue 

to translate the lines into end rhymes, so that the other marker of song in Danish 

poetry ‒ the rhyme ‒ is present throughout. Thereby, while reflecting their highly 

emotional and disturbed character, the translation should still signal a songlike 

quality of the final odes. 

                                                           
490 Garvie (2009: 336-340), Hall (20072: 168-169, 174), Scott (1984: 156). 
491 Garvie (2009: 337). 
492 Webster (1970: 117). 
493 Garvie (2009: 342). 
494 Hall (20072: 174). 
495 Hall (20072: 169). See also Garvie (2009: 336): “The only other extant tragedy to end with a lament 

is E. Tro.”  
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3. SUMMARY 

The aim of this chapter has been to examine how modulating translators can choose 

which metres to use in translations of Greek tragic choral odes. This examination is 

the first of its kind in scholarship. 

Drawing on Bernhard Zimmermann’s ‘interpretative Metrik’ and Lawrence 

Venuti’s notion of ‘receiving intertexts’, I have tried to show how modulating 

translators can interpret the tragic poet’s use of metres in relation to the content of 

the choral odes, and how they can find metres known from Danish poetry to use in 

the translations. My objective has not been to show how modulating translators must 

approach the matter, but rather to set an example of how they might approach it. 

 In the case of Aeschylus’ Persians, I have demonstrated three ways in which 

modulating translators can translate the metres of the Greek texts: 

 

1) Into the same metre 

2) Into another metre known from Danish poetry 

3) Into a metre created by the translator 

 

The first of these ways applies to the anapaests and dactyls of the play. Both of these 

metres are well established in Danish poetry, and they display associations in Danish 

poetry similar to the associations in the Persians. Thereby, they create receiving 

intertexts that are similar to the foreign intertexts in the Persians.  

 The second way applies to the lecythia and the lyric iambics of the play. I have 

found that Aeschylus’ use of lecythia in the Persians have associations of foreboding 

and imminent death in common with terza rima in Danish poetry. The sorrowful 

associations of the lyric iambics I have found to be best expressed in Danish by the 

trochaic metre, since trochees have often been used in poems expressing sorrow, 

pain, and longing in Danish poetry. 

 The third way applies to the ionic metre, which has been described as an un-

Greek metre. Aeschylus employs this metre to signal to the audience that the play is 

set in Persia and that it features Persian characters. I have tried to reflect this intertext 

of oriental foreignness in the translation by making up my own metre with features 

that I hope will direct the readers’ thoughts to Middle Eastern recitation, made 

famous nationwide in the adaption of the well-known contemporary Danish-

Palestinian poet Yahya Hassan. 
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 In the next chapter, I translate Aeschylus’ Persians into Danish according to 

the translation strategy that I have developed. Afterwards, in chapter five, I scan all 

the lyric sections of the Greek text and the translation, so that the use of metrical 

forms can be as clear as possible. The chapters may be read either separately or 

together. 
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IV 

TRANSLATION OF AESCHYLUS’ PERSIANS INTO DANISH 
 

The very last steps towards the realisation of my translation aim is to select a textual 

edition from which to translate, and to conduct the translation in accordance with 

the translation strategy that I have developed.  

  Richard Tarrant defines two criteria for a satisfactory textual edition. The 

edition must: 

 

  §1 Accurately report the essential manuscript evidence 

  §2 Reflect the current thinking of a text well enough to provide a basis for further 

study496 

 

Two recent textual editions meet these standards: A. F. Garvie’s textual edition with 

introduction and commentary from 2009 and Martin West’s textual edition from 

1990, published together with a companion book of textual studies in Aeschylus.497 

Garvie bases his text on the second edition of Murray’s text from 1955, but he has “of 

course made many alterations to it”.498 The edition of Denys Page from 1972 is based 

on knowledge of fewer manuscripts than West’s and Garvie’s editions, and therefore 

it does not meet Tarrant’s first criterion of reporting essential manuscript evidence. 

  Reviewers have acknowledged West for his reporting of manuscript evidence 

(§1). Hugh Lloyd-Jones writes of West’s edition that it has “an excellent apparatus 

criticus, full but not so full as to deluge the reader with information”,499 while Malcolm 

Davies states that West’s apparatus criticus is clearer than Page’s.500 Garvie bases his 

apparatus criticus on West’s, and reviewers have acknowledged Garvie for reflecting 

the current thinking of the text exhaustively (§2). A. J. Podlecki, for example, writes 

of Garvie that he is “scrupulously careful (sometimes perhaps too much so) in 

                                                           
496 Tarrant (2016: 145): “A minimal definition of a satisfactory edition might be one that accurately 

reports the essential manuscript evidence and reflects the current state of thinking about a text well 

enough to provide a basis for further study”. 
497 Garvie (2009), West (1990a, 1990b).  
498 Garvie (2009: vi). Also Vanthieghem (2010: 365). 
499 Lloyd-Jones (1993: 1). 
500 Davies (1992: 255-256). 
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presenting the views of other scholars: he then, in a clear and forthright manner, 

offers his own solutions, which are for the most part convincing”.501 

  Both texts have their advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of West’s 

text is that he has collated the manuscripts himself and produced a useful apparatus 

criticus (§1). The disadvantage of his text is that he substantiates a smaller amount of 

textual choices than Garvie (§2).502 The advantage of Garvie’s text is that he 

substantiates the vast majority of his textual choices in his extensive commentary 

(§2). The disadvantage is that he has not collated any manuscripts himself (§1).503 

  I base my translation on Garvie’s text, because he offers more information 

about his textual choices than West (§2). Therefore, I find myself better equipped to 

evaluate Garvie’s text than West’s. However, I do not always follow Garvie’s readings. 

When I find other readings more convincing ‒ for example West’s (and others) ionic 

divisions in the second stasimon ‒ I substitute Garvie’s readings with these. Everytime 

I deviate from Garvie’s text, I mention it in a footnote. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
501 Podlecki (2011: 653). See also Vanthieghem (2010: 365), who finds the tone “sometimes (…) too 

scholarly”, (“parfois […] trop scolaire”). 
502 But still more than most other editors. See West (1990b: 75-96). 
503 Cf. Finglass (2011b: 34): ” G.’s decision not to collate is fair enough except in the case of M, for 

which a facsimile exists. Mistakes creep into the collations of even the most diligent scholars, and 

when such a resource is available, an editor ought to use it.” 
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AISCHYLOS’ PERSERNE 
 

KOR  

Vi har titlen loyale, rådgivende mænd     1 

for de persere, som drog til Hellas’ land,      

og for slotte, der rige på guld ligger hen,    

er vi vagter i kraft af vor alder og stand;    

os har Xerxes, vor konge, Dareios’ blod,     5 

udvalgt til at styre det land, han forlod. 

Pessimistiske tanker dog piner os hver, 

og den onde bekymring i sjælen er stor,    

for at kongen og hele hans talrige hær504    

aldrig kommer tilbage til persernes jord.     10 

For den samlede styrke, som Asien har skabt,     

er nu borte, forladt i hvert eneste hus505     

skriger kvinden på manden, hun frygter er tabt, 

hverken bud eller rytter med hastige sus    

bringer nye beskeder til persernes port;     15 

og fra sousernes, fra ekbatanernes by, 

fra det ældgamle kissiske værnende fort 

er de draget afsted, dels til hests, højt i sky, 

dels på skibe og dels i marcherende takt  

for at spæde til hærens slagkraftige magt.     20 

Folk som Artafrenes og Amistres,  

folk som Megabates og Astaspes 

står i spidsen for persernes mænd hver især, 

men som konger adlyder de Storkongen her. 

Frem de stormer som hærens befalende folk,    25 

der fra hestene kæmper med pil frem for dolk, 

                                                           
504 9 πολυάνδρου. Wecklein's conjecture, printed by West (1990a: 5) and Sommerstein (2008: 16). 

Garvie (2009: 5) prints the manuscript reading πολυχρύσου. 
505 13 <λειφθεῖσα γυνὴ πάντα κατ᾽ οἶκον>. Sommerstein’s (2008: 16) conjecture; lacuna proposed by 

Mekler, but not mentioned by West (1990a: 5-6). Garvie (2009: 5) prints an empty insertion. 
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  skrækkelige at skue, sublime i krig 

  og berømte for sind, der ej knækkes af skrig: 

  Ham, der kæmper fra hest, Artembares, 

  folk som Masistres, og Farandakes,     30 

  og den ædle Imaios, der dræber med pil, 

  og så hestenes styrmand, Sostanes. 

  Den store og mangeernærende Nil  

  sendte andre afsted: Sousiskanes,  

og Pegastagon, født i egypternes land     35 

og fra Memfis den store Arsames. 

Gamle Theben har sendt sin fortrinligste mand 

Arimardos, og folk, som i sumpene bor, 

knokler talstærke dygtigt ved skibenes ror. 

Herpå følger fra Lydien en flok, der er vant    40 

  til at leve i rigdom og ekstravagant, 

  og hvor alle, som fødes og bor deromkring, 

  kontrolleres af Lydien, der styrer alting.  

Der er to kommandører for lydernes mænd, 

Mitragates og Arkteus dem leder derhen,    45 

fra det guldrige Sardes i talrige mængder 

følger stridsvogne af to forskellige længder, 

et frygteligt skue at se rykke frem. 

Det hellige Tmolos’ naboer truer 

nu Hellas med åget af slaveri,      50 

folk som Mardon, der roligt mod lanserne skuer, 

Tharybdis og mysernes spydkasteri; 

Det guldrige Babylon sender afsted 

alle mulige folk, som på skibene står, 

og som tror på de finskyttesind, de har med;    55 

knivbevæbnede krigere derefter går 

overalt fra det samlede Asiens jord 

på de strengeste ordrer fra Storkongen selv. 

Denne mændenes blomst, som i Persien gror, 

er nu borte, vi frygter så grelt for dens held.    60 
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Disse opdrog og passede Asien på 

lige fra, de var spædbørn, der knap kunne gå; 

forældre og hustruer skælver nu ved 

de dage, der tælles så langvarigt ned.  

 

Nu har koongeens hær, som smaadreer hver en byystaat [strofe a 

krydset stræædeet Hellespoonteen på en flåådee,   

som er skaabt aaf tømmer, båådee, pløkker, høørreeb   70 

og som slaaveebinder haaveet uden nåådee. 

 

Det befoolkniingsrige Aasieens vilde leedeer              [antistrofe 

driver heeftiigt over joordeen, over haaveet    75 

sin guddoommeelige, stæærkee flok soldaateer, 

en slags guud, soom af en guuldriig slægt er laaveet. 

 

Med et bliik soom af en døødseens farlig slaangee  [strofe b 

fører koongeen, rig på skiibee, bueskyytteer,    84 

krig mod mæænd, hviis værd med spyyd eer kendt af maangee. 

 

Der er iingeen, der kan moodståå disse strøømmee             [antistrofe 

af soldaateer, havets bøølgee alle flyytteer:    90 

Vore moodiige folk moodståås kun i drøømmee.    

 

For af guudeen og af skææbneen er det påålaagt,  [strofe c 

at vi peerseere på striidsvoogne skal føøree    102 

krig, der smaadreer andre byyeers høje tåårnpraagt 

og eroobreer stedernee oog skaber røøree. 
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Vi har oogsåå lært, hvordaan vii skal passeeree506             [antistrofe 

havets breedee enge, nåår dee piskes hviidee    110 

under stoormveejr, for vi kaan joo konstrueeree 

hjælpemiidleer til at nåå deen anden siidee. 

 

Kan en døødeelig mod guudeer holde staand?   [epodos 

Fra en guuds beedrag hvem kaan daa springe vææk? 

Af forbliindeelsens gudiindee straks vi snyydees, 

når hun smiileende os lookkeer i sin sææk: 

Herfra eer deer ingen fluugt foor nogen maand.    100 

 

Min sortbeklædte sjæl er så nervøs    [strofe d 

Åh!          117 

for hæren, og for at om nogle dage 

vi hører, Sousas stad er mandeløs. 

 

Og kissiernes by synger tilbage                [antistrofe 

Åh!          122 

for kvinderne er sangen odiøs, 

de flænser linnedkjolerne i klage.      125 

 

Som bisværme er rytterne forsvundet    [strofe e 

og fodsoldaterne med vores leder 

henover havet, som er slavebundet     130 

til klipperne på begge landes bredder. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
506 110-111 λάβροι- / σι περᾶν. Garvie (2009: 8) prints the manuscript reading πνεύματι λάβρῳ / ἐσορᾶν. 

I choose with Sommerstein (2008: 24-25) to translate the conjecture of Enger: πνεύμασι λάβροι- / σι 

περᾶν. In my view, Enger’s conjecture makes better sense in the context, and a copist could easily 

have corrupted it to the manuscript reading; the letters σ, τ and π and the abbreviations for ων og 

οις look sufficiently alike in Greek minuscel handwriting; cf. Mioni (1973: 62, 97). West (1990a: 10) 

puts cruces around ἐσορᾶν. 
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I sengene kan gråden ikke standse,                           [antistrofe 

for perserinderne har rige smerter,     135 

af længsel efter mandens vilde lanse 

er de forladt med åg på deres hjerter. 

 

Men kom persere, sæt jer herhenne     140 

ved det ældgamle hus, lad os vende 

vore dybt fokuserede tanker, 

for på døren nødvendighed banker; 

Hvordan klarer Dareios’ søn sig, 

vores leder, kong Xerxes, og hvis vej     145 

hælder sejren, til buernes side, 

eller kommer vi mon til at vide, 

at de sejrende kæmper med lanser? 

Men et lys som i gudernes øjne jeg sanser!    150 

Vor Storkonges moder herhen sig nu haster! 

Min dronning, vær hilset, jeg ned mig nu kaster! 

Vi modtager hende i passende stil: 

med hilsende ord og med venlige smil. 

  O! fortrinlige fyrstinde af de dejligt formede    155 

perserinder, Xerxes’ mor, Dareios’ hustru, velkommen;  

sengen delte du med Persiens gud, en ny gud er din søn, 

hvis en gammel guddom ikke nu har vendt sig mod vor hær. 

 

ATOSSA 

Netop derfor kommer jeg nu fra mit guldbeklædte slot 

og det sengekammer, som Dareios og jeg delte tæt,   160 

og fordi en tanke bliver ved at rive i mit bryst: 

Venner, jeg vil sige jer et ord, der forudsiger frygt, 

nemlig at en kæmpe rigdom kaster ned på støvet jord 

velstand, som Dareios samlede med støtte fra en gud. 

Dobbelt og usigeligt bekymres jeg da i mit sind:           165 

Mængdevis af penge uden mandskab ingen hæder får, 

heller intet lys beskinner mandskab, der ej penge har. 
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Persiens rigdom bugner, men for vores øje frygter jeg, 

for når herren er her, mener jeg, han husets øje er. 

Eftersom det hele sig forholder, som jeg nu har sagt,   170 

giv mig gode råd, I persere, som jeg kan stole på; 

for jeg har behov for al den visdom, jeg fra jer kan få. 

 

KOR 

Dette lands fyrstinde, vid, at du blot én gang sige skal 

det, du ønsker, vi skal gøre, hvis vi da kan klare det; 

Velvillige hjælper vi dig med de råd, du kalder på.   175 

 

ATOSSA 

En masse drømme har jeg haft om natten fra 

dengang min søn indkaldte hæren og gik bort, 

fordi han ville hærge jonernes terræn, 

men jeg har endnu ikke set en drøm så klar 

som sidste nat, og den vil jeg fortælle dig:    180 

To smuktbeklædte kvinder syntes jeg at se, 

den ene havde smykket sig i persisk dragt, 

den andens dragt var dorisk, og de kom til mig, 

i størrelse langt prægtigere, end vi er, 

i skønhed var de fejlfri, søstre ligeså:     185 

den ene havde Hellas som sit fædreland 

den anden havde fået et barbarisk hjem. 

Jeg syntes at bemærke, at der var en strid 

imellem dem; det samme så min søn, og han 

forsøger nu at gribe ind og spænder dem     190 

foran en vogn og lægger på hver kvindes hals 

et åg; den ene tårnede sig op heri 

og bed med letbehersket mund om tøjlerne, 

den anden kvinde stejlede og sønderrev 

med hånden sine tøjler, som hun flåede     195 

afsted helt uden bidsel, åget knuste hun. 

Min søn falder af vognen, faren går derhen, 
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Dareios føler med ham; men så snart han ser 

ham, flænser Xerxes klædedragten af sin krop. 

     Og dette, siger jeg jer, så jeg her i nat.                200 

Jeg vågnede og vaskede så i en bæk, 

hvis vande smukt henrisler, mine hænder og 

gik hen imod et alter for at ofre til 

de guddomme, som hindrer, at et onde sker. 

Jeg ser en ørn, der flygter hen til alteret     205 

for Foibos, frygten lammede mig, venner, her. 

En høg ser jeg så styrte frem mod denne ørn 

og gribe fat med kløerne om hovedet 

  på ørnen, som er tvunget til at give den 

sin krop. Det var så frygteligt for mig at se,    210 

for jer at høre. For I ved, at hvis min søn 

har gjort det godt, så bliver han beundret, men 

hvis ikke … Intet ansvar har han for vor by! 

I live er han altid dette lands regent. 

 

KOR 

Vi har hverken lyst, vor moder, til at skræmme dig med ord  

eller til at opmuntre. Tag hen og bed til guderne,   216 

hvis du ser en dårlig ting, og bed om at få vendt det væk 

samt at gode, ædle ting vil ske for dig og dine børn 

og din by og vennerne. Du bør nu hælde drikofre 

til de døde og til Jorden; bed så venligt om det her:   220 

at din mand, Dareios, som du siger, du i søvne ser, 

sender goder op til dig og jeres søn fra jordens dyb, 

og at jordens mørke holder fast på modsætningerne. 

Dette råder jeg dig venligt til som hjertesandsiger. 

Men på alle måder mener vi, at det vil gå dig godt.   225 

 

ATOSSA 

Du er sandelig loyal som disse drømmes første tolk  

for min søn og for mit hjem har du erklæret disse ord. 
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Gid at det må lykkes; alle dine anbefalinger  

ordner vi for guderne og vores kære under muld, 

når vi vender hjem; men jeg vil gerne vide følgende,   230 

kære venner, hvor i verden ligger, siger man, Athen? 

 

KOR 

Langt herfra, ved nedgangen for fyrst Helios’ svindingspunkt. 

 

ATOSSA 

Hvorfor tænder tanken om at jage denne by min søn? 

 

KOR 

Hele Hellas kan så blive underlagt Storkongen selv. 

 

ATOSSA 

Hvilken mandfolksmængde har da deres hær at byde på?   235 

 

   [Hul i teksten] 

 

KOR 

Og en sådan hær, der voldte mederne en masse ondt. 

 

ATOSSA 

For den buespændte lansespids stråler i deres hånd? 

 

KOR 

Tværtimod: stående sværd og skjoldbærende udrustning. 

 

ATOSSA 

Og hvad ellers? Er der nok af rigdomme i deres hjem? 

 

KOR 

Sølvet flyder fra en kilde, som et jordens skatkammer.              240 
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ATOSSA 

Hvem er deres hyrdemand og hersker over hærens flok? 

 

KOR 

Ingens slaver kaldes de, og ingen mand adlyder de. 

 

ATOSSA 

Men hvordan vil de så kunne modstå fjendtlig invasion? 

 

KOR 

Sådan at de smadrede Dareios’ store, stærke hær. 

 

ATOSSA 

Frygtelige ord for dem, hvis børn er gået med derhen.   245 

 

KOR 

Men jeg tror, du snart vil få at vide alt om denne sag. 

Løbestilen hos den mand er persisk, kan jeg nemt forstå, 

og han bringer sikkert nyt, godt eller ondt at høre på. 

 

BUDBRINGER 

O, byerne på hele Asiens kontinent! 

O, Persiens jord og store havn for rigdomme!    250 

Et enkelt slag, og hele vores velstand er  

nu ødelagt, og Persiens blomst er gået bort. 

Åh, det gør ondt at bringe onde nyheder: 

Alligevel skal hele smerten spyttes ud. 

Persere: hele barbarernes hær er væk.     255 

 

KOR 

Pinefulde, pinefulde, ting vi ikke kender!   [strofe a 

Ondskabsfulde: Aaaaa! Aaaaa! Græd, I perserinder! 

   Over denne sorg, som I nu hører. 
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BUDBRINGER 

Ja, alle disse sager er tilintetgjort:                            260 

Jeg selv ser mod forventning nu et hjemkomstlys. 

 

KOR 

Sandelig har dette lange liv vist sig at være           [antistrofe 

alt for langt for gamle folk som os, for vi skal bære 

   nyheden, der piner vores ører.      265 

 

BUDBRINGER 

Jeg var der selv og hørte ikke andres ord, 

persere, så jeg taler sandt om onderne. 

 

KOR 

Aaah! Aaah! Intet nytter      [strofe b 

mange typer skytter, 

kom fra Asiens sand, Aaaaa! Aaaaa!     270 

drog i takt til Hellas’ land. 

 

BUDBRINGER 

Der ligger lig usaligt dræbt i bunkevis 

på Salamis’ kyster og rundt deromkring. 

 

KOR 

Aaah! Aaah! Mine kæres                 [antistrofe 

døde kroppe bæres        275 

rundt i havet, siger du, 

bølger smadrer dem itu. 

 

BUDBRINGER 

For buen hjalp dem ikke, hele hæren er 

nu dræbt og undertvunget efter skibsangreb. 
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KOR 

Skrig for vore kære       [strofe c 

smertefuldt af skræk,       281 

alt har I gjort værre, 

guder: Aaaa! Aaaa! hæren er nu væk. 

 

BUDBRINGER 

Hvor hadefuldt at høre Salamis’ navn! 

Føj! Jeg hader tanken om athenerne.     285 

 

KOR 

Styg er du for fjender,                             [antistrofe 

husker vi, Athen, 

mange perserinder 

gjorde du til enker, hver og en. 

 

ATOSSA 

I tavshed har jeg stået længe, slået ud                290 

af onderne; ulykken er så helt ekstrem, 

at man er uden evne til at finde ord. 

Dog skal de dødelige bære sorgerne, 

guderne giver; udrul hele hændelsen, 

tal frit, selv hvis du jamrer over onderne.     295 

Hvem døde ikke, hvilken mand begræder vi 

af hærførerne, tildelt scepterværdighed, 

som døde og forlod det mandløse geled? 

 

BUDBRINGER 

Xerxes lever i hvert fald selv og ser et lys. 

 

ATOSSA 

For vores hus i hvert fald har du talt et lys,               300 

en hvid dag fra den vintermørkesorte nat. 
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BUDBRINGER 

Artembares dog, dommeren for tusindvis 

af heste, flænses langs med Sileniais kyst. 

Og tusindføreren Dadakes ved slag af spyd 

sprang let på tå fra skibet ned i bølgerne;    305 

Tenagon den bedste, ædlest fødte baktrier 

smadrer ind imod Ajax’ havbankede ø. 

Lilaios og Arsames, med dem Argestes, 

de rundt omkring den dueopdrættende ø 

slyngede sig og stødte mod den faste jord.    310 

Beboeren ved Nilen, den ægyptiske, 

Farnouxos, og tre krigere faldt fra et skib,    

Arkteus og Feresseues, med dem Adeues.    

Den krysiske titusindfører Matallos 

er død, hans tætte ildskæg bliver skyggefuldt    316 

af vand, han bytter farve i et lilla dyp: 

og Arabos fra Magien, baktriske Artabes, 

som leder tredivetusind sorte heste, og     

er indvandrer det hårde sted, hvor han gik bort. 

Amistres og Amfistreus, som arbejdsomt slår    320 

med sværd, og ædle Ariomardos bringer sorg 

til deres lande, Seisames fra Mysien, 

Tharybis over halvtreds skibe gange fem 

er fører, født i Lyrna, velskabt ser han ud, 

han ligger død, velsignet er han ikke nu.     325 

Suennesis, velsagtens størst i tapperhed, 

Kilikiernes kommandør berømt som den, 

der sloges bedst mod fjenderne, nu er han død. 

Så meget kan jeg huske om hærførerne,507 

men ud af mange onder har jeg blot nævnt få.    330 

 

                                                           
507 329 τόσον μέν. I translate Wilamowitz’s (1914: 146) conjecture τόσον μέν. Garvie (2009: 16) obelizes 

the manuscript reading τοιῶνδ’ ἀρχόντων νῦν. 
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ΑΤΟSSA 

Aaaaa! Aaaaa! De mest ekstreme onder hører jeg, 

skamfuldt vil perserinderne nu skrige højt. 

Men sig mig atter dette fra begyndelsen: 

Hvor stor en mængde skibe har hellenerne, 

så de med vores flåde kunne måle sig     335 

og møde den på kamppladsen med skibsangreb? 

 

BUDBRINGER 

Om mængden skal du vide, at barbarerne 

besad langt flere skibe, hellenernes var 

i antal ikke mere end trehundrede, 

og ti af dem var særligt udvalgte til krig.     340 

Men Xerxes havde, tror jeg, tusind skibe, som 

han førte, ligesom at tohundrede syv 

var overlegent hurtige; sådan er det. 

Så var vi underlegne, mener du, i kamp? 

En guddom ødelagde nemlig vores hær     345 

og vejede udfaldet med forskellig vægt. 

Gudinden Pallas’ bystat frelser guderne. 

 

ΑΤΟSSA 

Betyder det, athenernes by er intakt? 

 

BUDBRINGER 

Når der er mænd, udgør de mure uden brist. 

 

ATOSSA 

Men sig, hvordan begyndelsen på slaget var.    350 

Hvem startede: Hellenerne, eller var det 

min søn, så stolt af antallet på skibene? 
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BUDBRINGER 

Han startede, min dronning, alle onderne, 

en ond eller en hævnende guddom var det. 

For en hellener kom fra den athenske hær    355 

til Xerxes og fortalte dette til din søn: 

Hellenerne vil ikke blive her, så snart 

at nattens mørke kommer, men på skibenes 

dæk vil de springe op i alle retninger 

og redde deres liv ved skjult at flygte bort.               360 

Straks da han hørte dette uden at forstå 

Hellas’ trick og gudernes indignation 

giver han alle skibsførerne ordren her: 

Når solen ikke lyser jorden op med glans, 

og mørket så indtager luftens helligdom,     365 

opstil på tre geledder skibseskadrene 

for at bevogte udsejlingen, stræderne, 

og omring med de andre skibe Ajax’ ø. 

For hvis grækerne undgik deres onde lod, 

og i det skjulte flygtede med skibene,     370 

så var det fastlagt: alle bliver halshugget. 

Det sagde han, opløftet vældigt i sit sind 

for han kendte jo ikke gudernes forsæt. 

Og ikke uden orden, men lederloyalt 

gjorde de klar til aftensmad, og sejleren     375 

bandt åren fast til ringen med velegnet rem. 

    Da strålerne fra solen svandt, og natten kom 

begav hver årefyrste sig ned til sit skib 

og hver en våbenhersker gik også derned; 

række for række opmuntrede roerne     380 

hinanden, og de sejlede, som der blev sagt; 

for hele natten foretog skibsfyrsterne 

gennemsejlads med hele flåden fyldt af folk. 

   Og natten gik, men ingen steder prøvede 

hellenerne at sejle væk i skjul for os.     385 
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Da dagen med de hvide heste så indtog 

den hele jord og strålede, så skønt at se, 

først rungede fra grækerne et sangfuldt råb 

af glæde, og på samme tid genlød der højt 

et ekko mellem øklipperne af den larm.                 390 

Og frygt greb fat i samtlige barbarerne, 

bragt ud af sans og samling; for ikke i flugt 

sang grækerne en hellig sang, men før et slag. 

De stormede til kampen med energisk sind; 

Trompeten med sit kampskrig antændte enhver.   395 

Og straks med åren plaskende på samme slag 

smadrede de det dybe havvand på befaling, 

og hurtigt var de alle tydeligt at se; 

på højre flanke førtes de med disciplin 

og orden frem, derefter fremrykkede så                    400 

den hele flåde, samtidig så hørte man 

et kæmpe råb: “O, græske sønner, storm nu frem, 

befri nu fædrelandet, kvinder, børn befri! 

og templerne for guderne, vi fik i arv, 

og forfædrenes grave; alt er nu på spil!”                405 

Men så kom fra vor persiske tunge en larm 

dem klart i møde, ventetiden var forbi. 

   Straks smadrede en bronzeforstavn på et skib 

et andet skib; og angrebet blev startet af 

et græsk skib, da det knuste et fønikisk skibs    410 

bagstavn, og alle vegne stødte skib mod skib. 

Den persiske hærstyrkes strømme kunne først 

modstå; men i et snævert stræde samledes 

skibene, og de kunne ikke hjælpes ad, 

af egne bronzemundede forstavne blev     415 

de smadret, og de knuste alle årerne. 

Og ikke uopmærksomt slog hellenerne 

fra alle sider på os; og så kæntrede 

skibene, ikke mere kunne havet ikke ses, 
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fyldt som det var af skibsvrag og menneskers drab.              420 

Og kysterne og stræderne blev fyldt med lig. 

Så roede helt panisk skibene på flugt, 

de skibe, som var del af barbarernes hær. 

Men disse stak og hakkede i os som tun 

eller et net af andre fisk med stumperne     425 

af årerne og vragene, på samme tid 

blev havet fyldt af klageråb og høje skrig, 

indtil at nattens mørke øje tog dem bort. 

Ondernes kæmpe mængde kan jeg ikke, selv 

om jeg så fik ti dage, udtømme for dig.     430 

For du skal vide, aldrig på en enkelt dag 

er så koloenorme mængder blevet dræbt. 

 

ATOSSA 

Aaaaa! Aaaaa! Ondernes store hav er eksploderet 

på perserne og samtlige barbarers slægt. 

 

BUDBRINGER 

Men vid, at ondet endnu ikke er halvvejs:    435 

Så pinefuld en ulykke kom oveni, 

at den i forhold til det har en dobbelt vægt. 

 

ATOSSA 

Og hvad vil kunne være mere hadefuldt? 

Fortæl mig hvilken ulykke, du siger, har 

ramt hæren, og hvis onder vejer tungere.               440 

 

BUDBRINGER 

De persere, som havde allerbedst fysik, 

det største mod og udmærkede sig i slægt 

og altid var loyale mod Storkongen selv, 

er skamfuldt dræbt, og hæderløs er deres død. 
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ATOSSA 

Jeg lider, venner, over onde ulykker!     445 

På hvilken måde, siger du, at de blev dræbt? 

 

BUDBRINGER 

Der er en ø, som ligger foran Salamis 

en lille ø med dårlig ankerplads, hvis strand 

Pan, kordanseelskeren, ofte træder på. 

Derhen sender han mændene, sådan at når               450 

skibbrudne fjender prøver på at nå i land, 

så dræber de koldblodigt den hellenske hær, 

imens de redder vennerne fra havets dyb. 

Ondt gjorde strategien her! For da en gud 

gav hæderen for slaget til hellenerne,     455 

den samme dag omgav de deres kroppe med 

bronzeudrustning, hoppede fra skibene 

og omringede øen, så de ikke ved, 

hvorhen de sig skal vende, for med stenkast blev 

de meget overdynget, og fra strengene                            460 

på buerne blev pile skudt og dræbte dem. 

Så stormede de fremad i et enkelt ryk 

de hakkede og slagtede de stakkels mænd, 

til alles liv var fuldstændig tilintetgjort. 

   Og Xerxes skreg, da onderne gik op for ham:    465 

han sad nemlig med udsigt til hele sin hær 

på toppen af en bakke nær det salte hav: 

Han flåede sin klædedragt og skreg så højt. 

Straks gav han bud til landtropperne, sendte dem 

i panisk flugt; ja, sådan var den ulykke,                           470 

som du nu kan beklage med den forrige. 
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ATOSSA 

Forhadte guddom, fjernet har du al forstand 

fra perserne. For bitter fandt min søn sin hævn 

imod Athen, den kendte by, og ikke nok 

var alle de barbarers død ved Marathon.     475 

Fordi min søn var opsat på at hævne dem, 

har han nu forårsaget kæmpemæssig sorg. 

Men sig mig nu, de skibe, der flygtede væk, 

hvor var de, da du efterlod dem; ved du det? 

 

BUDBRINGER 

Kaptajnerne for skibene, der stadig var                480 

der, flygtede med vinden hovedkulds afsted. 

Resten af hæren døde i Boiotien, 

hvor nogle af soldaterne pintes af tørst 

efter en glansfuld kilde, andre efter luft. 

Vi gik igennem både fokiernes land     485 

og Doris samt den meliske havbugt, der hvor 

Spercheios vander sletten med en gunstig drik. 

Derfra modtog Achaias jord os ligesom 

Thessaliens byer, uden nogen form for mad 

gik vi igennem; netop her døde der flest                           490 

af tørst og sult; for begge dele forekom. 

Til Magnesien og makedonernes land så 

ankom vi, og til strædet tæt ved Axios, 

sumpsivene ved Bolbe, det paggaiske bjerg, 

Edonia. Men samme nat sendte en gud     495 

et usædvanligt uvejr, Strymons hellige 

strøm frøs til is; og guderne bad alle til, 

selv ham, der ikke plejede at tro på dem, 

faldt ned på knæ og tilbad Gaia, Ouranos. 

Da hæren havde stoppet alle bønnerne,                500 

forsøger den at krydse den isfrosne vej: 

og de af os, der skyndte sig, før strålerne 
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fra guden spredtes, nåede i sikkerhed. 

For solens klare kugle skinnede med glans 

og flækkede med flammerne isen i to.     505 

De faldt over hinanden; rigtig heldig var 

enhver, der bortrev livets ånde i en fart. 

Men alle dem, der frelste var tilbage, drog 

igennem Thrakien slidsomt og med stort besvær. 

De kommer her undslupne, ikke mange folk,    510 

til hjemlig jord, så perserindernes bystat 

nu jamrer, for de savner landets unge mænd. 

Dette er sandt; og meget tier jeg nu om 

af onderne, som ramte Persien fra en gud. 

 

KOR 

Åh, smertefulde guddom, du har sprunget frem    515 

og alt for hårdt nedtrampet hele Persiens slægt. 

 

ATOSSA 

Jeg lider over hærens ødelæggelse: 

Åh, nattens tydelige drømmesyn, hvor klart 

har du dog åbenbaret onderne for mig. 

I tydede det alt for ringe og for let.     520 

Men dog, da jeres budskab var sådan, vil jeg 

nu først og fremmest bede guderne om hjælp. 

Så kommer jeg med gaver til de døde og 

til Jorden samt et brændoffer fra mit palads. 

Jeg ved, at det er efter, tingene er sket,     525 

men det er for, at fremtiden kan blive god. 

Og I skal, efter disse ting har fundet sted, 

give loyale mennesker loyale råd; 

og sønnen, hvis han kommer herhen inden mig, 

så før ham til paladset, mens I trøster ham,    530 

så at han ikke føjer ondt til onderne. 
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KOR 

O, kong Zeus! Du har ødelagt persernes færd, 

dette talrige, pralende folk og dets hær, 

også Sousa, Ekbatana, persiske byer 

har du dækket i sorgfulde kulsorte skyer.    535 

Mange kvinder med udsøgte hænder 

sønderrev deres slør, deres lænder 

gennemblødes af tårernes vand, 

for hver sørger nu over sin mand. 

Og de overflodsjamrende kvinder                             540 

nyligt gift, som i sorgen forsvinder 

fra de overflodsdækkede senge, 

de i ungdommen nød, har nu længe 

længtes efter at se deres mænd, 

deres gråd svinder intetsteds hen.      545 

Også jeg er af dem ladt tilbage 

og har rigeligt grund til at klage. 

 

Landet er til klager dømt      [strofe a 

Asien er fuldstændig tømt! 

Xerxes slæbte dem - ahhh, ahhh!      550 

Xerxes dræbte dem - aaah, aaah! 

Xerxes ufornuftigt denne knibe 

håndterede med havgående skibe. 

Hvorfor mon gav Dareios ingen klage,     555 

som bueføreren i gamle dage, 

for borgerne, som Sousas kære fører? 

 

Søfolk og infanteri,               [antistrofe 

mørke sejl med vinger i, 

skibe slæbte dem - ahhh, ahhh!                             560 

skibe dræbte dem - aaah, aaah! 

skibe angreb og i døden ender 

altødelæggende ved joners hænder. 
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Selv kongen kunne næsten ikke flygte     565 

igennem Thrakien, sådan er det rygte, 

fra vinterkolde veje, som jeg hører. 

 

De, der var først til at dø      [strofe b 

Føj! 

de, som nødvendighed tog 

Åh! 

kysten på Salamis’ ø        570 

Argh! 

smadrer dem, klag uden ro, 

bid jeres læber, begynd så at skrige, 

himmelske sorger, komplet uden lige 

Argh! 

stræk så en klagende jammer, der skærer vort hjerte.   575 

 

Flænses i havet så ondt             [antistrofe 

Føj! 

de, som det pletfrie vands 

Åh! 

afkom så stumt river rundt. 

Argh! 

Sorgerne fylder hver mands 

hjem, tømt for mænd, de forladte forældre               580 

gudelig sorg nu gør ældre og ældre 

Argh! 

samtidig med at de hører om hele vor smerte. 

 

Asiens folk bliver atter      [strofe c 

frigjort fra persernes tvang       585 

og fra despotiske skatter, 

som de blev pålagt engang. 

Aldrig igen, så forrykt, 

knæler de ydmygt i frygt. 
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Storkongens styrke er tabt.                  590 

 

Aldrig igen er der lænker                 [antistrofe 

om deres tunger, de kan 

sige hvad end, de nu tænker, 

åget er væk fra det land. 

Salamis, drivvåd af mord,       595 

fastholder under sin jord 

alt det, som Persien har skabt. 

 

ATOSSA 

Enhver, der før har prøvet onder, venner, ved 

at når en bølge kommer over mennesker 

af onder, sker det ofte, at man frygter alt,               600 

men når en guddom flyder smukt, da tror vi jo, 

at denne vind for evigt blæser lykkeligt. 

Jeg selv er allerede helt fyldt op af frygt! 

For øjnene fremtræder guders fjendtlighed, 

en larm, der ikke lindrer, fylder ørerne!                605 

Sådan et chok af onder skræmmer mig ekstremt. 

Derfor er jeg nu gået denne vej herhen 

helt uden vogn og luksus fra mit gamle hjem 

med velmenende drikofre til sønnens far 

drikofre, som formilder døde mennesker,    610 

en hellig kos letdrikkelige, hvide mælk, 

og honningdryp fra blomsterbearbejderen, 

vandrige dråber hentet fra en jomfrubæk, 

også en drik fra moderen, der vokser vildt, 

nemlig de gamle vinstokkes læskende glans;    615 

det gule evigt blomstrende oliventræs 

duftende frugt, der hænger mellem bladene, 

flettede blomster fra den altbærende jord. 

Men, kære venner, til de underjordiskes 

drikofre syng da sange, hidkald guddommen               620 
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Dareios: til de underjordiske guder 

sender jeg denne jorddrukne hæder afsted. 

 

KOR 

Majestætiske kvinde, du persernes agt, 

send du drikofre ned til paladset i jorden, 

så vil vi nemlig bede med hymnernes pragt    625 

om at de, der kan sende fra jorden de døde 

vil komme vort ønske velvilligt i møde. 

Underjordiske hellige guddomme, I, 

både Jorden og Hermes og kongen dernede, 

send en sjæl nedefra op i lyset, fordi                            630 

hvis han kender et middel mod onderne her, 

vil kun han kunne sige, hvor grænserne er. 

 

Mon han høøreer mig, den guudeelige koongee,  [strofe a 

når jeg seendeer fra min baarbaariske tuungee    635 

mine smeerteelige rååb 

fuld af soorgeer, tom for hååb? 

Jeg vil skriigee fra mit hjeertee. 

Mon han oopfaatter min smeertee? 

 

Og til Joordeen og de aandree nedre maagteer:              [antistrofe 

Jeg vil beedee inderliigt oom, at I fraagteer,    642 

vores Soouusaafødte guud 

op fra dyybeet, send ham uud! 

For i heelee vores riigee       645 

har vi aaldriig kendt hans liigee. 

 

Ja, vi eelskeer denne maand oog denne baakkee,  [strofe b 

for den geemmeer en persoon, vii kun kan taakkee. 

Aïdooneeuus, gid du seendeer ham op tiil oos           

vores heerskeer, gudeliigee kong Dareeiioos    651 

Ah! 
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For han øødeelagde aaldriig nogensiindee              [antistrofe 

sine mæænd, føørt af Forbliindeelsens gudiindee. 

Gudrådgiiveer kaldte Peersieen ham isæær påå    

grund af måådeen, som han styyreede sin hæær påå.   656 

Ah! 

 

Gamle Baal, Baal kom heroop     [strofe c 

her til graaveens bakketoop 

hæv sandaaleerne, hvis faarvee er som saafraan                         660 

vis os haatteen, der er foormeet som en tuurbaan! 

Kom uoondee far Dareeiioos. 

Åh! 

 

Du skal høøree om en soorg,                [antistrofe 

der har raamt diin gamle boorg.                 666 

For de møørkee skyer ooveer os er tuungee 

alt er taabt, døøde er aallee vores uungee! 

Kom uoondee far Dareiioos.                 670 

Åh! 

 

Aaaaa! Aaaaa!             [epodos 

Rigtbegrædt som død af dine venner! 

Hvad betyder dette, hersker, hersker?     675 

Fejl på fejl har gavnet vores fjender. 

Skibene sank jo på stribe! 

Skibene er ikkeskibe!                  680 

 

DAREIOS’ GENFÆRD 

Loyale loyalister, jævnaldrende mænd 

persiske ældre, hvilken plage plager jer? 

Jordbunden jamrer, banket hårdt og kradset op. 

Og synet af min hustru tæt på graven gør 

mig bange, villigt modtog jeg drikofrene.    685 

I selv står her og klagesynger ved min grav, 
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og med sjæleopførende, jamrende skrig 

kalder I på mig; vejen ud var ikke let, 

fordi de underjordiske guder nok er 

lidt bedre til at tage folk end slippe dem.                690 

Men da jeg hersker blandt dem, kommer jeg nu her. 

Vær hurtig, så jeg ikke misbruger min tid. 

Hvilken slags onde rammer perserne så tungt? 

 

KOR 

Jeg har ææreefrygt i øøjeet.     [strofe a 

Jeg har ææreefrygt i steemmeen,      695 

for jeg føler, min frygt for dig kommer igen. 

 

DAREIOS 

Eftersom jeg kom, overbevist af dine jammerskrig,  

giv ikke en langtrukken fortælling, men et referat, 

tal og giv så slip på al din ærefrygt over for mig. 

 

KOR 

Jeg har æængsteelse i glæædeen.                     [antistrofe 

Jeg har æængsteelse i taaleen,      701 

når jeg siger så sværtsagte ting til en ven. 

 

DAREIOS 

Eftersom din gamle frygt står hindrende foran dit sind, 

gamle partner i min ægteseng, du ædle hustru, stop 

disse klageråb og jammerskrig og tal så klart til mig.   705 

Menneskene oplever jo dødeliges lidelser, 

mange onder rammer dem fra havet og fra landjorden, 

hvis det lange liv strækkes endnu længere ud for dem. 

 

ATOSSA 

Alle dødelige overgik du i lyksalighed 

hvor misundelsesværdig var du dog, mens du solen så,  710 
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og du levede så lykkeligt, for perserne en gud. 

Nu misunder jeg, du døde, før du så ondernes dyb. 

Du vil kunne høre alt, Dareios, på et øjeblik. 

Alt det persiske er blevet gennemsmadret, kort fortalt. 

 

DAREIOS 

Hvad? Er der pludselig udbrudt pest eller en borgerkrig?  715 

 

ATOSSA 

Nej, men hele hæren er tilintetgjort omkring Athen. 

 

DAREIOS 

Hvem af mine sønner førte hæren derhen? Svar mig straks. 

 

ATOSSA 

Vilde Xerxes, efter at han tømte landets sletter helt. 

 

DAREIOS 

Jorden eller havet, hvor forsøgte staklen dumheden? 

 

ATOSSA 

Begge steder: to slags hære åbnede en dobbelt front.   720 

 

DAREIOS 

Men hvordan kunne en sådan landhær krydse over vand? 

 

ATOSSA 

Xerxes lagde kunstigt åg på strædet, så der kom en vej. 

 

DAREIOS 

Udrettede han det for at lukke store Bosporos? 

 

ATOSSA 

Nemlig; men en guddom har vel hjulpet til med hans idé. 
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DAREIOS 

Ak, en mægtig guddom kom, sådan han ikke tænkte klart.   725 

 

ATOSSA 

Resultatet viser, hvilket onde han udrettede.  

 

DAREIOS 

Og hvordan gik det med dem, I klager sådan over nu? 

 

ATOSSA 

Flåden blev mishandlet, og landhæren blev tilintetgjort. 

 

DAREIOS 

Hele folket blev således ødelagt totalt af spyd? 

 

ATOSSA 

Og på grund af dette jamrer hele Sousa, tømt for mænd.  730 

 

DAREIOS 

Argh, jeg sørger over hæren, så trofast og hjælpende. 

 

ATOSSA 

Hele Baktriens befolkning er totalt tilintetgjort. 

 

DAREIOS 

Åh, elendige, soldaters ungdom ødelagde han. 

 

ATOSSA 

Ene og forladt var Xerxes, siges det; de var kun få. 

 

DAREIOS 

Så hvordan og hvor endte han; er han nu i sikkerhed?   735 
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ATOSSA 

Glad kom han til broen, der med åg forbinder en med to. 

 

DAREIOS 

Og han reddede sig her til fastlandet, er det korrekt? 

 

ATOSSA 

Ja: fortællingen er sand, hvad dette angår, ingen tvivl. 

 

DAREIOS 

Ak! hvor hurtigt kom oraklets udførelse til min søn 

Zeus nedslynger opfyldelsen af spådommen; og jeg selv             740 

tænkte, lang tid vil der gå, før guderne opfylder det. 

Men når selv man skynder sig, så hjælper guden gerne til. 

Nu tror jeg, en kilde fuld af onder rammer vores folk. 

Og min unge, vilde søn er uvidende skyld heri, 

han, som håbede at stoppe Hellespontens flydende   745 

strøm med lænker, som en hellig slave, gudens Bosporos, 

og han omdannede strædet, fodlænker smedet af jern 

smed han på, en stor passage skabte han med en stor hær. 

Han er dødelig, men ej velovervejet, guderne, 

selv Poseidon, mente han at herske over; psykisk syg   750 

var min søn vel? Jeg er bange for, min hårdt tilkæmpede 

rigdom bliver bytte for de mennesker, der kommer først. 

 

ATOSSA 

Dette lærte han, fordi han omgik ondsindede mænd, 

vilde Xerxes, som fortæller ham, at du til børnene   

bragte kæmpe rigdom med dit spyd, mens han umandigt blev 755 

hjemme med sit spyd uden at øge fædrene velstand.   

Sådan hån fra ondsindede mænd hørte han ofte på, 

så besluttede han rejsen, felttoget mod Hellas’ land. 
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DAREIOS 

Således er en gerning gennemført af ham, 

så kæmpe, uforglemmelig, en sådan ting                            760 

har aldrig før ramt Sousa, tømt den fuldstændig, 

siden fyrst Zeus gav denne hæder, at én mand 

behersker hele fårenærende Asien 

imens han holder rorscepteret i sin hånd. 

For Medos var den første fører for vor hær:    765 

En anden, nemlig sønnen, fuldbyrdede det. 

Den tredje, Kyros, elsket af guddommene, 

gav fred til alle venner, da han kom til magt: 

hans hjerne var jo styrmand for hans energi.     

Han skaffede sig lyderne og frygerne,     770 

og hele Jonien bortjagede han med vold. 

Gud hadede ham ikke, for han tænkte klogt. 

Og Kyros’ søn, den fjerde, ledte hæren godt 

den femte leder Mardos var en skamplet for 

vort land og gamle troner; men i et komplot    775 

dræbte den ædle Artafrenes ham hjemme 

med hjælp fra ligesindede, som tog ansvar. 

Og mig: jeg fik så loddet, som jeg ønskede. 

Jeg førte talrigt krige med en talrig hær,                   780 

men voldte ikke byen samme grad af ondt. 

Xerxes er ung og unge tanker tænker han, 

min søn, og husker ikke ordrerne, jeg gav. 

For I skal vide dette, jævnaldrende folk, 

at alle vi, der har haft magten her til lands,    785 

har aldrig forårsaget samme grad af sorg. 

 

KOR 

Men hvad så, fyrst Dareios, hvorhen vender du 

slutningen på fortællingen; hvordan vil vi, 

persernes folk, så kunne handle bedst herfra? 
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DAREIOS 

Ved ikke at indlede krig mod Hellas’ egn,               790 

end ikke med en større hær end medernes. 

For selve landet kæmper sammen med de folk. 

 

KOR 

Hvad mener du? Hvorledes kæmper det med dem? 

 

DAREIOS 

Ved drab på helt ekstreme mængder folk med sult. 

 

KOR 

Så sender vi specialstyrker i stedet for.     795 

 

DAREIOS 

Men dem, der allerede er i Hellas’ egn, 

vil ikke kunne rejse uskadte herhjem. 

 

KOR 

Hvad siger du? Har ikke hele vores hær 

passeret Helles stræde fra Europas jord? 

 

DAREIOS 

Kun ganske få af mange, hvis vi stoler på                        800 

spådommene fra guderne; med tanke på 

hvad der er sket, så opfyldes de ikke halvt. 

Hvis dette gælder, efterlader han forført 

af tomme håb en kæmpemæssig, udsøgt hær. 

De bliver der, hvor Asopos strømmer afsted                     805 

og vander sletten, næring for Boiotiens jord: 

Der venter dem at lide topmålet af ondt, 

som hovmod og ugudelige tankers straf. 

De kom til Hellas, og de borttog uden skam 

træbilleder af guder, brændte templer ned.    810 
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Så altrene er borte, guddommenes hjem 

er revet op med rode, ligger i ruin. 

På grund af denne onde adfærd lider de 

ej mindre, mere kommer, endnu ikke er 

ondernes kilde standset, andet sprøjter frem.508    815 

Så stort et blodbesudlet offer kommer der 

på jorden i Plataia ved et dorisk spyd. 

Ligdyngerne vil stumme demonstrere for 

de dødeliges øjne, helt til tredje slægt, 

at mennesker skal ikke tænke alt for højt;               820 

Hovmod har blomstret, frembragt korn så fulde af 

forblindelse, at marken mejes grådkvalt ned. 

Når I nu ser på gengældelsen for det her, 

husk så Athen og Hellas, og lad ingen mand 

se ned på sin guddommelige lykke for     825 

at miste al sin velstand grundet grådighed. 

Zeus strafferen forfølger alt for pralende 

opfattelser; en voldsom dommer er han jo. 

Med tanke på alt dette, rådgiv så ham til 

at tænke sig fornuftigt om og ikke at     830 

fornærme vores guder med sit vilde pral. 

Men du, min kære, Xerxes’ ædle moder, gå 

nu hjem og tag de klæder, som må sømme sig, 

og mød din søn; af sorgen over onderne 

er alt det farverige tøj omkring hans krop    835 

nu flænset, sønderrevet til en laset pjalt. 

Men trøst ham og berolig ham med dine ord; 

Kun dig, ved jeg, udholder han at lytte til. 

Jeg selv går under jorden ned til dunkelhed. 

Men I, farvel I gamle, selv blandt onderne                         840 

sørg for at give sjælen nydelse hver dag, 

                                                           
508 815 κρηνὶς ὑπέστη, κἄλλ᾽ ἔτ᾽ ἐκπιδεύεται. The reading of Sommerstein (2008: 106) based on 

conjectures by Housman and Lawson. Garvie (2009: 33) follows the manuscripts in his reading: 

κρηπὶς ὕπεστιν, ἀλλ' ἔτ' ἐκπλινθεύται, criticised in a review by Gregory (2012: 147). 
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thi for de døde nytter rigdom ingenting. 

 

KOR 

Hvor smerter det at høre om de mange ting, 

der volder og vil volde barbarerne sorg. 

 

ATOSSA 

Åh, guddom, mange onder kommer over mig    845 

og smerter, men den ulykke, der bider mest 

på mig, er, når jeg hører om ydmygelsen 

af klæderne, der hænger rundt om Xerxes' krop. 

Så jeg vil hente sømmeligt tøj i mit hus, 

og så vil jeg forsøge at møde min søn.                            850 

For vi vil ikke svigte kære, der har ondt. 

 

KOR 

Argh, hvilket pragtfuldt og langt fra forbandet   [strofe a 

bystatsregerende liv, som vi førte i den periode, 

hvor den ubesejrede, uovertrufne og gode    855 

gudelignende konge Dareios beherskede landet. 

 

Først var der felttog, der bragte os ære               [antistrofe 

velkendte [Hul i teksten]                        860 

da man ubeskadiget vendte tilbage fra krigen 

[Hul i teksten] hjemmet var stadig, som det skulle være; 

 

alle de byer, han tog uden gang over floden, der flugter [strofe b 

   med grænsen, uden marcher væk fra arnen, 

som for eksempel de thrakiske hjem nær strymoniske bugter, 

   som Acheloïs køler ned i varmen;                870 

 

og på den modsatte side af søen befæstede stæder,             [antistrofe 

   der ej kun lystrede engang imellem,     875 
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ligesom alle ved Marmarahavet og begge de stræder, 

   som Sortehavet løber ud igennem; 

 

ligesom øerne adlød befalinger fra os,    [strofe c 

   skønt havomskyllede ret tæt på landet,     881 

som for eksempel olivenbeplantede Lesbos og Paros, 

Naxos og Mykonos, Tenos og Andros, en nabo i vandet, 

 

også de folk, som i midten af havet har bolig,              [antistrofe 

   som Lemnos, Ikarias stad og Rhodos,                         890 

ligesom Knidos, de cypriske bystater Paphos og Soli, 

Salamis også, hvis moderby gør dette rædsomme mod os; 

 

også hellenernes storrige byer i de reservater   [epodos 

jonerne fik, kontrollerede han uden farcer.                           900 

Stor og utrættelig var hans ressource af stærke soldater 

og allierede racer. 

Men nu er krigslykken vendt, denne ændring har guderne lavet,       905 

da vi blev fuldstændig smadret af kampen på havet. 

 

XERXES509 

  Aaaarggghhh! 

  Ulykkelig er jeg, og uoverstigeligt 

  forfærdelig er skæbnen, så uforudsigeligt    910 

  har guddommen nådesløst trampet til døde 

  de persiske slægter: Hvad skal jeg nu møde? 

  For benene kan ikke bære, 

  når jeg ser på de borgeres alder.      915 

  Zeus, jeg beder, gid jeg måtte være 

  iblandt dem, der gik bort, gid jeg falder 

  ned i mørket, gid dødsskæbnen kalder! 

                                                           
509 The odes now become increasingly rhythmically asymmetric. For the reasons behind, see section 

2.7. of chapter 3. 
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KOR 

  Ah! Ah! Konge, hvad skal vi dog sige                                        920 

  om hæren og hele det persiske rige     

  og alle de prægtige mænd, der tog med, 

  og som guddommen mejede fuldstændig ned. 

  For landet begræder de unge, vi skades! 

  De dræbtes af Xerxes, der propfyldte Hades   

  med persere: talrige blomstrende mænd 

  fra Persien blev tvunget i ilmarch derhen               925 

  med tusinde buer og pile i krig; 

  nu ligger de høstet som visnede lig. 

  Aaaaa! Aaaaa! Hvilket læ!     

  Hvilket bolværk for Asien, et kongeligt sted, 

  der rædsomt er bøjet i knæ!                 930 

 

 XERXES 

  Her er jeg, en begrædelig mand!     [strofe a 

  Ja, for uheld har fulgt mig, og nu er jeg blevet 

  et onde for hele vort land. 

 

 KOR 

  For at hilse dig velkommen hjem      935 

  vil jeg sende dig ondthørte skrig og en lang 

  gennemmarvrende klage, et ondt råb, en slem, 

  en ondsindet tårerig sang.                  940 

 

 XERXES 

  Det er smerteligt, send jeres råb                [antistrofe 

  over mod mig i sorg, for en guddom har drevet 

  mig herud imod mine håb. 

 

 KOR 

  Jeg vil sende dig tusinde skrig, 

  for jeg ærer de mænd, der med bue og båd    945 
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  drog fra landet og slægten så langt væk i krig. 

  Jeg skriger et dødsråb i gråd. 

 

XERXES 

  Det var jooniiske, der stjaal,     [strofe b 

  det var jooniiske Arees meed sine skiibee, 

  der om naatteen fyldte haav oog kyst med kvaal. 

 

 KOR 

  Råb OI OI OI og hør så om det hele.     955 

  Hvorhenne er din anden gruppe venner? 

  Hvor er de henne, dem som måtte dele 

  ekspeditionen med dig, dem vi kender 

  som Sousas, Pelagon og Farandakes 

  og Psammis og ham, Ekbatana sender                960 

  den sidste, men ej mindste, Sousiskanes? 

 

 XERXES 

  Jeg har eefteerladt hver maand,                [antistrofe 

  over boord faaldt de fra rææliingen på striibee, 

  flænset oop aaf klippernee påå øens straand.    965 

   

 KOR 

  Hvor OI OI OI hvorhenne er Masistras, 

  og hvor er Artembares og Pharnouxos? 

  Og hvor er fyrst Seualkes og Hystaixmas 

  og den aristokratiske Lilaios?                 970 

  Hvorhenne er Masistras, hvor er Memphis, 

  hvor er den gode mand Ariomardos? 

  Jeg spørger dig igen, hvor er Tharybis? 

 

 XERXES 

  Aaaarggghhh! Aaaarggghhh!     [strofe c 

  Da de så mod det gamle, forhadte Athen,    975 
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  blev de alle besejret i et enkelt slag. 

  Ååååååååh! Nu ligger de døde på strandenes sten. 

 

 KOR 

  Hvad med blomsten, der kunne fornøje 

  os alle i Persien, dit trofaste øje, 

  i tusindvis gik de, som var de en streng,                980 

  for eksempel Alpistos, Batanoxos’ dreng, 

  og Sesamas søn Megabates 

  samt Parphos og store Oibares. 

  Dem forlod du, forlod du; forbandet!     985 

  Onde ting siger du, ikke andet! 

 

 XERXES 

  Ååååårggghhh! Ååååårggghhh!                [antistrofe 

  Du bevæger en længsel, en smertelig lyst 

  til at se mine venner, du taler så ondt.                990 

  Aaaaaaaah! Mit hjerte det skriger, det flænser mit bryst! 

 

 KOR 

  Og de andre, vi savner og beder 

  om frelse for: Xanthes, mardiernes leder, 

  titusinder ledte han, samt Anchares, 

  hestefyrsterne Diaixis og Arsakes;      995 

  og ej at forglemme Lythimnas 

  samt Tolmos og så Kegdadatas. 

  Jeg forstår ej, forstår ej, de helte               1000 

  ikke går bag de vogndrevne telte. 

 

XERXES 

  Førerne er gået ud af syne.         [strofe d 

 

KOR  

  De er gået bort, OI, anonyme. 
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XERXES 

  iiieh, iiiieh, hør! Jeg tuder! 

 

KOR 

  iiiioh, iiiioh, hør! I guder!                 1005 

  Uventede onder er nu sket os. 

  Sendt af jer; Forblindelsen har set os. 

 

XERXES 

  Vi er slået ud [hul i teksten]                [antistrofe 

 

KOR 

  Vi er slået ud; det har du ret i. 

 

XERXES 

  nye farer, nye farer                        1010 

 

KOR 

  mødte joniske hærskarer. 

  Langt fra vellykket, det må man sige. 

  Perserne er dårlige i krige! 

 

XERXES 

  Virkelig! Så stor en hær! Jeg græder!        [strofe e 

 

KOR 

  Ødelagt er Persiens store hær.                 1016 

 

XERXES 

  Ser du resterne af mine klæder? 

 

KOR 

  Ja! Jeg ser, jeg ser. 
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XERXES 

  Denne hule kile -                   1020 

 

KOR 

  siger du, er reddet? 

 

XERXES 

  skatkamret for pile. 

 

KOR 

  Alt for lidt var fredet! 

 

XERXES 

  Mandskabet er ryddet. 

 

KOR 

  Jonerne står fast over for spyddet.                           1025 

 

XERXES 

  Krigerfolk! Uventede ulykker!                [antistrofe 

 

KOR 

  Tænker du på flåden eller ej? 

 

XERXES 

  Onderne rev tøjet her i stykker.                1030 

 

KOR 

  Aaah! Åh nej! Åh nej! 

 

XERXES 

  Aaah! En kæmpe skade! 
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KOR 

  “Aaah!” kan ikke lindre. 

 

XERXES 

  Fjenderne er glade. 

 

KOR 

  Styrken er nu mindre.                 1035 

 

XERXES 

  Jeg har ingen følger. 

 

KOR 

  Alle ligger dræbt i havets bølger. 

 

XERXES 

  Græd og græd! Og gå så hjem til borgen!                     [strofe f 

 

KOR 

  Aaaaa! Aaaaa! Stor er sorgen, sorgen. 

 

XERXES 

  Råb med mig i kor!                              1040 

 

KOR 

  Ud af onde onder ondet gror! 

 

XERXES 

  Syng med mig en klagesang så høj! 

 

KOR 

  OTOTOTOTOTOI! 

  Sorgen falder tungt på vores hjerter. 

  Vi er gennemsmadrede af smerter.               1045 
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XERXES 

  Sving og sving med armene som årer!                     [antistrofe 

 

KOR 

  Hør! Jeg jamrer gennem mine tårer! 

 

XERXES 

  Råb med mig i kor! 

 

KOR 

  Hersker, ja! Jeg råber hvert et ord! 

 

XERXES 

  Hæv så dine klager til en støj!                1050 

 

KOR 

  OTOTOTOTOTOI! 

  Midt i denne mur af støj, der rammer, 

  blandes sorte slag med suk og jammer! 

 

XERXES 

  Slå dit bryst og skrig et mysisk skrig!    [strofe f 

 

KOR 

  Smertelig! Så smertelig!                 1055 

 

XERXES 

  Riv det hvide skæg ud af din hage! 

 

KOR 

  Ja! Jeg gør det, fyldt med megen klage! 
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XERXES 

  Skrig så endnu mere! 

KOR 

      Det kan jeg levere! 

 

XERXES 

  Sønderriv din kjortel, hver en flig!                         [antistrofe 

   

KOR 

  Smertelig! Så smertelig!                  1061 

 

XERXES 

  Riv dit hår, for hæren kom af dage! 

 

KOR 

  Ja! Jeg gør det, fyldt med megen klage! 

 

XERXES 

  Græd så endnu mere! 

 

KOR 

      Det kan jeg præstere!             1065 

 

XERXES 

  Råb med mig og støj!            [epode 

 

KOR 

  OIOIOIOIOI! 

 

XERXES 

  Gå i gråd til borgen! 

 

KOR 

  ARGH! ARGH! 
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XERXES 

  Byen mærker sorgen! 

 

KOR 

  Byen mærker sorgen seriøst! 

 

XERXES 

  Skrig og gå herfra luksuriøst! 

 

KOR 

  ARGH! ARGH! Persiens jord er uden nåde. 

 

XERXES 

  AAAH! AAAH! alle vores både!                          1075 

  AAAH! AAAH! fyldt til randene med lig! 

 

KOR 

  Vi går efter dig med skarpe skrig! 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

FINIS 
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V 

METRICAL OVERVIEW 
 

In this chapter, I give a metrical overview of the lyric sections in Garvie’s text faced by 

an overview of the lyric sections in my translation. The chapter is meant to assist the 

reading of the translation. Garvie himself offers a metrical overview in his ‘Metrical 

Appendix’,510 on which most of my overview is built. But unlike Garvie, I analyse the 

anapaestic sections as well (Pers. 1-64, 140-154, 532-547, 623-632, 908-930). When I 

disagree with Garvie’s analysis, for example in the second stasimon (Pers. 633-671), 

my analysis also deviates from his text and analysis.  

For the convenience of comparison, I mark an unstressed syllable in the 

sections of Danish metres ⏑ and a stressed syllable –. In cases of doubt, when I claim 

that a syllable in the Danish translation can be pronounced as either stressed or 

unstressed, I use the symbol ⏒, when I want the syllable to be read as unstressed, and 

⏓, when I want the syllable to be read as stressed. When a Danish genitive ending can 

be read as both one and two syllables, I use the symbols ⏔ or ⏕ after the same 

principle. Symbols within round brackets, e.g. (– ⏑), refer to exclamations.  

 

GREEK LYRIC METRES     DANISH LYRIC METRES 

 

1-64: Anapaests      Anapaests 

⏑ ⏑ – – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏒ – ⏑ ⏑ –  

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏕ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏕ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ –    an   – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

                                                           
510 Garvie (2009: 372-377). 
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GREEK LYRIC METRES     DANISH LYRIC METRES 

 

1-64: Anapaests (from line 11)    Anapaests 

– ⏑ ⏑ – –    an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –511   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏒ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – –    an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –  2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏒ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

                                                           
511 <λειφθεῖσα γυνὴ πάντα κατ᾽ οἶκον>. Sommerstein’s (2008: 16) conjecture. Garvie (2009: 5) prints an 

empty insertion. 
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1-64: Anapaests (from line 38)    Anapaests 

⏑ ⏑ – – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – – – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑  2 an   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –    an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – –    an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 
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65-72 ~ 73-80: Ionics     Oriental metre 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –      3 io   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –     4 io   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   4 io io˰  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –     3 io 2 io˰  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

81-86 ~ 87-92: Ionics     Oriental metre 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –      4 io   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –      4 io   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – –      2 io 2 io÷  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

101-107 ~ 108-114: Ionics     Oriental metre 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –         2 io io˰  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –         2 io io˰  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –         2 io   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –       2 io io˰ 2 io÷ ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

93-100: Ionics      Oriental metre 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –        4 io  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ – –        2 io 2 io÷  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ –         3 io io˰  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ – –          2 io÷  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ –         3 io io˰  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – 

 

115-125: Lecythia (both strophes)    Terza rima 

– ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –         2 lk  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

– ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –         2 lk  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –          cr lk  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

– ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –         2 lk  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –         2 lk  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

– ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –          cr lk  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 
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126-132 ~ 133-139: Lecythia     Terza rima 

– ⏑ – – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –  2 cr lk   ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – – ⏑ – – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 3 cr lk   ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ – – – ⏑ – ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ba ith D  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – ⏑ – –    ith   ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

 

140-154: Anapaests      Anapaests 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – –    an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏒ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏕ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ –    an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – –    an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – – –   2 an˰   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ – – –   2 an   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

 

256-259 ~ 262-265: Lyric iambics    Trochees 

⏓ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – – ⏑ – – ⏑ –   3 cr   – ⏑ – ⏑ (– ⏑) (– ⏑) – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – –    ar   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 
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268-271 ~ 274-277: Lyric iambics    Trochees 

⏑ ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ –    δ   (–) (⏑) – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ ⏔ ⏑ ⏕ ⏑ ⏔ ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – –   hi   – ⏑ – ⏑ – (⏑) (–) 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    ph   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

 

280-283 ~ 286-289: Lyric iambics    Trochees 

⏓ – ⏑ – – – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏓ – – – ⏑ –    ba cr   – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ – ⏓ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – –   ch ith   – ⏑ (–) (⏑) – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

 

532-547: Anapaests      Anapaests 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –    an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –    an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 
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548-557 ~ 558-567: Lyric iambics & Lecythia  Trochees & Terza rima 

– – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   sp lk   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –  

⏒ – ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – (⏑) (–) 

– – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – (⏑) (–) 

– – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   sp 2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏔ ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   lk   ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – ⏒ – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –  2 lk   ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    ph   ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –    ph   ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

 

568-575 ~ 576-583: Lyric dactyls    Dactyls 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   D –   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    D –    – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    D –    – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ –   gl   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – –    ar   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –    ia   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – –  δ 2 cr ba  – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

584-590 ~ 591-597: Lyric dactyls    Dactyls 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   D –   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   D –   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   D –   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   D –   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    ph   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    ph   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – –    ar   – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 
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623-632: Anapaests      Anapaests 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – – – –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –  2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – – – – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – – –    an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏒ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – – –   2 an   ⏒ ⏑ – ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

 

633-639 ~ 640-646: Ionics512    Oriental metre 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 3 io io˰  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏒ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ – –    pe   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏒ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – – – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏓ 2 gl   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ –  

⏒ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –    ia   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ –  

⏕ ⏑ – –    tr   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –  

– ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –    ph   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

647-651 ~ 652-656: Ionics     Oriental metre 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   – 2 io   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – –   2 io÷   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –  3 io io˰  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – –   da ar   ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
512 In this second stasimon, I build on West (1990a: 463-464). See chapter 3, section 2.4.2 for the 

reasons behind. 
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657-664 ~ 665-672: Ionics     Oriental metre 

⏒ – – ⏒ – ⏒ – ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –    δ δ  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – –    – 2 io÷  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   3 io  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – –   io hi  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ –    cr d  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

673-680: Lyric iambics & Lyric dactyls   Trochees & Dactyls 

⏑ – ⏑ –     ia  (–) (⏑) 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –    d D  – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑   2 ia  – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   3 ia  – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– – – – – – – – – – – –   hex  – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –    D –  – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

694-696 ~ 700-702: Ionics & Anapaests   Oriental metre & Anapaests 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    2 io  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    2 io  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏕ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    2 an˰  ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

 

852-857 ~ 858-863: Lyric dactyls    Dactyls 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑   4 da  – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –  6 da                 – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –   4 da –  – – – – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ – ⏑ – –    ch ia ba – – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

864-870 ~ 872-878: Lyric dactyls & Lecythia  Dactyls & Terza rima 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 7 da             – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –     lk  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 7 da             – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ – ⏑ – –     ith  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 
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880-887 ~ 888-895: Lyric dactyls & Lecythia  Dactyls & Terza rima 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   5 da  – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –     lk  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏔ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑  6 da             – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏔ – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ – ⏑ – – 5 da ith           – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

896-907: Lyric dactyls     Dactyls 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 7 da             – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑    5 da  – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – – – – –   6 da             – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – –     3 da  – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 7 da             – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ – ⏑ – –   3 da ith – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

908-930: Anapaests      Anapaests 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – – – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – –    2 an  ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    2 an  ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ –     an  ⏑ ⏒ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –    2 an˰  ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an  (⏑)(⏑) – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – –     an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    2 an˰  ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – – – – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ – – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 
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908-930: Anapaests  (from line 925)   Anapaests 

– – – – – – – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – – – – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – – – – –    2 an  (–)(–) ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ – – –    2 an  ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

 

931-940 ~ 941-949: Anapaests    Anapaests 

⏑ ⏑ – – – – – –    2 an˰  ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏕ ⏔ – – – ⏕ ⏔ –    2 an  ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –      an  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – – – – –    2 an  ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –   2 an  ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – – – – –    2 an  ⏒ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – ⏔ ⏑ ⏑ – –    2 an˰  ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

 

950-953 ~ 962-965: Ionics     Oriental metre 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –     io˰ io  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   3 io  ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – –⏑ ⏑ – –    io, 3 io˰ ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – 

 

955-961 ~ 966-973: Lecythia    Terza rima 

– – – ⏓ – – – – – –    2 δ  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ –    2 ch  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – ⏓ – ⏑ –     lk  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –     lk  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– – ⏑ ⏑ – – – – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– – – – – – – –    2 an  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏔ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –     an  ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 
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974-987 ~ 988-1001: Anapaests    Anapaests 

⏑ – ⏑ – –    pe   (– –) (– –) 

⏔ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏒ – ⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –  pe δ   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏒ ⏑ – –  pe 2 io   (– –) ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – ⏑ ⏑ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – – – – ⏔ – –   2 an   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– ⏕ ⏔ ⏕ – – –   2 an˰   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

⏕ – – – – – –   2 an˰   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – 

– – – – – ⏕ – –   2 an   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

– – ⏕ – ⏔ – –   2 an˰   ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ – – – ⏓ –   ia δ   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

⏒ – ⏑ – ⏒ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –    pe δ   ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – – 

 

1002-1007 ~ 1008-1013: Lyric iambics   Trochees 

⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   ia lk   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑  

⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ –    ia cr   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   (– ⏑) (– ⏑) – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ –    ia cr   (– ⏑) (– ⏑) – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏕ ⏑ – – ⏑ –   ia cr   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – –   ch ith   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

 

1014-1025 ~ 1026-1037: Lyric iambics   Trochees 

⏒ – ⏑ – – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – –  ia 2 cr ba  – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – –   ia ch ba  – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –  2 ia ch   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ – ⏑ –    ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   ch ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏒ – ⏑ ⏑ – –    ph   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –    ph   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 
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1014-1025 ~ 1026-1037: Lyric iambics (continued) Trochees 

– ⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ – –    ph   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ – – – ⏑ – ⏑ – –   ba ith   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

 

1038-1045 ~ 1046-1053: Lyric iambics   Trochees 

⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –  3 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   (– ⏑) (– ⏑) – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ –  

⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

⏑ – ⏑ ⏕ ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –    ia   ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– ⏑ ⏑ – ⏑ – –    ar   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

 

1054-1059 ~ 1060-1065: Lyric iambics   Trochees 

⏒ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   3 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑    ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

– – ⏑ – – – ⏑ – ⏒ – ⏑ –   3 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ – – – ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ – –   ba ith   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

⏑ – – – ⏑ – ⏑ – –    ba ith   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

 

1066-1077: Lyric iambics     Trochees  

⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

⏑ – ⏑ –    ia   (–) (⏑) (–) (⏑) (–) 

– – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   2 ia   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑  

⏑ – ⏑ –    ia   (–) (–) 

⏑ – – – ⏑ – ⏑    ba tr   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑  

⏑ – – – ⏑ – –    ba tr   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

⏑ – ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –    δ   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

⏑ – ⏑ – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –   ia lk   (–) (–) – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑  
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1066-1077: Lyric iambics (continued)   Trochees  

– – – – – – – –   2 an   (–) (–) – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ 

– – – – – ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ ⏑ –   an δ   (–) (–) – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 

– – – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ –      sp lk   – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – ⏑ – 
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VI 

CONCLUSION 
 

The Greek tragic choral odes were elaborate musical compositions sung by dancing 

choruses to the accompaniment of the wind instrument aulós. Since nothing of the 

original music survives, we are left with the silent words on the page. The aim of this 

dissertation has been to develop a translation strategy that signals to the readers ‒ 

without the use of music ‒ that the choral odes were originally sung. The result has 

been to translate the originally unrhymed and rhythmically varied tragic choral odes 

into rhyming and regular verse known from Danish poetry. 

 The dissertation is the first of its kind in Danish and international scholarship. 

It has consisted of four main parts: (i) translation theory; (ii) translation history; (iii) 

metrics; (iv) translation. Each of these parts has been given its own chapter, with 

metrics also being the topic of chapter five. The five chapters have constituted a 

continuous movement from the universal to the local. By each chapter, the focus has 

become more specific, from the reflections on the nature of translation in chapter one 

and the examination of the Danish translation tradition in chapter two to the metrical 

analysis in chapter three and the translation itself in chapter four. Having started at 

the very universal level of translation theory in the first chapter, the dissertation 

ended at the very local level of metrical scansion in the fifth chapter. In this way, I 

hope to have covered all the stages involved in developing a translation strategy. 

In chapter one, I investigated which kind of translation is implied in the 

realisation of my translation aim. Drawing on the text type analysis of Katharina Reiß, 

I argued that poetic form is of great importance to the translator who wishes to signal 

the songlike qualities of the tragic choral odes to the readers. Therefore, I proposed to 

translate the tragic choral odes in the form that Danish song lyrics usually take. On 

the basis of statements from Plato, Gorgias, and Aristotle, I demonstrated that metre 

is essential to Greek poetic form. I further quoted Roberto Pretagostini for describing 

the highly varied and complex metrical forms of the Greek tragic choral odes as 

constituting a particular difficulty to the translator. Based on research by Pat Pattison 

and Derek Attridge, I stated that simple metrical forms and end rhymes are 

characteristic of song lyrics in English, while works of Phillip Faber, Arthur Arnholtz, 

and Jørgen Fafner demonstrated that this too is the case with Danish song lyrics. 
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Greek tragic choral odes and Danish song lyrics thus differ in two fundamental areas: 

rhythm and rhyme. 

 Translating unrhymed and rhythmically varied poems into rhyming and 

regular verse could be perceived as a domesticating practice. Drawing on translation 

theories by Friedrich Schleiermacher, Antoine Berman, and, in particular, Lawrence 

Venuti, I argued that this way of translating the tragic choral odes in fact has a 

foreignising effect, since it challenges dominant poetic practices and norms. These 

dominant poetic practices and norms were exemplified by contemporary statements 

from key actors on the Danish literary scene such as poets, reviewers, and academics. 

The examples showed that regular rhythms and end rhymes ‒ the two main markers 

of song in Danish poetry ‒ are marginalised in contemporary Danish poetry. In 

archaic and classical Greece, by contrast, poems were written to be sung. Translating 

the Greek tragic choral odes in the form that Danish song lyrics usually take therefore 

signals to the readers that there are other ways of writing poetry than the way it is 

currently being done in Denmark. 

 In chapter two, I examined the Danish tradition for translating Greek tragedy 

in order to situate my translation strategy within a historical context. I showed that 

translating the tragic choral odes into regular and rhyming verse is a recovery of a 

Danish translation practice from the period 1893-1918. I discerned three general 

approaches to the translation of Greek tragic choral odes into Danish: (i) a preserving 

approach that translates the poems in their original metres; (ii) a modulating 

approach that translates the poems into metres known from Danish poetry; and (iii) 

a prosaic approach that translates the poems into prose. Translating the odes into 

regular and rhyming verse is a subdivision of the modulating approach.  

 None of the modulating translators have explained why they use the metres 

where they do in their translations. In chapter three, I contributed with such an 

explanation. On the basis of Bernhard Zimmermann’s interpretive metrics, Jørgen 

Fafner’s distinction between aprioric and aposterioric ethos, and Lawrence Venuti’s 

notion of receiving intertexts, I interpreted the functions of the lyric metres in 

Aeschylus’ Persians. At every lyric section, I suggested by which criteria the translator 

could choose a metre known from Danish poetry to create a receiving intertext that 

reflected the intertext of the Greek text. Thereby, I demonstrated how receiving 

intertexts can be established through the choice of metrical form. In some cases, the 

intertext was established through the use of the same metre in the translation as in 
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the original text; in other cases, it was established through the use of a different metre 

in the translation; and finally, it could be established through the creation a new kind 

of metre whose visual effects signalled something particular to the readers.  

 In chapter four, I combined theory and practice by translating the Persians 

according to the translation strategy that I had developed in the preceding chapters. 

This translation is the first Danish translation of the Persians in more than a hundred 

years. The latest translation of the play was published by Niels Møller in 1918. It is also 

the first translation with a modulating approach to present and build on systematic 

principles for the selection of metres known from Danish poetry. In the fifth and final 

chapter, I scanned all the lyric sections of the Greek text and the Danish translation, 

so that the use of metre could be as clear and transparent as possible.  

The dissertation contributes to classical scholarship in two ways. First, it 

demonstrates how the songlike qualities of the Greek tragic choral odes can be 

signalled to the readers in the translation without the use of music. This contribution 

will be of particular value for scholars of Greek drama, for translators of Greek drama, 

and for scholars within translation studies specialising in the translation of song 

lyrics. Second, the dissertation gives the first extensive interpretation of the functions 

of the lyric metres in Aeschylus’ Persians. This contribution is of value for scholars 

specialising in Greek poetry in general and Greek metre in particular.  

The dissertation rethinks the question of translation into verse. Thereby, it 

marks a new departure for translations of Greek tragedy. Although every translation 

is tied to the cultural context in which it is produced, I hope that translators and 

readers across cultures and languages will benefit from the thougths behind this 

translation strategy. I hope, in short, you will accept the invitation to come along and 

sing.   
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